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PREFACE

The DICTIONARY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE DATA TERMINOLOGY is a reference,
, work developed by SEARCH Group, Incorporated, through a grant from the
Law Enforcement Assistance Adininistration (LEAA).

This first edition of the dictionary proposes standard names and definitions in
selected areas qf terminology needed for the communication of basic criminal
justice information and statistics between states and at the national level. Itspublication represents the first step in ihe process of arriving at a consensus on a
national criminal justice statistical terminology. This edition will be modified andexpanded in response to user comments and criticisms, and subsequent editionswill be issued.

The dictionary is the product of an extensive research and analysis effort
guided by' the SGI Criminal Justice Glossary Review Project Committee, Thecommittee members, identified on page iii, represent both operating criminal
justice agencies and statistical services. Each member is to be thanked for his
generous contributions of time and effort necessary for the preparation of thisdocument.

This dictionary grew out of a program initiated by LEAA in 1971 to
standardize criminal, justice statistical terminology. The first phase of the project
was a contract awarded to Auerbach Associates, Inc., of Philadelphia. That
contract produced a document entitled Criminal Justice Glossary: Draft II, which
was subjected to a series of critical reviews by LEAA's National Criminal Justice
Information..and Statistics Service (NCJISS) and the National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ), other offices of the Department of
Justice, and selected criminal justice organizations throughout.the United States.The original research and the resulting comments, suggestions, and recommenda-
tions greatly aided the development of this publication.

;)



IMPORTANT

Dear Reader:
This is the first edition of the DI&TIONARY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE.

DATA TERMINOLOGY. The terms contained herein are those the
project committee felt were basic for criminal.justice infdrmation
and statistics systems and could be defined within the time allotted
for this phase ot the Dictionary project.

Future editions will define additional terms_and will update and
revise as necessary the definitions contained in this first edition. We
need your comments to make these future editions as useful as possi-
ble. We need to know what additional terms you believe should be
dstined. We also need some feedback from you as to.the adequacy
aifd utility of the terms and definitions in this edition for your cur-
rent and planned information system and statistical activities.

To aid you in transmitting your opinions and recommendations to
us, we have provided several self-mailing, postage-free "user re-

-sponse forms" in the back of this edition. If all of these forms have
been used, or if you wish to comment in letter form, please write to:

Director, Statistics Division
National Criminal Justice

Information and Statistics ervice
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20531

Your comments will be greatly appreciated.
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INTRODUCTIoN

ThepubliCation Of the first edition of the DICTIONARY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
DATA TERMINOLOGY is the first step in the development of # national standard
crintnal justice data terminology. The final goal is to produce a standard
reference work for .all collectors, processors, analyzers, and titers of ,criminal
justice statistics.

The basic 'similarity of penal codes and criminal justice processes throughout
the 50 states makes this undertaking possible. The great expansion in the detnand
for information makes it necessary.

As long as most criminal justice information systems and suryey efforts were
small ik scope and served siye-agency purposes, their limited interest and access
almosr guaranteed that their users would be professionals welt acquainted With
the technical language by which facts were communicated. But the last decade
has seen a great increase in the numbers and kinds of iriformation systems in
operation or development and an even greater increase in the numbers and kinds
of survey publications and users..

Computerized information systems -are now asked to meet a wider range of
operating and planning needs of law enforcement, court, and correctional
agencies than in the past. They are expected to transmit more information about
offenders and more statistics about agency activities, between agencies, among
states, and between state and federal agencies. This-information must also function
as the basis for comparative analyses of crime problems and agency performance
and for national summary statistics.

Informatidn system operators, planners, and statisticians have already accom-
4 plished a great- deal -towards standardization of data terminology. But at every

junction and level in these systems, the use of the same words to denOte different
referents, or of different words to ,denote the same referent, often obstructs the
flow and interpretation of facts. In.some instances the nomenclature itself is

. unsatisfactoryPor definitions adequate for data system use are nOt generally
available.'

To rectify this situation 'it is necessary /o delibeately-initiate the kin& of
evolutionary proceSs that leads to the creation of an unambiguous technical
vocabulary. In other fields, particOarly the physical sciences, the process has
occurred. naturally. In some areas of criminal justice, agreement or near-agree-
ment on i standard vocabulary has been reached. But no general reference work
focused on statistical usage exists. There is no standard source of terminology for
describing information used by rn'ore than oneagency, or hy liptipli-purpOse
users such as planners. The chief purpose of the publication of this first edition is
to create the means by which evolution toward a uniform national terminology
can take place.

It is important, in considering the goal, to observe that the establishing of a
uniform and unarnbigtiouS terminology does not require that each term have only

- one referent. While Oat is the ideal goal, in many cases it cannot, and need not, be
reached. What is necessary is to arrive atgi-formal agreement that eaCh term will
be understood to have the agreed meaning in all its appearances unless a deviation
is stated, and to" arrive..at a standard way of describing such deviations. The

1



2 Introduction

-
further development of the dictionary- will require incaased aitention -to,this
aspect of the terminological problems of data reporting systems.

The standard terminology proposed, in this first edition, for the exchange Of

statistical information between states or at the national level cannot be implement-
ed next year or ,even in several years. It does not exhaustively name, define, and
place in classificatory- relationship all the facts needed in even a minimum data
reporting system intended to describe the most important aspects of the criminal
justice process. Further, any given name or definition may prove to be inadequate
f-or national purposes and require revision.

The first edition of the DICTIONARY OF CRIMINAL JUSTiCE DATA TERMINOL-
OGY is intended tcy be used in at least four specific ways.

First, the proposed standard terms, definitions, anci conditions of use should be
_ regarded as test objects or prototypes to which data system operators and users
can address suggestions for improvements. A chief obStacte to the development of
an unambiguous national criminal justice data terminology has been the lack of
any document explicitly stating standards that can serve as a focus of discussion
and be explicitly accepted, rejected, or modified. , ti.

-Second, the entry format and logic eltablish a model for data collectors and
interpreters to use in selecting terms, Writing explicit definitions, and stating
eyeptiOnal usages, whether the terminology is intended for national or individual

jurisdictional use. One of the, main problems data users encounter is the simple
absence of explicit definition5 in many data presentations, together, with the
vagueness or inaccuracy of some of the definitions that are offered. .

Third, insofar as the proposed prescriptive definitions of statistical terms
_correctly reconcile' diverse usages, they' may provide a basic terminology for

intera ncy and inte'rstate and national information exchange, and in some
jurisdi tions provide a basis for improved data collection and analysis. In

jklri ictions wher e. even a well-founded national standard definition does vio- 0- ,
lence to reality, the standard can serve as a departure point for clarifVng and
communicating deviations.

Fourth, the selected terms and definitions do presently correspond with
nomenclature and meaning in some actnal data systems and other usage contexts.
Thus the entries may be ofsissistance in understanding what is meant by some
currently published statistic and prose texts. In this sense, the dictionary may
function as a conventional reference work. ,

The goal, of an unambiguous national terminology will not be reached until
41, there is a national consensus regarding what words must mean, in a standard data

..

terminology, as opposed to what they can mean in different jurisdictions. This
first edition has attempted to include enough general classificatory terminology, and enough examples of more detailed categories to illustrate different problems
in definition and reporting conventions. It is hoped that the many thousands of
creators and users of criminal justice information will regard this.document as a
device for bringing terminological problems into a clear focus and as .an
environment for rigorous discussipn Of preferred standardnsages. It is hoped that
readers will respond with facts and suggestions that will further the.development
of a comprehensive national criminal justice statistical language.

To assist users in communicating their comments and suggestions to SEARCH
Group, Inc:, and, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, postage-free:
comment forms have been provided in the back of this publication. .' -; -

,



TECHNICAL APPROACH

A conventional dictionary must describe actual usage. In those instances
where words are ambiguous (that is, capable of being understood in two or more
senses), the dictionary will usually describe the features of meaning that are
shared and unshared with other wordsthe areas in which meanings overlap.
Ambiguity is treated simply as a characteristic of language and its occurrences
noted.

The writing of a dictionary intended to establish a uniform national terminol- .4
ogy for the comniunication of criminal justice statistical information requires an
entirely different approach: The aim is to eliminate or reduce ambiguity through-
out a large technical vocabulary. The chief purpose is not to describe how this
kind of a language is used, but to consciously improve the existing language now
used to describe certain kinds of facts that are collected, analyzed, and
interpreted.

Inbrder to make explicit what constitutes an adequate statistical terminology,
a set of requirements for a national criminal justice data terminology was
developed:

1. The statistical terminology (that is, statistical terms and definians) must
name and describe important referents at a significant level of detail. The
background assumption is that statistics are created arid analyzed to meet specific
needs for information concerning the nature of crime, the efficiency and effective-
ness of government agencies in 'dealing with crime, and the extent to which
requirements of due process are met. The terminology must therefore differentiate
precisely among the attributes of criminal acts, system events, and government or
personal entities that are relevant to these issues. Since the relationships between
decisions made at different process points are often of basic importance, the
terminology must account for 'process sequences and alternatives.

. 2. Each statistical term (that is, each name for something that is countable or
quantitative in nature) must be that word or phraSe that can be adopted for
national use with the least variation from established legal and other technical
usages.

3. Each statistical term's referents, however, must include only what is
recordable and consistently encodable, which often does not coincide with the
legal definition of a terrn.

4. Each definition, if possible, must describe a unique statistical referent or set
of referents sci.that exclusive categories are established. When ambiguity cannot
be eliminred, reporting conventions or other devices for describing alternative
meanings consistently must be established.

5. Each term's definitions must, when necessary, account for different mean-
jngs acquired by the same term when used aj different points in the criminal or
juvenile justice processes.

6. All class/subclassrelationships must be stated when the referent events or
entities can be aggregated.
- 7. The entire set of terms and defmitions must be as compatible as possible
with the terminology of existing criminal justice information and statistics systems
of national relevance.

3
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_.
The need 'to meet these requirements \determined the selectiOn of referents,

definitions, and, terms, that is,_ what Should be _described, how it shoild be
4escribed4 and by what)natne it should be called.-

Because the elements of offenses and the structure oPcriminal justice proceed-
ings throughout the country are relatively Uniform, there is already. a substantial
consensus about whjch 'facts (that is, referents) are worth describing and analyz-

- ing and a fair contensui about names for therm Thus, the selection of referents is
relatively straightforward. .While many important referents have not been de-.
scribed in this first edition,, the need to describe comm,on'serious crimes, to cover
such procesevents as arrests, convidions, and sent noes, 'and toslescribe The))
majgr types of agencies is self-evident. , ,

The application of the requirements to the, writing of definitions also yields
fairly consistent, .results. The exact wor#ing pf a 'given defmition is often *>
unconventional, but therelation between the basic requirements and the choice of
definitional substance is ustially clear. Themethod resembles the answering of the
traditional journalists '. questions concerning who, what, when, where, how, and
why. It is generally recognized, for example, that the definitions of the different
kinds Of orders to appear in court should specify who must appear, why, when it'

. occurs in'the process, and Who issues the order. A definition of an agency must .
include at a minimum its functions'what it does, and also when and why itdoes
it. How much detail is needed concerning these factors is usually easily deter-
mined, because the need for distinguishing one thing from another has already

t
been established. , /

The selection of terms.(that is, names for referents) was found to 6e the most
difficult part of the development of a statistical terminologjr. It was generally
assuiped that, once the decision was made concerning what was worth describing,
the choice of name would be fairly obvions. Even though the relationships
between wtirds anti referents are rarely one-to-one in actual practice, and
nomenclature varies more often than not, there are many selection criteria that
are simple at least in principle. 9

"Larceny," for example, is to be preferred to "theft" as the, name for the
specific offense because there is frequent use of "theftc as the name for an element
common to a number of offenses. .

The recommendation that "summons" represent an order signed by a judicial
officer, and "citation" represent a notice or order to appear in court signed by a
law enforcement officer, ii also based on the facts of usage. EVen though the
recommended usage conflicts with practice in some jurisdictions, ,the use of
"summons" for a court order is nearly universal, .while the law enforcement
notice to appear is variously and often arbitrarily named.

Conversely, severaltsynonyms are listed as equally usable in such instances as
"attorney syn lawyer syn counsel" because the different names for the identical
referent are necessary in different contexts, for example, "defense attorney," hut

i "assigned counsel."
However, as the work of organizing basic terminology into a classificatory

vocabulary progressed it was found that some widely psed names, especially in
the area of process terminology, do not fii well into a national language 'intended
to be both comprehensive and internally consistent. Language that is satisfactory
from the viewpoint of a single agency's need for information concerning the e
mocesses it conducts maY be inadequate to account for the flow of cases and
pawns through the entire system.

A generally useful criminal justice siiiistical terminology must be able to
a describe and classify all signifidafit entry and exit events, and all important
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intervening actions, in a single vocabulary. It Must also permit alternative
hierarchicip classifications of.events tat can occur at different decisiOn points in
the system. Pt the same time, it must, to be successful in the long range, select
names and establish data definition3 in such;a way that the terms will function
with the same peening in proie cOntexts, including definitions of other statistical

terms of related meaning. To do all this may require the invention of some new
statistical terminology or the reshaping of some common usages.

Court process terminology illustrates some of the difficulties. There. is no
commonly accepted generic on-cover" term fei accusations filed in courtthat
is, complaints, informations, and indictments. Technical reports analyzing court
casereporting problems may take advantage of the common English language
practiceof naming a major class after one of the subclasses ("silverware" for
eating utensils whether made of silver, stainless steel, or plastic). Thus, "indict-
ment" is in fact sometimes used to mean both indictments and informations, but
this solution is particularly unsuitable for terms that name categories *statistical
tabulations. The dictionary therefore proposes "charging document" eislt general
use cover term, while recogMaing that aril, single publication may list suCh formal
aecusations under the heading of filings in a specific court or,set of courts.

Conversely, "court disposition" is widely used at a cover term, but with
different subsets. Some systems inclua sentences; oaten do not. The dictionary
therefore Proposes the available term "adjudicatioiik' to represent all court
decisions ending a case, excluding sentences, and "court disposition" to represent
final court decisions inclking the sentence. The reasoning is that anything called
an agency disposition connotes a final aotion to many information system users,
and that such an important datum as the sentence shoUld also be included in what
may be regarded as one of: the possible final actions of a trial court. And in turn,
since "adjudications" include "dismissals," but the usage of the latter often
includes prosecutor's actions;a standard terminology must narrow the meaning of
"dismissal" and provide another term for prosecutorial rejection of a case without
cOurt action.

Much, correctional terminorogy also presents problems that, when analyzed,
are found to be complex problems of both nomenclature and definitions.

It is generally understood, for example, that it is difficult to define "prison." In
fact, it is not difficult to describe the particular kind of fhcility meant by that term
in a given national data presentation, because there is a general consensus
concerning the relevant attributes of such facilities for most presentations. A.more
serious, problem is that correctional facility namesiave firmly attached connota-
tions that some data users favor or disfavor. But the substitution of namei that

4enote function, as "detention facility" forrjail," vThich would seem to be the
obvious solution, raises other problems: A *Loft functional 'name almost always
fails to indicate enough important attributes. A jail, for example,' is not merely a
"deteati* racility," it is a local adult detention (presentencing) and commitment
(post*ntencing) facility that may also hold juveniles. "Jail" is also often used to
denote facilities, such as county farms, that hold only sentenced, i.e., committed
prisoners.

This edition of the dictionary does propose a basic classification system for
correctional facilities,ftsing short functional names for the various classes.
However, it is much Tore necessary, and more possible, to reach agreement on
Olemords and phrases used as descriptors for the basic Classificatory features of
facilities. Adoption of a standard descriptor list will establish both a minimum set
of classification features and an unambiguous set of words and phrases for naming
facility classes when clarity is more ifitportant than convenience.

The entry "correctional facility" therefore contains both i list of proposed
standard facility descriptors and a proposed basic classification system. 'The

2.
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relative- clarity and objectiveness of the descriptors, as compared with the
tomptexity and partial arbitrarinesi of the classification system and its'nomencla-

..

ture, can be noted:
, .

Part_ of Jhe complexity, of course, dOes not stem from any general characteris-
tic oflinriguage, -but rather from the fact that full application of only those
descriptors seen as basic logically yields more .than a thousand types of facilitieS.
Even though Most of these combinations of features do ruil exist in reality, any
brief correctional facility classification system t1l require -explicit conventions
for indicating exceptions Or creating special subclas**even if tSe standard ,
descriptors are used to identify the exteptioqs or specialAibclasses.

Probation processes also illustrate problems ofdefinition and nornenclature. It
is not clear what features distinguish different types of supervisory.or rehabilita-

)" tion programs from each other, although 'costs vary so much thaftome difference,
in program activities must be presumed. There is also no generally used narne"lot
all the, possible outcomes of probttion. "Revocation," for example, is a nearly .
universal term fol. removal from probation status becauseolviolation of condi-
tions, but there are no commonly accepted names for the remaining types of
outcomes.-7-or the total set of probation outcomes."TerminatiOns," for eiample, a
reasonabk choice of name for the total set, is in fact sometimes used to represent a__
subset that excludes revocations. The development of a satisfactory terminology

_for this set of esses and outcomes will also require's larger range, of research
and particip tio than is possible in the first stage of work towards
standardizat on.

A general problem in correctional terminology is the substitution of termino-
logical change for functional change. Facilities and programs are constantly re-
named, apparently in the belief that name changes will cause improvements in the
emotional environment of both government personnel and inmates or clients and
will reduce stigmatization. The physical sciences employ precise descriptors for
the objectifiable features of the materials and processes with which they are
concerned. As long as correctional 'terminology lacks such building units, its
nomenclature will.continue to be inadequate for the communication of technically
valid statistical information.

The examples discussed above should indicate the kinds of problems encoun-
tered in applying the principles _set forth in the data system terminology
requirements.

Generally, deciding what can and should be described and how to describe it
does not present great difficulty. Errors result more froth faulty application of
principles than from defects in the principles. It is mainly in the area of selecting
'nomenclature that purely linguistic problems arise for which solutions are not
obvious and cannot be arrived at by applying a short set of basic ruleS.

There are instances where there are literally no clearly suitable single words
or short phrases Available in English for what must be described. The possible
names may have connotations that conflict with intended statistical usage, or may
have well established denotations broader or narrower than what is required. In
such cases, progress towards a clearer language depends not upon discovery of
the most "logical" solutibn, but rather upon consensus ilone: agreement_to adopt
a new term or to alter the meaning of a familiar term, for no other reason than the
need for an adequately descriptive vocabulary that is uniform across jurisdictions.
Future expansion and improvement of a national standard terminology will
require. more explicit treatment of these pr blems.

i 3



EXPMNATORY NOTES: ENTRIES

These notes briefly describe the contents and uses of the entries and the format
for individual entries.

ENTRIES

Entry means the boldface entry term plus all the following definitional and
explanatory material.

Entries are alphabetized by entry term, irrespective of spaces antl punctuation.
Some terms, such as "manslaughter, voluntary" are inyerted in order to keep
together entries, that are closely related. Thus the comma signals only that the
natural word order of the phrase has been reversed. If a term requires qualifica-
tion in some contexts, the qualifier appears in parentheses, as in "case (court)."
These are also reversals of natural word order, but the parentheses indicate that
the qualifier may be omitted when the context makes it clear that, for example,
"court case" and not "police case" is meant.

Each entry term is followed by an indication of the part of speech: n, noun, v,
verb, adj, adjective, adv, adverb. When exact synonyms exist, as in "attorney syn
lawyer syn counsel," the entry is alphabetized by one version and the others are
listed after it. If one version is preferred it is so stated in the entry.

Each entry contains, at a minimum,, an entry term and a prose definition.
Where necessary, defining feature lists, recommended conditions of use, and
annotation? are added.

ENTRY TERMS

Entry terms are of two types: statistical terms capable of uniform national
usage anck nonstatistical or peripheral terms. Statistical terms are marked with
number signs (n).

Statistical terms are words or phrases representing quantitative concepts or
basic units of count in criminal justice statistics: countable crimes, process events,
and entities. They are terms that can be sufficiently clearly and uniformly defined
to be used in the collection and analysis of interstate and national statistical
information.

Each statisticatterm is prOvided with a proposed prescriptive definition and, in
some casA, prescribed conditions of use of the kind that must be observed if
national usage is to be unambiguous. Some, such as "arson," "conviction," and
"law enforcement agency" can be given such unvarying meanings that they, or
their subtypes, can serve as units of tount in data systems. Others, such as "crimes
against persons" and "recidivism," describe optional aggregates of fundamental
units or calculations based upon them. These can also be rigorously defined, but
unambiguous use of these prms depends also upon observing certain conditions of
use that specify actual presentation context. For example, when "crimes against
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persons" is used, tile included offenses should be prominently listed in each and
every data presentation. Or-when "recidivism" appears in statistical presentations,
the units of count used to construct the rate or rates should be precisely and
prominently described in ea,..:h display of figures concerning-rates.

The statistical terms have been selected on the basis of three criteria. The first
is the importance of their referents, that is, the importance of what the terms
commonly name. The.second is the frequency of their actual appearanc, in data
systems, which Sr evidence both of the importanoe of-the referents and the degree
of general acceptance of the term itself as 'a common name, The last criterion is
the ability of the term to function in' a technical language that must,while
deviating as little as possible from established usages, enable consistent, logical
classification of all signi@nt system entry and exit events, and interve ing
actions.

Peripheral terms are noiistatistical terms that have been given entry status r
various reasons. They are provided with expository definitions, that is, descriptions
of actual general usages, not recommended usages. These definitions are often
ambiguous.

The peripheral terms may be terms, such as "theft," that are commonly used
in statistics but should not be, because less ambiguous terms are available. They
may be terms concerning which no national consensus can now be reached, such
as "child neglect." In these instances the term is made an entry in order to
describe the problem and thus initiate the evolutionary process that should lead to
eventual agreement on usage_ They may be nonquantitative terms directly
necessary for the understanding of statistical terms, such as "probable cause."
Nonquantitative terms are given only when their special meaning is not easily
obtainable from a standard dictionary.

Most statistical terms can, of course, be used without alteration of meaning to
construct compound terms, such as "juvenile probation case," qr "adult criminal
homicide arrest." The possible patterns of such compounding, Aich is pervasive
and necessary throughout English, are not discussed in this dictionary, except
where they relate to special problems in classification or conventions concerning
usage.

PROSE DEFINITION

The prose definition for each term either prescribes an unambiguous usage for
national or interstate data systems or describes actual usage. The prescriptive
definitions often do not precisely correspond with legal or operational usage. The
fact that only what is consistently recordable can function in a data system causes
some of these definitional deviations.

"Arrest," for example, must reach beyond "for the purpose of holding to
answer a criminal charge" to the actual registering of a specific charge, because it
is the latter record that creates the arrest datum for an informatiop system.

The meaning of "adjudication" is defined as the court decision that ends a
criminal or juvenile proceeding, as opposed to the process of reaching the
decision. This provides a cover term for the outcomes of such proceedings, broad
enough to include both judgments and dismissals, but narrow enough to corre-
spond with the decision point that typically generates the datum recorded for
interagency information purposes. This choice enables the use of "court disposi-
tion," including both judgments and sentences, to represent the last decision data
generated by a trial court.

"Citaiion" and "summons," for example, are narrowed in meaning for a
different purpose, that of maintaining a distinction between orders signed by law
enforcement officials and those signed by court officials.
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"Dependent" is another example of meaning reshaped to en4ble consistent
national usage. "Dependent" is defined as the legal status dererniin4d by adjudica-
tion, whether or not the cause of the determination is dependency (in the sensepf a
child simply being without care), willful neglect, or abusedistinctions made in
some states but not all. At the same time, the term is limited to the retult of a
formal court process, as opposed to the sense in which it is used to described
children handled by welfare agencies without court proceedings.

In no case are the prescriptive usages meant to supersede a different usage in a
:single agency or intrastate data system. They are intended rather to indicate
proposed standard usage in a proposed national terminology into which diverse
state and local usages can be trainslated tonpermit the corrimunication of informs-"
tion" across state boundaries afid at the federal level.

DEFINING FEATURES .

Defining feature lists have been provided for those statistical terms having
complex definitions. These Jists repeat, sometimes with added detail, what is said
in the .prose definition. 'They describe those important shared and unshared
elements ot meaninik of the statistical terms that are often not obvious when
embeddeatin a lengthy sentence or clause. They are not intended to be checklists
identifying everything that could fall within a given category. They emphasize
those aspects of l'given crime, process, or entity that distinguish it from those
with which it might be confused in data system contexts. Pfesenting these
meaning elements free of grammatical context should make the smallest signifi7
cant differences in referents plainly visible for consideration.

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF USE

These Are rules and instructions critical to the consistent and unambiguous
usage of data system terms.

Some rules pertain'only to single term denotations established for the purposes
of this dictionary. Typical instructions such as "do not use citation (appear) as a
synonym for summons," are of this type.

Some conditions of use Telate to reporting and data display 'conventions.
Examples are such terms as "crimes against persons," which may r present
different aggregates of basic units of count, or "prosecutor," which in a iational
statistical terminology should always be accompanied by an indicatiop of tihe level
of government.

Other conditions of use do not pertain to the attempt to assign single nanings
to key words or phrases, but rather to the need fpr consistently indicating the
nearly inevilable, necessary exceptions from the preferred standard meanings of
some terms. The class "criminal justice agency" and the subclasses of "correc-
tional facility" present many problems of this type. These also illustrate the
overlap of definitional and reporting system convention problems.

In this section and in the following annotation section, boldface type indicates
that the terms mentioned are closely related and also defined in this dictionary,
and that the user should compare the entries to insure complete understanding of
the exact meaning. Not all related entries are cross-referenced in this manner,
only those entries providing information that is probably essential to clear
statistical usage.'
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The boldfate emphasis is added only to the first appearance of a related term
in a given entry, unless it occurs in the entry sequence in inverted form. In that
case, the inverted form, also boldfaced, is given iirparentheses after the first
appearance in normal word order.

ANNOTATION

This section contains explanations orthe need for the recommended condi-
tions of use, mention of important relationships between terms, discussion of
differences between legal and data system usages, examples of what is included or
excluded from the defined denotation of a key term, noncritical suggestiobs for
use, and general comment.

There are -various kinds of relations1;ips between terms. Peripheral term
entries usually define nonquanfitative words or phrases that are used with special
meanings in the definition of key terms, or terms that are tutacceptable alterna-
tives to the recommended key terms. Statistical terms may have both shared and
unshared defining features with other key terms, that is, contrastive relationships.
These types.of relationships are noted in- the annotation section.

Key terms may have hierarchical relationships with other terms, that is,
luperordinate and subordinate inclusion relationships. These are sometimes noted
in the entries, but are fully depicted in the claisified lists of statistical terms.

The classified lists of terms and their accompanying explanatory notes provide
a general perspective on the classificatory problems involved in the construction

'of a criminal justice process terminology, and also specific information on some
established data classifications.

44.
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abscond (corrections) v To depart from a geographical area or jurisdiction
prescribed by 'the conditions of one's probation or parole, without
authorization.

recommendeOndItlons of use Do not use as a synonym for escape or
abscond (court

annotation This act differs frpm abscond (court) or escape in that the
probationer or parolee is not fleeing prosecution nor is he escaping from
custody but is rather committing an act which may cause a current
probation or parole status to be revoked.

abscond (court) v To intentionally absent or concefil oneself unlawfully in
order to avoid a legal process.

# acquittal n A judgment of a courti based either on the verdict of a jury or a
judicial officer, that the defendant is not guilty of the offense(s) for which he
has been tried.

recommendecticonditions a) use Do not use as a synonym for not guilty
verdict (verditt, not guilty) in statistical reporting.

annotation Conviction and dismissal are the other possible adjudications
(criminal). A not guilty verdict must be accepted by the court in its
judgment, and thus must result in an acquittal. Thus these terms are almost
synonymous. However, guilty verdict (verdict, guilty) and conviction cannot
be used interchangeably.

adjudicated adj Having been the subject of completed criminal or juvenile
proceedings, and convicted, or adjudicated a delinquent, status offender or
dependent.

,

annotation "Pre-adjudicated" or "unadjudicated," and "adjudicated," are
used in some entries in this dictionary to characterize correctional popula-
tions. In this context, "adjudicated" is limited to adults who have been
convicted and juveniles concerning whom a juvenile court has sustained a
petition. It does not include persons who have exited the system as a result
of dismissal of the case, acquittal, or nonsustaining of a juvenile court
petition.

# adjudication (criminal) n The judicial decision terminating a criminal
proceeding by a judgment of conviction or acquittal, or a dismissal of the
case. ,

recommended conditions of use Do n 'use court disposition (disposition,
court) as a synonym. In criminal court adjudication statistics, indicate

11
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which cases originated in juvenile court but were subsequently transferred to
a criminal court for prosecution.

annotation In this terminology, the possible adjudications are conviction,
acquittal, and dismissal. Although the term "disposition," unmodified, is
often used to indicate the end of criminal proceedings, there is no uniformity
in its use. It may refer to the point at which the case reaches judgment or is
dismissed, or it may include the sentence in the case of conviction. Thus a
presentation of court "dispoetions" may describe either convictions, acquit-
tals, and dismissals, or specific sentences, plus acquittals and dismissals. This
disparity in usage creates significant difficulties in the communication of
court data among jurisdictions, particularly elapsed time information. This
dictionary proposes therefore the use of the term "adjudication (criminal)"
for the immediate outcome of prosecution and "court dispeisition" for
outcome descriptions'which include sentences.

it adjudication (juvenile) n The juvenile court decision terminating an
adjudicatory hearing, that the juvenile is,either a delinquent, status offender,
or ldepenclent, or that the allegations in the petition are not sustained.

recommended conditions of use Do not include transfer to adult court as an
adjudication.

-annotation The decision at a transfer hearing to transfer a juvenile to
criminal court for prosecution as an adult is not considered to be an
adjudication in this dictionary since it is not an outcome of an adjudicatory
hearing. The possible adjudications are that a juvenile is a delinquent, a
status offender, a dependent, or that the petition is not sustained, which is
similar to acquittal. An adjudication that ajuvenile has committed a
delinquent act is similar to a conviction in a criminal court, in that a court has
-made a finding that the juvenile has committed an act that could be
prosecuted as a crime if he were an adult."/See adjudicated for a special
usage in correctional contexts.

adjudicatory hearing n In juvenile proceedings, the fact finding process
.vherein the juvenile court determines whether or not tHere is sufficient
evidence to sustain the allegations in a petition.

defining fSatures
hearing by a judicial officer in a juvenije court
concerns matters of fact

-

determination whether to sustain or dismiss petition

recommended conditions of use Do not include transfer hearings or disposi-
tion hearings.

annotation An adjudicatory hearing occurs after a petition. (juvenile) has
been filed and after a detention hearing (if any). If the petition is not
sustained, no further formal court action is taken. If it is sustained, Se next
step in the proceeding is a disposition hearing to determine the most
appropriate treatment or care for the juvenile. For statistical purposes, the
adjudicatory hearing ends when a finding is entered, that is, an adjudication
(juvenile) is made. An adjudicatory hearing concerning an alleged delin-
quent is analogous to a trial in criminal proceedings since both proceedings
determine matters of fact concerning alleged acts. An- adjudication of
delinquent requires proof "beyond a reasonable doubt." An adjudication of
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status offender requires that the "preponderance of evidence" support the
allegation(s).

# adult n A person who islvithin the original jurisdictionof a criminal, rather
than a juvenile, court %cause his age-at the time of an alleged criminal act
was above a statutorily specified limit.

annotation The assumption of jurisdiction by a criminal or juvenile court is
based on the age at the time of occurrence of the alleged offense or offenses,
and not the age at time of arrest or of initiation of -court proceedings. A
juvenile court may waive jurisdiction and transfer the juvenile to a criminal
court for prosecution as an adult. Although the age limit varies in different
states, it is most often the 18th birthday. The variation is small enough to
permit naaonally aggregated data to be meaningful, although individual
states should note their age limit in communications with other states.

UCR defines a juvenile as anyone under eighteen years of age. See
youthful offender. -

alias n Any name used for an official purpose that is different from a person's
legal name. .

annotation Nicknames and monikers not used on official. docUments are not
aliases. An alias is a false name that has been substitnted for a correct legal
name on such documents as a driver's license or a check, or a name
established for that purpose. Criminal records often list aliases but do not
usually list nicknames or monikers. In criminal history records, false names
may be designated by "AKA," an abbreviation for "also known as."

# appeal n A request by eitber the defense or the prosecution that a case be
removed from a lower court to a higher court in order for a completed trial
to be reviewed by the higher court.

defining features 1

request by defenst or prosecution
that a case which has reached judgment
be reviewed by a higher court

annotation When a judgment is appealed, the court in which it was first
given cannot be a party to the review procesi. Appeals may be either on
the record or de novo. In the latter instance, matters of fact as well ad law
may be reviewed. The right to hear appeals is an important factor in
distinguishing among types of courts. Types of judicial officers are
distinguished by whether their decisionsin criminal or juvenile cases are
subject to de novo review. De novo review proceedings are counted as
trials in computations of court workload.

appearance n The act of coming into a court and submitting to the authority of
that court.

# appearance% first syn initial appearance n The first appearance of a
juvenile or adult in the court which has jurisdiction over his case.

defining features
first, appearance in court
juvenile or adult
court has jurisdiction over the case

2, 0
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annotation Various procedural steps may be taken during a first appearance.
The acctOci May be informed of the charges against .him,_ a plea may be
entered, and bail set; or the accused may merely be infbrmed of his rights
and of the general nature of the proceedings and it may be determinedi
whether the accused has counsel. A first appearance may include a determi-
nation of probable cause and the arraignment. Despite this variety, the use
of "first appearance" in information systems' is justified by the need to
capture elapsed time information. It describes the time at whiêh court
proceedings begin, following the filing of the charging document, regardless
of.what the first appearance may actually entail in specific cases. A first
appearance is often called a "preliminary arraignment," or a "presentment,"
alud occasionally a "magistrates 'preliminary hearing !! or a "prsliminary
hearing." These terms are not recommended for purposes of interstate or
national information exchange.

'appellant n A person who initiates an appeal.

arraignment n The appearance of a person before a court in older that the
court may inform him of the accusation(s) against him and enter his plea.

'recommended Conditions of use Do not use for purposes of interstate or
national information exchange. !Jae initial plea or first appearance as
appropriate (plea, initial; ap6earance, first).

innotation The meaning of arraignment varies widely among jurisdictions.
An arraignment may extend over several appearances and in some cases
may include reading formal charges, advisinrthe defendant of his rights,'
appointing counsel, entering a plea and other actions. Commonly, arraign-
ment is used to refer to the appearance of the defendant at a hearing in
which he is informed of the charges against him but which does not include
thg entering of a plea. Because of the variation in usage, arraignment is not a
recommended term for data exchange. See rights of defendant.

# arrest n Taking a person into custody by authority of law, for the purpose of
charging him with a criminal offense or for the purpose of initiating juvenile
proceedings, terminating with the recording of a specific offense.

defining features
taking into custody by placing under control by actual or potential
physical restraint
by authority of law
specific offense(s) recorded by law enforcement agency in relation to
identified adult or juvenile, by booking or other official registration

recommended conditions of use Do not count as arrests events not termi-
nated with booking or other offiCial registration of an offense(s). Do not use
booking, citation (appear), or summons as synonyms. Include juvenile arrests
where either a criminal or status offense is recorded.

annotation See probable cause and rights of defendant for legal aspects of
arrest. This definition differs from the legal definition of the term, which
does not require that the purpose of holding to answer a criminal charge be
fulfilled. Interagency and state level data systems conventionally treat arrest
together with most serious offense charged as an indivisible unit of count.

UCR includes in counts of arrests those instances where a person is taken
into custody on the grounds of "suspicion" and no offense is recorded.

z 1
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The definition excludes those events commonly described as "field
interviews," "field interrogations," or "temporary detentions" in any loca-
tion, whether or not the officer considers the person undei arrest during
some part of the episode. "By authority of law" is included as a defining
feature because, although the existence of flue legally tieceksary probable
caulk fo,r arrest can later be challenged, at the police level of action and
reporting it inust be assumed that it does exist.

arson n The intentional destruction or attempted )destruction, -by fire or
explosive, of the property oft another, or of one's own property with the
intent to defraud.

defining features
starting a fire or causing an explosion.
intent to destroS, the property of another, or
intent to destroy one's own property with the intent to defraud

Or ,

attempting,the above act

recommended conditions of um Do not include the causing .of fires or
explosions with intent to kill or injure another person, or those that do kill
or injure. Count those offenses under appropriate aggravated assault and
criminal homicide categories (assault, aggravated; homicide, criminal).

annotation The matter of intent distinguishes arson from lesser crimea such
as reckless burning and malicious mischief. An example of arson with
intent to defraud is the destruction of property in order to collect insurance.

Instances of arson attempted or committed by means of an explosive or
incendiary device can also be counted as bomblig incidents.

auault n Unlawful intentional inflicting, or attempted or thre atened inflicting,
of injury upon another.

annotation Assaults are most commonly classified as aggravated assault
(usault, aggravated) and simple =suit (assault, simple), with respect to their
seriousness. Other special categories are assault with a deadly weapon, a
subclass of aggravated assault, often codified with a special penalty radge,
and usault on. a law enforcement officer, codified with respect to the status
of the victim but iirespective of seriousness. The,National Crime Panel
reports define assault as "An unlawful physical attaci by one person upon

. another, including both aggravated and simpk assault. Excludes rape and
attempted rape, as well as attacks involving theft or attempted theft, which
are classified as robbery."

# assault, aggravated n Unlawful intentional causing of serious bodily injury
with or without a deadly weapon or unlawful intentional attempting or
threatening of seribus bodily injury or death with a deadly weapon .

defining featuresUCR Part I offense
intent
actual infliction of serious bodi y injury, or
threat or attempt to inflict injIry or death by means of a deadly weapon

annotation UCR subdivides assa lt into (a.) firearm, (b.) knife or cutting
instrument,/ (c.) other dangerous weapon, and (d.) hands, fist, feet, etc.
aggravated injury. These constitute aggravated assault. Examples of aggra-

2 2
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.

vated injury are broken bones, loss of teeth, internal injuries, injones
requiring stitches, and losi of consciousfiess. Attempted murder, is inca*.d
in this categoicrty VCR, '9 In UCR' if no deadly weapon is did and no
seriods injury is inflicted, the offense is simple assault (assault, simple); if the
assauliqs for the purpose of the unlawful taking of property;'then the offense
krobbery; if for the porpoise of effecting-rape, then it is forcible, rape (rape;
forcible). The phrase "aggravated aisault" is not used in many state penal
codes. However, almost exactly the Same distinction between the mote and
the less serious crime can be found in every code under different names,
sometimes indicated by classification into felonies and misdemeanors. The
National Crime Panel reports defme aggravated assault as "Attack with a
weapon eeaulting int any injury and attack...without a weapon resulting either
in serious injury (e.g., broken bones, loss of teeth, internal injuries, loss of
consciousness) or in undetermined injury requiring 2 or more days of.
hospitalization. Also eludes attempted assault with a weapon." Terms

, appearing in state. c es synonymous or nearly synonymons with aggravat-
ed-assault are: aggr vated assault and battery, aggravated battery, assault
with a deadly weapon, assault with intent to kill, assault with die intent jp
commit murder or manslaughter, atrocious assault, attempted murders and
felonious assault.

# assault on a law enforcement officer n A simple or aggravated assault,
where the victim'is a law enforcement officer engaged in the performance of
his duties.

annotation This type of assault is counted by UCR and is usually distin-
guished in statutes by a separate penalty range. Simple resisting of arrest
where the law. enforcement officer's safety is not in danger does not
constitute assault on a law enfOrcement officer.

# assault, simple n- Unlawful intentional threatening, attempted inflicting, or
inflicting of less than serious bodily injury, in the absence of a deadly
weapon.

defining features
intent
no deadly weap
inflicting of bOty injury less than serious, or
attempt or threit to inflict bodily injury

annotation This offense iS UCR assault category 4.e., a Part II offense.'
EXamples of less than serious injuries are bruises, black eye, cuts, scratchet,
swelling or other injuries requiring no more than usual first-aid treatment.

The National Crime Panel reports define simple assault as "Attack without
a weapon resulting either in minor injury (e.g., bruises, black eye, cuts,
scratches, swelling) or in undetermined injury requiring less than 2 days of
hospitalization. Also includes attempted assault without a weapon." Either
the use of a deadly weapon or the actual infliction of serious injury suffices
to establish the more serious offense, aggravated assault (assault, aggravated).

# asuult with a deadly weapon n, Unlawful intentional inflicting, or
attempted or threatened inflicting, of injury or death with the use of a
deadly weapon.
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annotation Assault with a deadly weapon is a subtype of aggravated assault,
often'treated separately in statutes and data system. It includes the UCR
assault subclasses (a.) through (c.). See assault, aggravated.

# assigned counsel n An attorney, not regularly employed by a government
agency, assigned by the court to represent a particular person(s) in a
particular criminal proceeding.

defining features
a defense attorney 4
assigned by the court in a particular case
not employed by the government
may be compensated by government fee or retainer for each case

recommended conditions of use Do not uv as a synonym for public
defender.

annotatiorr An assigned counsel may be, but is not necessarily, ,paid by a
government- agency for his work on a particular case. An attorney who is
regularly employed by the government to represent persons in criminal
proceedings is a public defender. The third type of 'defense attorney is
privately retained counsel.

# attorney syn lawyer syn counsel n A person tpined in the law, admitted to
practice before the bar of a given jurisdiction, and authorized to advise,
represent, and act for other persons in legal proceedings.

annotation An attorney may represent private individuals, corporations, or
the government.

backlog n The number of pending cases which exceed the capacity of the Court,
in that they cannot be acted upon because the court is joccupied in acting_
upon other cases.

recommended conditions of use Specify which indicators are used to
compute backlog. Do not use as a synonym for pending caseload (caseload,
pending). See case (court) and caseload (court) for further conditions and
explanation.

annotation Backlog is not easily measured. Cases may be "backed up" at
various stages in the judicial process, and fit is often difficult to deterinine
whether a case is waiting because of the inadequate capacity of thd courtin
because of some other reason independent of the courts A court may have a
very large pending caseload, but because it also has a very large capacity to
handle cases of that type, there may be very little backlog, and each
individual case may be handled with little waiting time. Backlog may be
measured by observing the interaction of filing rate, disposition rate,
pending caseload, length of time from filing to disposition and other factors.
A commonly used indicator of backlog is the average time from filing to

edisposition compared with an id 1 tinfe for cases of that type. "Disposition"
may be taken to mean either adjudication (criminal) or court disposition
(disposition, court). Backlog, ike caseload, is often studied with respect to
an inlividual judicial o ice In statistical queueing theory, backlog is the
total "queue length" (LO.
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# bombing Koh:lent n The detonation or attempted tletonation of an explosive
or incendiary device with willful disregard of risk to the person or property
of anöther, or for a criminal purpose.

annotation A category of events used by the Nptional Bomb Data Cen -ter of
' the FBI, but not a 'codified offense. It includes those izstances of arson

committed or attempted by means -of an explosive or incendiary device. It
does nbt include fake bombs or hoax devices. The offense _charged will
differ according to the criminal purpor, for exathple, murder, extortion or
arson, or according to the degree of recklessness or negligence,Manifested.

# booking n A police administrative action officially recording an arrest and
identifying the person; the place, the time, the arresting autkority, and,the
reason for the arrest.

defining features
descriPtion of person, place, time; arresting authority and reason for arrest
(alleged offense)
entry of these facts in an official police register

annotation An arrest is not a booking, but the latter is usually the action that
must signify the completion of the arrest process in order for it to be
reportable to an interagency or interstate data system. Fingerprintiing is
not a necessary feature o this event. Its inclusiorVin the procedure is a
matter of administrativç4Ieed and choice. _

# burglary n Unlawfulentr1y of a structure, with or without force, with intent to
commit a felony, or larceny.

defining featuresUCR Part I offense
unlawful entry of a fixea structure, including all buildings used for regular
residence, industry or business, and appurtenances' thereto such as a
garage or tool shed, excluding such specialized structures as telephone
booths and recreationatçhicles not used for regular residence
with or without force
intent to commit a felon or larceny

or
attempting above act

annotation If a more serious felony, such as rape, is accompanied by
unlawful entry, it is classified-iUCR as the more serious _offense, rather
than as burglary. UCR subdivides bi9lary into (a.) forcible entry, (b.)
unlawful entry, and (c.) attempted forcible entry. The National Crime
Panel reports define "burglary" as ".unlawful or forcible entry of a home or
business; usually, but not necessarily, attended by theft. Inclutles attempted
forcible entry." The National Crime Panel classifies burglary against house-
holds separately from burglary against businesses. The former is also divided
into forcible entry: "a form of burglary in which force is used to gain entry,
(e.v by breaking a window or slashing a screen);" unlawful entry: "a form
of burglary committed, by someone having no legal right to be in the
premises even though force is not used;" and attempted forcible entry. The
latter is divided 'into completed burglary and attempted burglary.

camp/ranch/farm ,n Any of several types of similar confinement facilities,
usually in a rural location, which contain adults or juveniles committed after
adjudication.
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recommended conditions of use See detention facilitx and correctional
institution for classification. -

annotation "Ranch," "camp," and "farm" are not necessarily synonyms.
They may or may not 'be distingui,hable from each other in a ziven
-jurisdiction. Facilities known by these names should be classified ackord-
ing to the reason for custody and the custodial authority of the facility:

. Adult camps, rOad.camps, ranches, county farms, and the like are classified
as adult detention facilities (detention facility, adult), if .their custodial
authority is limited to persons who have received sentences fff a year or less,
even if they hold only committed persons. Julienne canips; -ranches and

,farins'are classified as juvenile correctional institutions (correctional institu-
tions, juvenile) if they hold only committed persons; because length of
commitment is not a cfassificatory feature in the proposed classifiFation for
juvenile facilities. See correctional facility for _a list of recommended
standard descriptors.

case n At the level of police or prosecutorial investigation, a set of circum-
stances under investigation involving one or more persons; at subsequent
steps in criminal proceedings, a charging document alleging the commission
of one or more crimes,-or a single defendant; in juvenile or correctional
proceedings, a person who is the object of agency action.

recommended conditions of use Do not use "case" in interstate or national
information exchange without explicit definition.

annotation The definition of "case," as indicated above, varies according to
the process step and, in criminal proceedings, whether ;he -charging docu-
ment or individual defendant is the unit of count. See complaint requested
(police), case (court), caseload (corrections), caseload (court) for recom-
mended usages.

# Case (court) rt A single charging document under the jurisdiction of a court;
or a single defendant.

recommended conditions of use Specify whether the case count is based on
defendant or charging document. Specify whether only active cases, or
both active and inactive cases are counted. Begin a count of cases at filing.
Specify whether adjudication (criminal) or courts disposition (disposition,
court) is taken as endpoint.

annotation Although there are advantages to reporting with respect both to
charging documents and individual criminal defendants, a defendant-based
system is to be preferred in order to determine 'how the system is treating
individuals. A judicial information system which is part of a larger system
designed to trace the progress of individuals throughout an portions of the
criminal justice system (an OBTS system) needs to provide defendant-based

), case data. In a system based on defendants, if a single charging document
names multiple defendants, then each defendant is recorded in statistical
reports as a separate unit. If an individual is named as a defendant ip separate
charging documents, he is counted as a separate unit in each, unless the
charging documents are consolidated into a single proceeding. A distinc-
tion is made between "active" and "inactive" cases. Inactive cases_ are those
which cannot be acted upon and are not likely to come to trial anytime soon
because, for example, the defenda% is a fugitive, incompetent, in a mental
hospital, etc. For statistical purposes, a court case may be counted as
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disposed of either when the case reaches adjudication (criminal) or when it
reaches court disposition. The case remains under the jurisdiction of the
court until, sentence, or longer in the case of a suspended sentence!
However, there are advantages to the use of adjudication as the endpoint. In
the time between Conviction and sentencing, the case is effectively in the
hands of the agency responsible for any presentence,investigation and not
under the direct control of the court: Calculations of court workload and of
court time needed to dispose of cases may Aherefore exclude the interval
from conviction to sentencing. The distinction between defOdant-based
and charging document-based systems, the distinction between active and
inactive cases, and the choice of adjudication or final disposition as end-
point, figure crucially in the definition of caseload (court), pending caseload
(cueload, pending), and backlog.

caseload (corrections) n The total number of clients registered with a
correctional agelcy or agent during a specified time period, often divided
into active and inactive, or supervised and unsupervised, thus distinguishing
between clients with whom the agency or agent maintains contact and those
with whom it does not.

annotation In the correctional context, caseload usually refers to those
persons for whom a probation or parole agency has supervisorial responsibil-
ity. Persons in the custody of a confinement facility are typically not called
"caieloads." However, a correctional counselor within a confinement facili-
ty is sometimes considered to lave a caseload if his responsibilities are
limited to a specific group of inmates.

it. caseload (court) n The total number of cases filed in a given court or before
a given judicial officer during a given period of time:

recommended conditions of use Specify whether the case count is based on
defendant or on charging document, whether only active cases or both active
and inactive cases are included, and Whether adjudication (criminal) or court
disposition (disposition, court)is taken as the endpoint.

annotation Caseload (court) includes not only neA cases but also the pending
caseload (caseload, pending) at -the beginning of the reporting oeriod,
previOusly terminated cases which are reopened or reinstated, and, cases
transferred from another court. See case (court) for further information.

is caseload, pending n The number of cases at any given time which have
been filed in a given court, or are before a given judicial officer, but have
not reached disposition.

recommended conditions of use Specify whether the count of cases is based
on defendant or charging document. Specify whethei only active cases, or
both active and inactive cases are counted. Specify whether adjudication
(criminal) or court dilposition (dispesition, court) is taken as the endpoint of a
case. Do not use backlog as a synonym.

annotation Pending caseload is not equivalent to backlog, which is a
measure of the extent to which pending caseload exceeds capacity. See
case (court) and caseload (court) for further information.
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CCH n An abbreviation for "computerized criminal history."

annotation A computerized criminal history is criminal history record
information concerning an identified offender or alleged offender contained
in an automated file. CCH is also a common name for the program of
automated files maintained by the FBI and several states for the natiopal and
state exchange of criminal history record information. A comput6ized
criminal history does not include fingerprints, but entry of information into
the automated file is contingent upon fingerprint verification of identity.

-The national CCH program uses the Uniform Offense Classification (UOC)
and other coding structures. The data base designs of CCH and OBTS
systems are similar.

charge n A formal allegation that a specific person(s) has committed a specific
offense(s).

annotation This word is frequently used in general disdourse as a synonym
for accusation, and also as a cover term for the various formal actions,
occurring at different steps in the criminal justice process, accusing persons
of offenses. More specific terms recommended in this edition for statistical
use are complaint requested (police) and complaint, information, and indict-
ment. See also arrest.

charging document n A formal Written accusation, filed in a court, alleging
that a specified person(s) has committed a specific offense(s).

defining features
formal written accusation
specified person(s) alleged to have committed specific offense(s)
document filed in court

annotation There are three types of charging document. A complaint is an
adcusation made by any person, but often by a prosecutor. An information is
an accusation made by a prosecutor. An indictment is an accusation made by
a gand jury (jury, grand). The filing of a charging document in a court
initiates criminal proceedings against the accused. Complaints, informa-
tions and indictments are sometimes collectively spoken of as "indictments."
"Charging document" is proposed to cover all three in order to eliminate
ambiguity.

check fraud n The issuance or passing of a check, draft, or money order that
is legal as a formal document, signed by the legal account holder but with
the foreknowledge that the bank or depository will refuse to honor it
because of insufficient funds or closed account.

defining features
issuing or passing check, draft or money order
by legal account holder
intent to defraud, meaning foreknowledge that funds are insufficient or
account closed

annotation When the printed check is illegally created or signed by a person
other than the legal ,account holder the offense is forgery. Instances of
check fraud are often called "NSF checks," "nonsufficient funds checks,"
"insufficient funds," and "bad checks."
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A

# chief of police n A local law enforcement officer who is the appointed or
elected head of a police department.

annotation See Police department. Examples of special. local agencies and
districts having law enforcement subunits headed by chiefs of police are
bridge, transit and housing authorities. See laW enforcement officer, local.

child abuse n -action or actions by \a person causing physical harm to a
child.

recommended conditions of use Count as dependents all children over
whom a juvenile.court has assumed jurisdiction because of child abuse.

annotation Child abuse, meaning assault upon a child, is sometimes a
codified criminal offense. It may include actions that result in the withhold-
ing of food or medical care from a child. A juvenile court determination that
abuse has occurred can be a reason for an adjudication of dependent.

child neglect n Willful failure by the person(s) responsible for a child's well-
being to provide for adequate food, clothing, shelter, education and
supervision.

recommended conditions of use Count as dependents all children over
whom a juvenile court has assumed jurisdiction because of willful child
neglect.

annotation Child neglect, meaning willful neglect, is sometimes a codified
criminal offense. A juvenile court determination thai neglect has occurred
can be a reason for an adjudication of dependent.

# citation (appear) n A written order issued by a law enforcement officer
directing an alleged offender to appear in a specific court at a specified time
in order to answer a criminal charge.

defining features
alleged commission of a criminal offense
order issued by a law enforcement officer
in lieu of arrest and booking
requiring appearance in designated court at specific time
to answer criminal charge

recommended conditions of use Do not use summons as a synonym. Do not-
include citations such as parking tickets, where the forfeiting of bail
eliminates the necessity to appear in court.

annotation In some jurisdictions "summons" is used foran order signed by a
law enforcement officer. For the purposes of interstate or national informa-
tion exchange, it is recommended that "summons" be used to mean the
order signed by a judicial officer. This is the traditional sense of summons,
which should be preserved in order to distinguish between issuing authori-
ties. The use of the term "citation (appear)" also serves to distinguish
orders where court appearance is required from parking violations and other
infractions, for which the forfeit of bait usually closes the proceeding. These
notices, which could be called "citations (forfeit)" are not recorded in
criminal justice information systems. See summons; subpoena; and warrant,
bench for court orders, requiring appearance.
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* commitment n The action of a judicial officer ordering that an adjudicated
and sentenced adult, or adjudicated delinquent or status offender who has
been the subject of a juvenile court disposition hearing, be admitted into a
correctional facility.

annotation In this terminology an adult can be committed only after he has
been convicted and sentenced, or a juvenile adjudicated to be a delinquent or
status offender only after a disposition hearing, whereas an adult or juvenile
can be held in detention during any portion of the criminal or juvenile
justice process before commitment.

community facility syn nonconfinement facility, adult or juvenile n
A correctional facility from which residents are regularly permitted to
depart, unaccompanied by any official, for the purpose of daily use of
community resources such as schools or treatment programs, and seeking or
holding employment.

&Wining features
nonconfinement facility
regular access to schools, treatment programs or employment
pre-adjudicated or committed adults or juveniles

racommendad conditions of use Indicate level of government, and whether
adult or juvenile.

annotation In this terminology correctional facilities are divided into three
major groups: (1) detention facilities and (2) correctional institutions, both of
which are confinement facilities, and (3) community facilities. "Community
facility" includes all facilities where the residents can regularly leave during
the day, unaccompanied by any official, whether or not a security rating is
applicable to movement within the facility. It does not include confinement
facilities where a small proportion of the inmates may leave occasionally for
work release or other furlough programs., Facilities variously called
"halfway houses," "group homes," "residential treatment centers," "juve-
nile homes," "shelters," and the like, which fit this defmition, should be
classified as community facilities See correctional facility fo list of
recommended standard descriptors.

it complaint n A formal written accusation made by any person, often a
prosecutor, and filed in a court, alleging that a specified person(s) has
committed a specific offense(s).

dafining Natures

formal written accusation
specified person(s) alleged to have committed specific offense(s)
accusation made by any person
document filed in court

annotation Complaint, information and indictment are the three types of
charging document. The filing of a charging document in a court initiates
criminal proceedings against the accused. A complaint, is usually filed in
misdemeanor cases or to initiate probable cause hearings in felony cases.
Informations and indictments are usually used to initiate felony trials. In
some jurisdictions, however, a complaint, when made by a prosecutor, has
the same function as an information and can be used as an alternative to an
information.
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# complaint denied n The decision by a piosecutor to decline a request that he
seek an indictment or file an information or complaint against a specified
person(s) for a specific offense(s).

recommended conditions of use Do not use dismissal as a synonym.

annotation A decision by the courito halt further proceedings is a dismissal.
Complaint denied is one of two responses to a complaint requested (police);

the other is complaint granted. A complaint denied results in the charges
being dropped and further proceedings halted. - "Complaint rejected" or
"complaint declined" are used as synonyms in some data systems.

# complaint granted n The decision by a prosecutor to grant a request that he
seek an indictment or file an information or complaint against a specified
person(s) for a specific offense(s).

annotation Complaint granted is one of two responses to a complaint
requested (police); the other is plaint denied. "Complaint accepted is
used as a synonym in some data s ems.

# complaIntrequested (police) n A request by a law enforcement agency
that the prosecutor seek an indictment or file a complaint or information
against a specified person(s) for a specific offense(s).

annotation Complaint requested (police) is the request to prosecute, where-
as complaint is the fOrmal charging document. The prosecutor may respond
to a complaint requested with a complaint denied or a complaint granted.
. The police are not the only source of requests for prosecutorial action.
Citizens and governmental agthcies may also request action. Requests by
citizens may a count for -a significant portion of prosecutorial workload.

confinement f ity n A correctional facility from which the inmates are not
regularly permitted to depart each day unaccompanied.

i
recommended conditions of use Subdivide into detention facilities and
correctional institutions.

annotation In this terminology correctional fatilities are divided into three
major groups: (1) detention facilities and (2) correctional institutions, both of
which are confinement facilities, and (3) community facilities. The distin-
guishing feature is behavioral: Whether or not the inmates can regularly
leave each day without supervision. ThiS discriminafion, which places the
category /boundary at the point of facility-community interaction, appears to
correspohd most closely 'with considerations of relative cost, isolation of
inmates or residents' rehabilitative experience. The contrast is not described
in terms of secbrity levels, or the applicability of a secufity rating, because
such distinctions relate to both complex physical, architectural features of
buildings or areas, and complex human regulation of inmate movement,
mainly within. facilities. Nor are relative degrees of "restrietiveness," which
ire used to characterize facilities in some statistical definitions, considered
relevant, since such distinctions cannot be consistently and objectively
defined at present at the national level. Thus in this terminology, a facility
with a minimum security rating is a confinement facility if the inmates
cannot leaVe unaccompanied each day, or a community facility if they can
regularly leave for short periods each day, no matter what restrictions may
apply to them when they are inside the facility. Facilities in which a small
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proportion of inmates participate in work release or other furlough pro-
grams are included in confinement facilities.

convict n An adult who has been found'guilty of a felony and who is confined in
a federal or state confinement facility.

annotation See inmate and prisoner for, preferred terms.

# conviction n A judgtherit of a court, base0 either on the verdict of a jury or a
judicial officer or on the guilty plea/ohhe defendant, that the defendant is
guilty of the offense(s) for which he has been tried.

recommended conditions of use D not use as a synonym for guilty verdict
(verdict, guilty) in statistical reporting.

annotation Acquittal and dismipa1 are the other possjble adjudications
(criminal). A guilty verdict náy be rejected by tte ciiiirt in its judgment,
and thus does not necessarily r suit in a conyiction:,-,

# correctional agency n A federal($state, or lode criminal justice agency,
under a single administrative authority, of which the principal functions are
the investigation, intake screening: supervision, custody, confinement, or
treatment of alleged or adjudicated adult offviders, delinquents, or status
offenders.

defining features
federal,,state, or local criminal justice agency
princirial functions are investigation, intake screening, supervision,
custody, confinement, or treatment °
of alleged or adjudicated adult offenders, or
of alleged or adjudicated delinquents or status offenders

annotation. Correctional agency is a subclass of criminal justice agency.
Subtypes of correctional agency include probation agency, parole agency,
and agencies that administer correctional facilities. The classification of
correctional agencies for statistical purposes requires numerous refinements
and reporting conventions designed for 'specific data presentation purposes.
The following conventions are recommended as standard national usage
from which deviations should be indicated:

1. Private agencies are excluded.
2. Agencies of which the sole function is the care of juvenile dependents are
excluded.
3. A correctional agency that administers more than one correctional
facility is counted as a single agency.
4. All administratively separate agencies should be classified -and counted
separately, even if they perform only one function. Thus a parole authority
detached from the agency.. that administers confinement facilities is a
separate agency.
.5. For summary statistics, the same agency may be counted more than once,
when classifying agencies by specific function. Thus a giVen probation
agency having a broad range of responsibilities could be counted once under
adult probation agencies, a second time under juvenile probation agencies,
and a third time under intake unfts. A sheriff's department could be counted
as both a law enforcement and a correctional agency, depending upon the
purpose of the presentation.
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6. Compound names should be used in statistical publications for single
agencies which perform functions often assigned to two agencies, for
example "adult probation/parole agency."

# correctional day program n A publicly financed and operated non-
residential educational or treatment program for persons required, by a
judicial officer, to participate.

edillitaannotation This term is prvid ccount for the dispositions of personsS
who are not committed to correc onal facilities blit are required by a
judicial officer to attend a day program designed for a correctional purpose.
When this category is needed for data presentations, it should include all
government programs specifically intended for a correctional clientele,
whether or not the program is conducted in publicly or privately owned
premises.

# correctional facility n A .building or part thereof, set of buildings, or area
enclosing a set of buiidings or structures, operated by a government agency
for the custody and/or treatment of adjudicated, and committed persons, or
persons subject to criminal or juvenile justice proceedings.

annotation Although this term is also used in some official contexts to
represent only secure institutions for adjudicated persons, such as prisons
and training schools, it is here proposed as the generic name for° all
government facilities in which allegea or adjudicated offenders are confined
or reside. Correctional facilities are not defined in this terminology as those
operated by correctional agenci use whether or not a sheriff's depart-
ment, for example, which opeilrajail, is designated 41 law enforcement
agency or a cgrrectional agency depends upon the purpose of the data
presentation. Although there is at present a lack of consensus on correc-
tional facility nomenclature and no comprehensive, standard list of facihty
attributes and descriptors, there is a substantial, consensus that certain
features are fundamental tO almost all descriptions and classifications of
correctional facilities. In order to provide names and -definitions for the
classification features common to most statistical data presentations con-
cerning correctional facilities, a list of these basic attributes and descriptori
has been developed.

Recommended standard descriptors for correctional facilities:

primary attributes standard descriptors

A. intended age group

B. type of custody

C. reason for custody '

See footnotes at end of table.

I. adult
2. juvenile
3. youthful offender (indicate jurisdictional definition)

I. tonfinement (24-hoy within facility)
2. community/noncon nt (residence with

regular access to community resources and
activities)

I. detention (detained pending adjudication or
, commitinent) .

2. commitment (by sentence. or juvenile disposition)
3. ' pliagnosis or classification
4. Loluntary referral (subject vOluntarily accepts

referral to community facility by agency or
'court) ,
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primary attributes stindard descriptors

D. custodial authority of facility .
(adult) '

custodial authority of facility
(juvenile) 5

E. level of government

F. sex

G. number of inmates or residents

I. detention of 48 hours or more/
to sentences of a year or less

2. sentences of more than a year

I. delinquent
2. status offender
-3. dependent

I. federal
2. state
3. regional
4. local

I. male
2. female

average daily population

' Voluntary referrals are technically not in custody, but the descriptor is needed to account for the
judicial status of all'residents of community facilities.

' "Custodial authority of facility' defines adult correctional institutions by upper sentence limit and
therefore does not require the designation of minimum sentence length customarily used in defining
prisoners included in Oats presentations, that is, prison population characteristics.

2 A facility solely intal)Sed for the care of dependents is not a correctional facility in tlüs terminology,
but the descriptor is needed to account for all residents of those juvenile facilities tat contain mixed
populations.

It is recommended that these standard descriptors be used to describe and
classify public correctional facilities in interstate and national exchange of
statistical information intended for general users. The descriptors are intend-
ed to serve as the basic elements of official facility names, defmitions and
classification systems. One or more of the descriptors for each attribute may
pertain to a given facility. These mixtures, such as "youthful offender/ju-
venile," or "male/female," should be indicated in data presentations. It is
important to note that this approach separates the more fesolvable problem
of establishing classification features, that is, descriptors, from the very
difficult problem of finding acceptable, unambiguous and convenient short
names for types .of correctional facilities. If a consensuson the importance
and suitability of these or similar descriptors can be confirmed, then
unambiguous communication of statistical data concerning correctional
facilities will be possible, whether pr not national agreement on short names
and particular classificatory arrangements can be reached. That is, whether
a given facility is for convenience called a "prison," or a "correctional
institution" as is proposed in this edition, is not important as long as official
communications use the basic standard descriptors, in addition to short
names, When describing and classifying facilities. There are a number of
other correctional facility attributes that are sometimes 'considered basic.
These include security level, special youthful offender dispositions, location,
available rehabilitation programs, drug involvement, actual or prescribed
length of stay, age distribution,j and probation or parole status of the
residents in non-confmement fac ies. These are treated as secondary in this
edition, because of the difficulty of establishing names and category defmi-
tions consistently and reliably applicable to all jurisdictions. It is recom-
mended that data presentations employing descriptors for these secondary
attributes as classification features be accompanied by explicit defmitions of
their meaning in the jurisdiction(s) originating the data. In order to initiate
the process of reaching a consensus on a basic correctionttl facility category
nomenclature, and to illustrate use of the basic descriptors, the following
classification system is proposed:
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correctional facility.

I. correctional institution
correctional institution, adult

correctional institition, Juvenile

4

IL detention facility
detention facility, adult

detentfon facility,.juvenile

410

III. community syn nonconfinement facility,
adult or juvenile .

41,

Building, part of a building, or area enclosing a
set of buildings or structures, operated by4
government agency for the custody and/or
treatment of adjudicated, and committed per-
sons, or persons subject to criminal or juvenile
justice proceedings.

confinement
committed (sentended3 adults
custodial authority includes sentences of
more than a year

Common names: "prison," "penitentiary," "fed-
eral or'state correctional facility."

confinement
delifiquents and status offenders
committed after a juvenile disposition hear-
ing

Common. names: "training school," "reforma-
tory," "boy's camp."

confinement
custodial authority of 48 hours or more
adults detained pending adjudication, or
committed after adjudication for sentences
of a year or less

Common names: "jail," "county farm," ltonor
farm," "work camp," "road camp."

confinement
juveniles detained pending adjudication, or
mixed detained and adjudicated

Common names: "juvenile hall," "detention
center," "shelter."

non-confinement
residence with regular, daily access to com-
munity activities and resources, unaccom-
panied by any official
adults or juveniles detained pending adjudi-
cation or adjudicated and committed per-
sons

Common natiles: "halfway house," "group
home," "residential treatment center," "juve-
nile home," "shelter."

This choice of nomenclature and definitions corresponds with the general
usage of the Advisory Commission on Standards and Goals.* The system
proposed here employs the first two descriptors for each of three attributes:

LEAA's Office of -Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention has begun to develop
working definitionvbf "shelter care," "juvenile detention facility," and "juvenile correctional
facility," for ustin monitoring compliance with the statutory provisions of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency- Prevention Act of 1974. The terminology in this dictionary is not
intended to be used for that purpose, which may require different names and definitions.
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type of custody, reason for custody,, and custodial authority of facility, as
basic .classification features. Additional descriptors, such as male/female or
federal/state, can be used as labels or to describe exceptions, or to create
further subclasses, depending uPon the purpose of the data presentation.

See the individual entries: conflnemet facility, detention facility, correc
tional institution, communitY facility, prison, jails training school, diagnosis
and classification center, camp/ranch/farm, residential treatment center,
detention center, hallway house, group home, and shelter for, further classifi-
catory information.

correctional instinition n A generic name proposed in this terminology for
those long-term adult confinement facilities often called "prisons," "federal
or state correctional facilities," or "penitentiaries," and juvenile confinement

" facilities called "trailing schools," "refotmatories," "boy's ranches," and
the like.

annotation In this terminology correctinnal facilities are divided into three
Major groups: (I) detention facilities and (2) correction4 institutions, both of
which are confinement facilities, and (3) community facilities. The distinc- '
ions between adult correctional institutions and detention facilities and
juvenile correctional institutions and detention facilities areinot preciiely
parallel because length of sentence is a classificatory feature that is not
applicable to juveniles. "Correctional institution?' customarily denotes a
facility for the long-term confmement of sentenced adults or committed
delinquents or`status offenders. It is used in many national publications
inter.ch an& eably with "correctional facility." However, "correctional insti-
tution" is r ommended here in preference to "correctional facility" be-
cause the latter term is the only available generic name for all custodial or
residential facilities operated by government agencies, and is equally often
used in that broader sense. "Correctional institution" includes facilities
where a snfall proportion of inmates leave occasionally for work release or
other furlough programs. CertiM traditional subclassifications of this type
of facility, according to security leirel, rural or urban location, or types of
available occupational or rehabilitative programs, are not defined in this
terminology because of the, lack of a national consensus on 'classification,
features. When such subclassification is necessary, explicit jurisdictional
definitions should be included in the data presentation. See correctional
institution, adult and correctional institution, juvenile for specific defining
features and further classificatonformation.

# correctional institution, adult n A confinement facility having cUstodial
authority over adults sentenced to confinement for mbre than a year.
defining features

confinement facility
. for sentenced adults
custodial authority includes sentences of more than a year

recommended conditions of usde Do notluse correctional facility as a
synonym. Indicate level of government. Indicate whether all or part of
facility is intended for special dispositions pursuant to a youthful offender
statute, or as a diagnosis or classification center.

annotation See correctional institution. The wording of this proposed
classificatory definition differs from those in most current statistical publics-
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dons concerning such facilities since it pertains to the facility as a whole, not
to the possible range of population characteristics. The defutition, which
characterizes facilities by upper sentence limit, distinguishes the typical state
or federal/facility for long-term confinement from facilities of which the
custodial authority Stops at sentences of a year, or less than a year. It
includes facilities in which a gmall proportion of inrnates participate in work
release or other furlough prbgratns. Atypical facilities, such as state
Operated jails or locally operated prisons, are unambiguously classifiable by
using the distinguishing feature of upper sentence limit and indicatinstthe
level of government. This classification does cause the facility confining
prisoners with sentences of from a few months up to two or three years to
be placed in the same class as the common one year to life facility. However,
this misalignment also occurs in current survey publications which use
lower sentence limit to define facility populations..These imperfections in
basic classification structures must continue to be dealt with by footnotes or
other devices for indicating deviations from general patterns., This' cate-
gory 'includes facilities usually called "prisons," "penitentiaries," ':-prison
camps,v "prison farms," "state or federal correctional facilities" and the like.
It does not include such facilities as "county farms" and "road camps,"
unless their custodial authority extends to sentences of more than a year.

See detention facility. See correctional facility for a list of recommended
standard descriptors.

# corrational institution, juvenile n A confinement facility having custodi-
.

al authority over delinquents and status offenders committed to confinement
after a juvenile disposition hearing.

defining features
confinement facility
for delinquents and status offenders
commitfed after a juvenile disposition hearing

recommended conditions of uhe Do not use correctional facility as a
synonyrn. Indicate level of government. Indicate whether all or part of
facility is intended for special dispositions pursuant to a youthful offender
statnte, or as a diagnosis or classification center.

A

annotation See correctional institution. This definition inaudes all juvenile
facilities of which the primary function is the custody of juveniles who have
been adjudicated-to be delinquents or status offenders and committed to
confinement by a judicial officer. It includes facilities in which a small
number of inmates 'participate in work release or other furlough pro-
grams. This class includes facilities commonly Called "training schools,",
"reform, schools," "reformatories," and "boy's ranches,°' or "camps" and
"farms". The national Juvenile Justice Act of 1974 apparently uses
"correctional facility" to mean "correctional institution."' See correction-
al facility for a, list of recommended standard facility descriptors.

r .

LEAA's Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention has begun to develop
working definitions of "shear care," "juvenile detention facility," and "juvenile correctional
facility," for use in monitoring compliance with the statutory provisions of the Juvenile
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974. The terminology in this edition of the
dictionary is not intended to be used for that pu7ose, which may require different names and
definitions.
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corrections n A generic term which includes all government agencies, facili-
ties, p,rograms, procedures, personnel and techniques, concerned with the
investigation, intake, custody, confinement, supervision, or treatment of
alleged or adjudicated adult offenders, delinquents, or status offenders.

-
count n Each separate offense, attributed to one or more persons, as listed in a

complaint, information, or indictment.

annotation A single count may name one or more persons within a single
charging document and a single person may be named in one or more counts.

# counterfeiting n The manufacture or attempted manufacture of a copy or
imitation of a negotiable instrument with value set, by law or convention, or
the possession of such a copy without 'uthorization, with ,the intent to
defraud by claiming the' genuineness of he copy.

\defining features '----A

model produced or issued by public agency or corporation
unauthorized copying of a model negotiable article or instrument
intent to defraud, meaning misrepresentation of genuineness of copy

or
atternpting the above act

or
possession of a counterfeit

recommended conditions of use Do not include forged works of 4r.
annotation UCR and many statutes do not distinguish between forgery and
counterfeiting. The distinction rests on the fact that a counterfeiting presup-
poses the prior existence of an officially issued item of value which provides
a model for the perpetrator.. Examples include currency, coins, postage
stamps, ration stamps, food stamps, bearer bonds, etc. This kind of model is
absent in a forgery.

# court n An agency of the judicial branch of government, authorized or
established by statute or constitution, and consisting of one or more judicial
officers, which has the authority to decide upon controversies in law and
disputed matters of fact brought before it.,

defining features
agency of judicial branch of government
established by constitution or statute
consisting of one or more judic. l officers
has authority to decide upon c ntroversies of law and fact brought before
it.

recommended .conditions of use In interstate or national information ex-
change, classify courts with criminal jurisdiction as criminal justice agencies.

annotation The terms "judge" and "court" can be synonymbus. The phrase
. "order of the court" is equivalent to "order of ,the judge." In this

terminology a court is an organizational unit of which the geographic
jurisdiction is established by;law. Sessions of the same court in different

, locations are not counted as separate courts. However, some statistics, for
example cases:lad statistics, may need to be presented by court location.

The above definition describes all courts. However, because the features
-that define the jurisdiction of different types of civil courts are different
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from those that define the jurisdiction of different types of criminal,courts,
the following subclassification applies only to the latter. The three major
classes of criminal court defined in this dictionary are: court /51 limited
jurisdiction, court of general jurisdiction, and court of appellate jurisdiction.
All these courts'share the basic defining features. There are three unshared
features used to distinguish among classes of criminal courts: extent of felony
trial jurisdiction, extent of jurisdiction over appeals, and whether or not it is
a court of record, as folldws:

court of limited jurisdiction
I. no felony,trial jurisdiction, or trial jurisdiction limited to less than all

felonies
2. may or may not hear appeals
3. not necessarily a court of record

court of general jurisdiction
I. trial jurisdiction over all felonies
2. .may or may not hear appeals
3. court Of record

court of appellate jurisdiction
1. no criminal trial jurisdictioa
2. hears appeals
3. court of record

Courts of general juri.7diction have jurisdietion to try all criminal offenses,
not only It is theit unlimited felony trial jurisdiction, however,
which sets the apart from courts of limited jurisdiction. In very few states
are courts of limited jurisdiction empowered to try any felonies at all. In
those states where they do have felony trial jurisdiction, it is restricted. In a
few states, they have jurisdiction over those felonies where the penalty
prescribed falls below a certain statutorily specified limit. In these cases, the
courts of general jurisdiction maintain concurrent jurisdiction over those
felonies which the courts of limited jurisdiction are also empowered to try.

Courts with jurisdiction over juveniles (juvenile courts) do notfit uniquely
into any one of these categories, because some are special courts which
could be subsumed under courts of limited jurisdiction, but others are
sessions of courts of geneKal jurisdiction. The court typology andjerminol-
ogy of this dictionary ae based on the Bureau of the Census studies,
National Survey of Court Organization, 1973, ink' National Survey of Court
'Organization: 1975 Supplement to State Judicial Systems, published by the
U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
These publications include courts with jurisdictidn limited to juvenile or
other civil matters as well as those with criminal jurisdiction. These courts
are included because'many courts hearkcivil as well as criminal cases, or
have jurisdiction over juveniles as well as adults, and cannot Consistently
provide budget, manpower, and caseload data for civil vs. criminal and
jurenile vs. adult functions. TUs, in order to allow the development of
comprehensive and nationallf comparable data in these areas, it was
necessary to include all cou in the survey. The terminology used in the
various states for classes of courts jknot at all uniform. Some of the most
common names are listed in the dictionary entries for the individual classes
of courts. Complete lists of the terms used for the various state systems are
to be found in the National Survey of Court Organization publications.

# court of appellate Jurisdiction n A court which does not try criminal
cases, but which hears appeals. j9
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defining features
court
no criminal trial jurisdiction
hears appeals
court of record

annotation The other two classes of court defined in this dictionary are:
court of generid jurisdiction and court of limited jurisdiction. A court of
appellate jurisdiction hears appeals from a court of general jurisdiction, and
in some cases also hears appeals directly from a court of limited jurisdiction.
Courts of appellate jurisdiction include both courts of intermediate appeals
and courts of last resort. A court of last resort has jUrisdiction over all final
appeals within a state; within the state system there is no appeal,from a court
of last resort. A court of intermediate appeals is limited in \its appellate
jurisdiCtion by state law, or at the discretion of the court of lastresort in the
state, and the court of last resort may review its decisions. Not all states
have courts of intermediate appeals. Courts of appellate jurisdiction are
commonly named "court of appeals" and "suprepie court." In special
cases a court of appellate jurisdiction may have original jurisdiction. For
example, the United States Supreme Court has original jurisdiction in
controversies involving two or more states!

# court of general jurisdiction n Of criminal courts, p court which has
jurisdiction to try all criminal offenses, including all felonies, and which may
or may not hear appeals.

defining features
court
trial jurisdiction over all felonies
may or may not hear appeals
cowl of record

annotation The other two classes of court defined in this dictionary are court
of limited jurisdiction and court of appellate jurisdiction. A court of general
jurisdiction tries all felonies, while.a cTirt of limited jurisdiction eith is
limited in its jurisdiction to trying the less serious felonies, or in most
has no felony trial jurisdiction.' In some jurisdictions, a court of general
jurisdiction may review the decisions of a court of limited jurisdittion.

The decisiOns of a court of general jurisdiction may be reViewed by a
court of appellate jurisdiction. Courts of general jurisdiction are'common-
ly named "superior court," "district court," and "circuit court." The
factual determination of a court of general jurisdiction is final; appeals are
on the record and on matters of law rather than on matters or fact. See
juvenile court for special problems of classification.

# court of limited jurisdiction n Of criminal courts, a court of which the trial
jurisdiction either includes no felonies dr is limited to less than all felonies,
and which miy or may not hear appeals.

defining features
court
no felony trial jurisdiction, or irial jurisdiction limited to less, than, all
felonies
may or may not hear appeals
not necessarily a court of record
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annotation The other two classes of courts defined in this dictionary are:
court of general jurisdictIon,and court of appellatijurisdiction. A court of
limited jurisdiction.is limited to a particular class or classes of cases, and
cannot try every felony. A court of limited jurisdiction often has jurisdiction'
over 'misdemeanor or traffic cases, over probable cause bearings (bearing,
probable dune) in felony cases, and occasionally over felony trials where the
penalty prescribed for the offense is below a statutorily specified limit. A
court of general jurisdiction has unlimited jurisdiction to try all criminal
cases, including all felonies.' In some jurisdictions a court of general
jurisdiction may hear appeals from a court of limited jurisdiction, and in
some cases may review decisions of a court of limited jurisdiction de novo.
In other jurisdictions, appeals from a court of limited juriidiction are made
directly to a court of appellate jurisdiction, bypassing the court of general
jurisdiction. With respect to civil cases, a court of limited jurisdiction may
be limited to a certain type of case,- or to cases where the amount in
controversy is below a statutorily specified limit. Courts of limited
jurisdiction are commonly named "city court," "county,court," "municipal
court," "justice court," "magistrate court," "police court," "traffic court,"
"domestic relations court," "family court," "probate court," and "small
claims court.' See Juienilecourt for special problems of classification.

# credit card fraud n The use or attempted use of a credit card, in order to
obtain goods or services with the intent to avoid payment.

defining features
intent to avoid paymenit for goods or services
fraudulent use of valid card by legal owner, or
use of valid card by unauthorized person, or
use of stolen, forged, revoked card

Or
attempting the above

recommended conditions of us DG not include illegal credit card manufac-
ture or larceny.

annotation The unlawful acquisition of a credit card is larceny. Unlawful
manufacture is forgery.

# crime syn criminal offense n An act committed or omitted in violation
of a law forbidding or commanding it for which an adult can be punished,
upon conviction, by incarceration and other penalties or a corporation
penalized, or for which a juvenile can be brought under thejurisdiction of a
juvenile court and adjudicated a delinquent or transfer to adult court.

defining features
act specifically prohibitecAy law, or
failure to perform an act specifically required by law
adult punishable by incarceration upon conviction, or
causing a juvenile to be subject to adjudication for a delinquent act

recommnded conditions of us Do not include Infractions. Do not include
status offenses.

annotation Although all authoritative legal sources specifically define all
punishable acts as crimes, this definition does not correspond with adual
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usage. There are, for example, great numbers of traffic offenses, often called
"infractions" or "violations," for which the only penalties are fine or loss of
driving privileges. Such minor offenses are rately, if ever, recorded in
criminal justice data systems. The major classes of crimes, in this termin-
ology, are felonies and misdemeanors, at the level of reported crimes. Ai the
level of arrest and judicial proceedings, where the age of the accused person
may be known, they may be subdivided into felonies, misdemeanors, and
delinquent acts.

,
Crime Index offenses syn index crimes n A UCR classification, that

includes all Part I offenses with the exception of involuritary (negligent)
manslaughter.

recommended conditions of use Do not use in data presentations without
specifying the offenses included.

annotation A shared feature of all the offenses in this classification is specific
criminal intent, a feature not present in involuntary (negligent) manslaughter
(manslaughter, involuntary). Index crime data is presented in the form of
numbers, rates or percentage changes in relation to areas, population and
periods of firm to describe the volume, trend, and distribution oecrime in
the United States. The subclasses of Crime Indew offi'ves are described in
the entry for UCR, in the subsection UCR offense classification.

it crimes against bupinesses syn business crimes syn commercialcrimes n A summary term used by the National Crime Panel reports,
including:

burglary (against businesses)
, robbery (against businesses)

recommended conditions of use Do not use in data presentations without
specifying the offenses included.

annotation One of 4,hree major classes of. offenses in the National Crime
Panel reports. The other two are crimes against persons and crimes against
households. Crimes against businesses do not include commercial larceny,
such as shoplifting and employee theft. See National Crime Panel reports
for further information.

crimes against households syn household crimes n A summary term
used by the National Crime Panel reports, including:

burglarly (against households)
household larceny
motor vehicle theft

recommended conditions of use Do not use in data presentations without
specifying the offenses included.

annotation One of three major classes of offenses in the National Crime
Panel reports. The other two are crimes against persons and crimes against
businesses. See National Crime Panel reports for further information.

# Crimes against persons n A summary term used by UCR and the National
Crime Panel reports, but with different meanings:
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murder
nonnegligent [voluntarY]

manslaughter
negligent [involuntary]

manslaughter
forcible rape
aggravated assault

Entries

National Crime Panel

forcible rape
robbery (against persons)
aggravated assault
simple assault
personal larceny

recommandad conditions of use Do not use in data presentations without
specifying the offenses included.

annotation In the UCR system, this is one of the two subclasses of Part I
offenses; the other subclass is crimes against property. The UCR class
crimes against persons should not be confused with the more frequently
used UCR class crimes of violence, which includes the crime of robbery and
which is limited to crime index offenses, thus excluding involuntary (negli-

, gent) manslaughter. In the National Crime Panel reports, this is one of
three major classes of offenses. The other two are crimes against households
and crimes against businesses. See UCR and National Crime Panel reports
for further information.

# crimes against property syn property crime n A summary term used by
UCR, both as a subclass of the Part I offenses and as a subclass of Crime
Index offenses, but with different meanings:

As a subset of UCR Part I
offenses

robbery
burglary
larceny-theft

,motor vehicle theft

recommended conditions of ups .Do not use in data presentations without
specifying the offenses included.

As a subset of UCR Crime Index
offenses

burglary
larceny-theft
motor Vehicle theft

annotation One of the two major classes of Crittil Index offenses; the other
is crimes of violence. Oue of the two major classes 'of Part I offenses the
other is crimes against persons. The use of property crime as a subset of
Part I offenses is less frequent than its use as a subset of Crime Index
offenses. See UCR itogyrther information.

# crimes of violence syn violent crime n A summary term used by UCR and
the National Crime Panel, but with different meaniefs:

As a subset of UCR Index
Crimes

murder
nonnegligent [voluntary]

manslaughter
forcible rape
robbery
aggravated assault 4 3

As a subset of National Crime
Panel crimes against persons

forcible rape
robbery (against
persons)
aggravated assault
simple assault
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recommended conditions of ótle Do not use in data presentations without
specifying the offenses included.

annotation In UCR. one of the two major classes of Crime Index offenses;
the other is crimes against property. In the National Crime Panel system,
crimes of violence is a subcategory of crimes against persons and excludes
business robbery, which is a crime against business:See UCR. and National
Crime Panel reports for further information.

criminal history record information n Information collected by criminal
justice ,agencies on individuals, consisting, of identifiable descriptions and
notations of arrests, detentions, indictments, informations or other formal
criminal charges, And any disposition(s) arising therefrom, sentencing,
correctional supervision, and release.

annotation This definition is that used in Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration regulations concerning security and privacy standards. This
definition excludes statistical data that does not identify individuals, infor-
mation that identifies a person without formal indication qf criminal
charges, and intelligence information or other investigative &its not a
matter of public record. Criminal history record information, as here
,defined, is the basic data in CCH and OBTS systems, although OBTS
summary data does not identify persons. It also it presents a selection of the
kinds of basic facts about criminal justice processes which are the focus of
this effort to develop a standard national statistical terminology. Some
security and privacy policy statements distinguish between "arrest record
information," as not including dispositions, and "criminal record informa-
tion," as including dispositions, in order to provide for different rule* of
processing and dissemination. This discrimination also functions in legal
contexts, where "arrest record," not indicating guilt, may be contrasted
With "criminal record" or "conviction record." Terms such as "arrest
record" and "criminal recora," which are -names for ,various kinds of
specific documents or automated files maintained by specific agencies, are
not amenable to national definitions. These specific documents ahd files may
contain more or less data than is included in, for example, the national
definition of criminal history record information. Also, in common usage of
operating agencies, such terms as "arrest record" and "criminal record"
may be used synonymously. See Juvenile record and prior record.

# criminal justice agency n Any court with criminal jurisdiction and any
other government agency or subunit, which defends indigents, or of which
the principal functions or activities consist of the prevention, detection and
investigation of crime; the apprehension, detention and prosecution of
alleged offenders; the confinement or official correctional supervision of
tiEdused or convicted persons, or the administrative or technical support of
the above functions.

defining features
court with crithinal jurisdiction

I

Of
federal, state or local government agency or subunit
primarily prevents, detects, investigates crime and/or
primarily apprehends, prosecutes, or detains alleged offenders, and/or
primarily confines and/or supervises accused or convicted persons, or
defends indigenti, or
primarily provides administration, planning, training, or technical sup-
port for the agencies defined above
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recommended conditions of use Statistical publications- should indicate
whether criminal justice agencies which operate more than one facility or
operate at more than one location ate counted as a single agency or whether
each facility or location is counted separately,

annotationThe five major classes of criminal justice agencies &tiled in this
edition are law enforcement agency, prosecutorial agency, public defender's
office, court, and correctional agency. Excluded are all non-government
entities, such as privato, agencies -maintaining rehabilitation programs, or
private security, forces;igencies of which the jurisdiction is limited solely to
juveniles; and government agencies of which the law enforcement activities
are incidental to their major activities, sudh as forestry or fish and game
departments and port authorities. However, special law enforcement
subunits of non-law enforcement Agencies are included. Ahy administra-
tively separate information system or identifiable subunit thereof of which
the principal function is to provide technical support for operating criminal
justice agencies is included. Any publicly administered office or legal aid
clinic which defends indigents is included. Statistical publications or listings
ofcriminal justice agencies which include legal service or legal aid agencies
of which the functioi4 \may be purely civil, should so* indicate. The
"criminal justice system" is the aggregate of all operating and administrative
or technical support agencies as defined above. LEAA's Criminal Justice
Agencies directory (published in 1971 and 1974, updated annually on
magnetic tape, and to be republished in 1977) includes several types of
agencies not included as criminal justice agencies, in the above definition.
These include: courts with jurisdiction litaited to juvenile or other civil
matters, agencies with functions limited to juvenile justice, and agencies
with functions limited to pr6viding civil legal service to a unit of govern-
ment. The directory includes these courts and agencies because many courts
and agencies have mixed jurisdiction in these areas and cannot consistently
provide separate budget, manpower, and caseload data for civil vs. criminal
and juvenile vs. adult functions. Thus, in order to allow the development of
comprehensive and nationally comparable data in these areas, the directory
includes all courts, all government agencies that perform juvenile justice
functions, and all government agencies that provide civil and criminal legal
services to units of government. The directory also includes agencies nich-
es criminal justice planning agencies that are concerned with more than one
sector or the criminal justice system; judicial ag n 'es other than courts,
such as judicial councils, jury commissions, and urt administrators; and
other agencies concerned with criminal justice relatI matters such as law
revision commissions and victim compensation boards. These inclusions are
necessary to allow the development of statistics such as the total amount of
money spent for criminal justice activities. Deviations such as these from
the definitions proposed in this dictionary should he indicated.

criminal proceedings n Proceedings in a court of law, undertaken to
determine the guilt or innocence of an adult accused of a crime.

recommended conditions of use Do not use to include the period between
judgment and sentencing.

annotation Criminal proceedings begin with the filing of a charging docu-
ment and end with an adjudication (criminal). Matters not related to the
deterniination of guilt or innocence, such as the sentenct are not includedin
this definition:
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culpability n A state of mind on the part of one who has committed an act
which makes him liable to prosecution for that act.

annotation Culpability, in this lense, is an element in all crimes. Thus the
relevance of this concept to a data system terminology mainly concerned
with distinguishing different crimes from each other is not immediately
obvious. However, at the level of court processes the presence or absence of
Itulpability is pivotal to judicial jurisdiction and dispositions. Persons may
Ait the criminal justice system, temporarily or permanently, because of a
mental condition that renders them unable to stand trial, or may be found
not guilty because found mentally notresponsible at the time of the criminal
act. Further, the difficulty of determining culpability explains some major
differences in police reporting of crimes and reporting from judicial levels,
Police information at the time a charge is recorded may not be adequate to
determine intent, which distinguishes criminal willful homicide from invol-
untary manslaughter, or the degree of negligence, which distinguishes
involuntary manslaughter from purely accidental homicide. Juvenile
proceedings at one time did not emphasize determination of culpability.
Recent court decisions have required proof of culpability like that required
in adult proceedings in order to justify jurisdiction, with consequent impact
on the numbers and dispositions of juvenile cases. The Model Penal Code
divides culpability into four ways of acting: purposely, knowingly°, reckless-
ly and negligently. To act purposely is to consciously desire one's conduct
to produce a particular result. To act knowingly is to be aware that one's
conduct is almost certain to cause a certain result. To act recklessly is to be
aware that one's conduct is likely to produce a given result, but to act with
conscious disregard of the risk. To act negligently is to act without
awareness that one's conduct is likely to cause a particular result, when one
should be aware of the risk. Earlier defmitions of culpability made fewer
distinctions.

4

e`

# defendant n A person against whom a criminal proceeding is pending.
annotation A person becomes a defendant when the charging document is
filed and remains a defendant until adjudication (criminal), dila is, judgment
or dismissal of the case.

# defense attorney n An attorney who represents the defendant in a legal
proceeding.

annotation There are three types of defense attorneys: public defender,
assigned counsel, and retained counsel. If the defendant acts as his own
attorney, he is acting pro se.

delinquency n Juvenile actions or conduct in violation of criminal law, and, in
some contexts, status offenses.

recommended conditions of use Do not use in statistical reporting or in
connection with quantified systems data. Use the specific terms delinquent
acts or status offenses where applicable. Da not combine counts of thtse
two categories of offenses. 1
annotation Common usage of this term frequently includes not only ériminal
offenses (see crime), but also status offenses, and may include violations of
accepted conventions of behavior, or "tendencies" to engage in such
conduct. Thus it is too often used in connection with unspecified numbers of
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undefmed juvenile offenses, or to describe police workloads that relate tlY
street activity as opposed to arrests and charges, or to describe an unmeas-
ured amount of misbehavior believed to be characteristic of a given
population, often in the absence of any statutory definition of the misbehav-
ior. Its use as a summary term for combined counts of delinquent acts and
status offenses is especially misleading, in that the kinds of behavior so
described may range from murder to, truancy.

# delinquent n A juvenile who has been adjudicated by a judicial officer of a
juvenile court, as having committed a delinqueut act, which is an act f6r
which an adult could be prosecuted in a criminal court.

defining features
juvenile
subject of completed ju adjudication ,

found to have committed an an adult could be prosecutxl in
a criminal court

recommended conditions of use not combine counts of delinquents and
status offenders in interstate ir national information -exchange.

annotation The other possible adjudications (juvenile) are status offender
and dependent. See status offense for a discussion of the relationship
between delinquent act and .status offense, and the need for separate
categories. In some jurisdictions a status offender who commits repeated
status offenses can be adjudicated a delinquent. These should not be counted
as dejinquents in interstate or national information exchange. Juveniles
alleged, but not adjudicated, to We committed delinquent acts should be
described as alleged delinquents.

# delinquent act n An act committed by a juvenile for which an adult could be
prosecuted in a criminal court, but for which a juvenile can be adjudicated
in a juvenile court, or prosecuted in a criminal court if the juvenile court
transfers jurisdiction.

recommended conditions of use Do not combine counts of delinquent acts
and status offenses. See transfer to adult court for recommended reporting
conventions concerning delinquent acts prosecuted as crimes.

annotation See status offense for discussion of the relationship between
delinquent act and status offense. Although some state statutes do not
distinguish between these offenses, basic court record information usually
enables separate reporting..Since-the range of behavior covered by both
categories may extend from murder to truanoy, statistical reporting should
maintain separate categories.

de novo cub Anew, afres if there had been no earlier decision.

recommended candid.? s of uilIPIn computing court workloads, include de
novo review proceedings in trials.

annotation When the decision of a judicial officer is reviewed de novo,
matters of fact as well as law are considered by the court; witnesses may be
heard, and new et--"jence preserded as if the case were being hoard for the
first time. In Some jurisdictions, some or all of the decisions of a court of
limited jurisdiction can be reviewed de novo by a higher court. If a
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judicial officer's decisions in criminal or juvenile cases are subject to .de'
novo review, then he is a subjudicial officer in this terminology. See
appeal.

dependency n The legal status of a juvenile over whom a juvenile court has
assumed jurisdiction because the court has found his care by parent,
guardian or custodian to fall short of a legal standard of proper care.
annotation The common usage of this term may refer either to the legal
"status which is the result of a court finding, or to the condition of
dependency or willful neglect or abuse which is the reason for the finding.
See dependent for the preferred usage of the recommended statistical term.

# dependent n A juvenile over whom a juvenile court has assumed jurisdiction
because the court has found his care by parent, guardian or custodian to fall
short of a legal standard of proper care.

defining features
juvenile
court has assumed jurisdiction because of lack of proper care

recommended conditions of use Use to describe all juveniles over whom a
court has assumed jurisdiction because of lack of proper care, regardless of
the reason for the finding.

annotation This recommended usage separates the result of the court fmding
that a juvenile is dependent, in the geniral senae of dependent for proper
care upon persons other than his parents, from the various reasons for that
finding. The reasons may be unintentional neglect, where the responsible
adult is mentally disabled or lacks financial resource% usually called "depen-
dency," or willful child neglect or willful child abuse. These are inconsistejpt
ly named and codified in different jurisdictions and therefore are not
standardized for interstate and nationil information exchange. This defini-
tion includes only juveniles who have been found dependent by a judicial
officer of a court. It excludes juveniles designated dependent by, for
example, welfare agencies. Since to be a dependent is not an offense, it is
included in this terminology only to accountlor juvenile court adjudica-
tions, of which the other two major types are delinquent and status offender.

detention n The legally authorized holding in confinement of a person subject
to criminal or juvenile court proceedings, until the point ofcommitment to a
correctional facility or release.

'annotation "Detention" describes custodial status (reason for custody) of
persons held in confinement while awaiting the completion of judicial
proceedings. See detention facility.

detention center n A government facility which provides temporary care in a
physically restricting .environment for juveniles in custody pending court
disposition.

annotation This is the term and the definition used in the 1975 public facility
questionnaire for the LEAA series, "Children in Custody." The term is
variously used in different jurisdictions. Facilities known by this name
should be classified as juvenile.detention facilities (detention facility, juvenile).
if they fit the above description. See correctional facility for a list of
recommended standard facility descriatgs.
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detention facility n A generic name proposed in this terminology as a cover
term for those facilities which hold adults eirjliveniles in confinement
pending adjudication, adults sentenced for a year or less of confinement, and
in some instances post-adjudicated juveniles, including facilities called
"jails," "county farms," "honor farms," "work camps," "road camps,"
"detention centers," "shelters," "juvenile halls," and the like.

annotation In this terminology correctional facilities are divided into three
major groups: (1) detention facilities and (2) correctional institutions, both of
which are confinement facilities, and (3) community facilities. The distinc-
tions between adult and juvenile detention facilities and correctional institu-
tions are not precisely paralal because length of sentence is a classificatory
feature that is not applicable to juveniles. See detention facility, adult and
detention facility, juvenile for specific defining featufes and further classifica-
tory information. See correctional facility for a list of recommended
standard descriptors.

# detention facility, adult n A confinement facility of which the custodial
authority is 48 hours or more and in which adults can be ,confined before
adjudication or for sentences of a year or less.

defining features
confinement facility for adults
custodial authority 48 hours or more

1 population held pending adjudication, and/or
committed after adjudication for sentences of a year or less

recommended conditions of use Indicate lpvel of government.

annotation See detention facility. Included in this detention facility classi-
fication are adult facilities that may be intended only for committed
prisoners, such as "county farms" and work camps." These are usually part
of a jail system under a single administrative authority, may at times hold
some pre-adjudicated persons, and, in any event, can be separated from
facilities which also regularly hold pre-adjudicated adults by the designation
"post-adjudicatory only" when such further subdivision is necessary. See
correctional facility for a list of\recommended standard facility descriptors.

# deffintion facility, 'juvenile n A confinement facility having custodial
authority over juveniles confined bending and after adjudication.

defining features
confinement facility for juyeniles
population held pending adjudication, or
mixed pre-adjudicated and adjudicated population

recommended conditions of use Indicate level of government. For the
purposes of interstate 'or national information exchange, do not include
facilities solely for the care of dependents.

annotation Seeitietention facility. The juvenile detention facility classifica-
tion includes only facilities limited,to pre-adjudicated juveniles and facilities
which hold both pre-adjudicated and committed juveniles. A local juvenile
facility of which the custodial authority is limited to juveniles committed by
a court after adjudication would therefore be, in this classification, a juvenile
correctional institution (correctional institution, juvenile). Other features,
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such as length of commitment or limits of cusodial authority concerning
delinquents or status offenders, can be used IC further describe and classify
these facilities when necessary. Facilities called "juvenile halls," "shel-
ters," or "detention centers," which fit this definition, should be classi d asjuvenile detention facilities.* See correctional facility for a list of r m-
mender! standard facility descriptors.

# detention hearing n In juvenile proceedings:a hearing tya judicial officerof a juvenile court to determine whetIçr a juvenile is to be detained,
continue to be detained, or released, while juvenile proceed ngs are pendingin his case.

defining futures ?

hearing by a judicial officei in juvenile court
concerns juvenile subject to juvenile proceedings
determination whether juvenile can be lawfully detained while proceed-
ings'are pending

annotation A detention hearing must tirtitld to determine the lawfulness of
the authority under which a juvenile is confined if he is to be held beyond
some specified length of time. If the juvenile's detention is not to becontinued he Is usually released to the custody of his parents or guardian,but in some jurisdictions provision is also made for the setting of bail, as inadult criminal proceedings. In some jurisdictions, aAecision to detain canonly be made aftei a petition has been filed in juvenile court. In others, a
ijuvenile may be detained while the intake investigation is proceeding, and
'before a decision has actually been made whether to file a petitioh. A
detention hearing decision must precede an adjudicatory hearing.

*diagnosis or clatalfication center4 A functional unit within a correction-
al institution, or a separate facility, which holds persons held in custody for
the purpose of determining to which correctional facility or program they
should be committed.

recommended conditions of use Include in the class correctional institutions.
In summary counts of correctional facilities, count diagnosis or classification
Centers that are not within larger correctional igstitutions as separate
facilities.

annotation A sentenced adult, or a delinquent or status offender who has
been the subject of a juvenile court disposition, may be held in a diagnosis or
classification center to determine into which correctional institution, or partthereof, he should be placed. Or the court may place a person in adiagnosis
or classification center to determine whether the sentence is appropriate.
Adults may also be held while a presentence report is completed; juveniles
while a predisposition report is completed. See correctional facility for alist of recommended ndard facility descriptors. '

4LEAA's Office of Juvenik ustice and Delinquency Prevention has begun to develop
working definitions of ter care," "juvenile detention facility," and "juvenile correctional
facility," for use in monitoring compliance with the statutory provisions of the, Juvenile'
Justice and Delinqaency Prevention Act of 1974. The terminology in this edition of the
dictionarY is not intended to be used for that purpose, which may require different names and
definitions.
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# dismissal n A decision by a judicial officer to terminate a case without a
determination of guilt or innoc,nce.

recommended conditions of use Do not use as a synonym for complaint
denied in interstate and national data exchange.

sst

annotation The decision by a prosecutor not to seek an indictment or file an
information or complaint is called complaint denied rather than dismis-
sal. The other possibleidjudications (criminal) are acquittal and convic-
tion. Dismissals are\often classified iccording to whose motion initiates
the action: dismissal on defendant's motion, dismissal on prosecutor's motion
(none prosequi), or dismissal on couit's own motion. The reason for
dismissal may also be indicated: e.g. hung jury, lack of timely prosecution,
mistrial, death of defendant, insufficient evidence. The effect of the dismissal
on-the poss4iftLo,f subsequent prosecution may be indicated: dismissal with
prejudice Iiirecluding subsequent action on the same matterj and dismissal
without prejudice (allowing subseAluent action).

disposition n The aCtion by a criminal or juvenile justice agency which
signifieS that a portion of the. justice prOcess is complete and jurisdiction is
relinquithed 'or transferred to another dgency; or which- signifies ,that a
decision has been reached on one aspect of a case and a different aspect
comes under consideration, requiring a different kind of decision.

recominended ionditions of use Do not use without qualificition in inter-
. state or nationil information exchange.

--
annotation See dispositiOn, court and dispobsition, juvenile court for, specik
recommended usages.

# disposition, court n The final judicial decision which terminates a criminal
proceeding by a judgment of acquit al or dismissal, or which states the
specific sentence in the case of a con iction.

recommended conditions of use Do not use as it synonym for adjudication-
.,

(criminal). Do not use "disposition" as a synonym. ,

annotation In this terminology the possible court dispositions are disMissal,
acquittal, and specific sentence, including suspended:sentences (sentence,
suspended). Although "disposition," unmodified, is often used to indicate
the end of criminal proceedings, diere is no uniformity in its use. It may
refer to the point at whichAsaise reaches judgment or is dismissed, or it may
include the sentence in the case Of conviction. Thus a presentation of court
"dispositions" may describe either convictions, acquittals, and dismissals, or
specific sentences, plus acquittals and dismissals. This disparity in usage
creates significant difficulties in the communication of court data, particular-
ly of elapsed time information, among jurisdictions. This dictionary pro-
poses therefore the u of the term "adjudication (criminal)" for the
immediate outcome of rosecution Sand "court disposition" for outcome
descriptions'which inclu e sentences.

# disposition hearing n `A hearing in juvenile court, conducted after an
adjudicatory hearing and sObsequent receipt of the report of any predisposi-
tion investigation, to determine the most appropriate disposition of a,
juVenile who has been adjudicated a- delinquent; a status offender, or a
dependent. ,-
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recommended conditions of use Do not include transfer hearings.
annota disposi hea ng occurs after an adjudicatory hearing andsubsequent p n rert,if any, and terMinates with a juvenile court
disposition (disposition, juvenile court). J

# disposition, Juvenile court n The decision of a juvenile court, concluding a
dispoSition hearing, that a juvenile be committed to a correctional facility,
or placed in a, care or treatment program, or required to meet certain
standards of conduct, or released.

recommended conditions of use Do not include transfer to adult court as a
juvenile court disposition.

annotation The decision at a transfer hearing to transfer a juvenile to
criminal court for prosecution as an adult is not considered to be a juvenile
court disposition in this dictionary since it is not an outcome of a disposition
hearing. See petition (juvenile). A juvenile court disposition of a delinquent
or a status offender is similar to an adult sentence in that both are decisions
that may result in confinement or other restrictions on behavior. Disposi-
tions of dependents, however, are not described as correctional commit-
ments. A juvenile court disposition is not necessarily final since the
disposition may include provision for review of the decision by the juvenile
court at a specific later date. Probation and cominitment to a correctional
facility are types of juvenile court dispositions. HoweVer no subclass
terminology is proposed in this edition of the dictionary because of the
complexity and jurisdictional variation of juvenile court dispositions. Many
jurisdictions have several types of probation, and unique categories of
juvenile correctional facility or program commitments.

# diversion n The official halting or suspension, at any legally prescribed
processing point after a recorded justice system entry, of formal criminal or
juvenile justice proceedings.against an alleged offender, and referral of that
person to a treatment or care program administered by a non-justice agency,
or a private agency, or no referral.

defining features
subject alleged, on grounds sufficient to require governmental action, to
have committed actions that would bring him within the jurisdiction of a
criminal or juvenile court
recorded system entry, that is, recorded arrest, police referral to juvenile
intake, first appearance in court, or other recorded initial processing step
recorded criminal or juvenile justice agency decision, at a legally
prescribed processing point prior to adjudication, to halt or suspend
further criminal or juvenile justice processing
referral to a treatment or care program administered by a private agency
or a non-justice agency, or no referral

recommended conditions of use In interstate and national statistical data
presentations identify type of criminal or juvenile justice agency causing the
diversion, the legally prescribed processing point in criminal or juvenile
proceedings at which diversion occurs, and the type of private or non-
justice agency or program to which the subject is diverted, if a referral is
made.
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annotation This definition limits diversion to that which (1) is recordable, (2)
3

takes place after an officiihystem entry but prior to adjudication, and (3) at
least temporarily halts judicial proceedings. Actions that only "minimize
penetration" without suspending judicial proceedings are not included.

The requiremenA tlipt an initial recorded process step be taken is designed
to exclude the ffequently used procedure whereby a law enforcement
officer counsels and releases a juvenile without taking any formal action.
The definition also requires that diversion take place prior to adjudication,
t6 aVoid including such actions as probation in lieu dfKa sentence 'to
confinement, \ suspended sentences, and the like, which may be used .for.
purposes other than diverting the person from the system!' Diversion
ordinarily.refers to formal, organized efforts that offer program_alternatives
o continued justice system processing, but a diversion made by apy official
is included in this category of events if it fits the above definition. The
question of what is the best statement of the -underlying principle of
diversion policies is not addressed in this entry. The definition addresses e
only the problem of insuring that only recordable actions, and actions that
clearly constitute alternatives to adjudication or criminal or juvenile justice
agency superyisioii, are included in statistical descriptions of diversion
intended for national use.

it driving under the influence,alcohol syn drunk &lying n The
operation of 'any vehicle after having consumed a quantity of alcohol
sufficient to potentially interfere, with the ability to maintain safe operation.

annotation The offense is usually charged when a critical percentage of
alcohol in the blood has been 'found by test within a reasonable period of
lime after arrest. It may be charged regardless of whether the operatibn of
the vehicle was observed to be reckless. The category of the offense,
whether felony or misdemeanOr, may vary with the circumstances of the
event, especially with whether bodily injury fo another person results.

driving under theinfluencedrlugs n The operation of any vehicle while
attention or ability is impail'ed through the intake of a narcotic or an
incapacitating quantity of another drug.

annotation The offense may be charged whether or not the vehicle waS
actually observed being recklessly operated. In the absence of objective
ways to measure some forms of drug intoxication, the offense mly be
charged in certain jurisdictions if the suspect can be determined to be
addicted to a drug.

drug law violation n The unlawful sale, transport, manufacture, cultivation,
possession, or use of a controlled or prohibited drug.

annotation No drug offense terminology and classification is proposed here
because offense elements and their relations to penalties vary greatly among
different jurisdictions. Another major proyem interfering with reliable
statistical categorization is the various interpretations given to the term
"drug." The states 'and the federal government have codified lists of
controlled substances which exactly specify the drug materials falling within
the scope of the law. Most are based on the Uniform-Controlled Dangerous
Substances Act. The various lists however do not always coincide. No
universally accepted typology of drugs exists. UCR collects data oh arrests

C'
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for drug law violations (a Part II offense) in.four categories: (1) opium or
cocaine and their derivatives (morphine, heroin, codeine), (2) marijuana, (3)
synthetic narcoticsmanufactured narcotics which can cause true drug
addiction (Demerol, tnethadones), and (4) dangerous nonnarcotic Uugs
(barbiturates, Benzedrine). The Uniform Offense Classification of the FBI
provides eight siiecific categories: hallucinogens (excluding marijuana),
heroin, opium, cocaine, synthetic narcotics, marijuana, amPhetamines, and
barbiturates.

it embezzlement n Te misappropriation, misapplication, or illegal disposal of
legally eferusted property with intent to defraud the legal owner or
intended &nefic' y.

defining lea
propert originally entrusted to offender

. propeçIy misappropriated, misapplied, or illegally disposed of
inten to defraud legal owner or intended beneficiary

annotation In sortie state codes embezzlement is treated as a form of larceny
in which the property is not initially acquired unlawfully.

# esdape n The unlawful departure ofa lawfully confined person from a
confinement facility, or from custody while being transported.
recommended conditions of use Do not use as a synonym for abscond or for
fleeing arrest.

annotation Escape is a criminal offense.

s ex-offender n An offender who is no longer-Nder the jurbdiction of any
criminal justice agency.

expunge v The sealing or purging of arrest, criminal or juvenile record
information.

recommended conditions of use Do not use in interstate or national
information exchange.

annotation Used in some jurisdictions as a synonym for purge, in others as a
synonym for seal. In many jurisdictions a judicial officer will issue an
order stating only that a record or portion of a 'record be "expunged,"
without any instructions as to precisely what is required. Such a statement
could be interpreted either as an order to seal a record or as an order to

- purge a record.

it extortion n Unlawful obtaining or attempting to eventually obtain the
property of another by the threat of eventual injury or harm to that person,
or his property, or another person.

defining features

obtaining or attempting to obtain property of another
by threat or threats of injury or harm
either the carrying out of the threat to injure'or harm, or the taking of the
demanded property, or both; not performed immediately

annoiation Extortion differs from robbery in that one or both of the included
actions are not imminent. If there is no threat of injury or force the offense is
largeny. Kidnapping may be a means of accomplishing extortion. In this
terminology extortion does not include coerced behavior not related to the
taking of prowty.. 5,1
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# felony n A criminal offense punishable by death, or by incarceration in a state
or federal confinement facility for a period of which the lower limit is

prescribed b); statute in a given jurisdiction, typictlly One year or more.

defining features

offense punishable by incarceration
usually in a 'state or federal confmement,facility
lower limit of incarceration prescribed by statue in given jurisdiction
limit usually one year or more

_

recommended conditions of Use In statistical presentations inditate statu-,
tory time limit.

annotation One of the two major classes of critnes, the other NbFing
misdemeanors. The particular acts described as felonies vary among
different jurisdictions, although most felonies are regarded, as acts more
harmful than most misdemeanprs. HoWever, while the felony-Misdemean-
or distinction does not consistently reflect differences in gravity, it is.much
more consistently related to differences in court processes. See, court of
limited jurisdiction, court of general jurisdiction, and charging documeni.

# filing n The commencement of criminal proceedings by entering a charging
document into the official record of a court.

annotation A charging docuMent is either a complaint, an information, or an
indictment. Filing marks the beginning of a case (court) for statistical
purposes. Legally, "filing' means entering any docnment into the record,
of the court. However,'in criminal justice summary statistics, "filing," when
unqualified, usually refers ,to entering a charging document. Thus, in data
presentations showing a flow of cases through a system, complaints,
informations, and indictments are treated as subclasses of filings..

finding n The official determination of a judicial officer or administrative body'
regarding a disputed matter of fact or law.

# fine n The penalty imposed upon a convicted Person by a .court requiring that
he pay a specified sum of money.

e.,
annotation Other penalties defined in this edition are prison (sentence) and

jail (sentence).

# forgery n The creation or,alteration of a written or printed document, which if
validly executed would constitute a record of a legally binding transaction,
with the intent to defraud by affirming it to be thw act of an unknowing

, second person,*
defining featilrea

making or altering a written or printed document or record
ac4 is falsely attributed to an unknowing second person
intent taillegally deprive &person of his property orlegal rights

annotation See -check fraud and counterfeiting for distinctions. Forgeil
materials are of relevance to the legal affairs of specific perons while
counterfeited materials, most typically money, have intrinsic v 'I1, set by
social convention or governmental authority. UCR and many statutes
conridate forgery and counterfeiting. f:r4
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fraud n An element of certain offenses, consisting "bf deceit or intentional
misrepresentation v the aim of illegally depriving a person of his
property or legal righ

annotation Fraud is usually not a single codified offense. Although certain
offenses share this element, most statutes and data systems do not find it
useful to create a summary category of fraudulent offenses, as the mantier in
which iteceit is used in the commission of a criminal act significantly ari
Crimes defined in this dictionary that contain the element of fraud arbbe&
fraud, counterfeiting; forgery, embezzlement, and credit mid fraud .

fugitive n A person who has concealed himseff or fled a given jurisdiction in
order to avoid prosecuiion or confinement.

annotation The meaning Of this term varies in common usage and is
sometimes used to mean anyone avoiding arrest for' any reason. But it should
not be used to describe a person who has escaped from confinement or close
custody, or one who has left a jurisdiction in Violation of probation or parole
conditions. See abscond, probation violation, and parole violation.

group home n A nonconfining residential facility for adjudicated adults or
juveniles, or those subject to criminal or juvenjle proceedings, intended to
.reproduce as closely as possible the circumstances or family life, and at
'minimum providing access to community activities and resources.

recommended conditions of use Classify government facilities fitting this
definition as community facilities.

annotation "Group home" is variously defmed in different jurisdic-
tions. Most ot the facilities known by thip name are privately operated,
though they may be fmanced mainly frpm4overnment funds. Classification
problems unique to private facilities have not been dealt with in this
terminology, although most recommended standard descriptors for publicly
operated facilities are'also applicable to the private sector. See correctional
facility for a listof recommended standard descriptors. The data collection
questionnaike fol. the LEAA series "Children in Custody" defmes "group
home" as, 'Allows juveniles extensive contact with the community, such as
through jobs and schools, but none or less than half are placed there on
probation or aftercare/parole." It is distinguished from halfw,Sy house in this
series by the percent of residents on probation or parole.

-halfway house n A nonconfming residential facility for adjudicated adults or
: juveniles, or those subject to criminal or juvenile proceedings, intended to
provide an alternative to confinement for persons uitable for probation,
or, needing a period of readjustment to the comm nity r confmement.

recommended conditions of usa Classify government facilities fitting this
definition as community facilities.

annotation "Halfway house" is variously defined in different jurisdictions.
Most of the facilities known by this name are privately operated, though
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they may be financed mainly from government funds. Classification prob-
lems unique to private facilities have not been dealt with in this terminology,
although most recommended standard descriptors for publicly operated
facilities are also applicable to the private sector. See correctional facility for
a list of recommended standard descriptors. The data collection question-
naire for the LEAA series "Children in Custody" defines "halfway house"
as, "Has 50 percent or more juveniles on probation or aftercare/parole,
allowing them extensive ntact with the community, such as through jobs
and schools." It is dist guished from group home in this series by the
percent of residents on p bation or parole.

hearing n A proceeding in which arguments, witnesses, or evidence are heard
by a judicial officer or administrative body.

# hearing, probable-cause n A proceeding before a judicial officer in which
'arguments, witnesses or evidence is presented and in which it is determined
whether there is sufficient cause to hold the accused for trial or the case
should be dismissed.

\Vefining features
a proceeding before a judicial officer
precedes a trial
arguments, witnesses or evidence heard on probable cause

6- decision made whether to hold for trial or to dismiss

recommended conditions of use po not use "preliminary hearing" as a
synonym.

annotation A probable cause hearing is often called a "preliminary hearing,"
"preliminary examination," or "felony preliminary" and sometimes an
"examining trial." The usage of these terms is varied and inconsistent and is
not recommended for information exchange. The criterion fOr the selection
of term and definition in this instance is the need to identify a significant
event that can be consistently reported Without regard for differences in
process detail among states. If the accused is discharged, the case is
considered to be a diskiissal and is so counted, This dismissal does not
necessarily preclude reopening the. case. A decision on the-question of bail
is sometimes made 'at a probable cause hearing. It may, but need not,
coincide with a first appearance or an initial plea (appearance, first; plea,
initial). A decision to hold the accused for trial is referred to as a decision
to "bind over" the accused. In many jurisdictions a probable cause hearing
is held before a subjudicial officer in a court of limited jurisdiction in felony
cases, and subsequent trial is held before a jud e in a court of general
jurisdiction.

homicide n Any killing of one person by another.

# omicide, criminal n The causing of the death of another person without
justification or excuse.

annotation "Criminal homicide" is a summary term, not a codified offense.
It includes murder, voluntary (nonnegligent) manslaughter, and involuntary
(negligent) manslaughter (manslabghter, voluntary; manslaughter, involun-

tar)'). The terminology presents many problems. In statutes the names of
the subclasses of criminal homicide vary, and the elements of the offense
pertaining to culpability are variously defined. Criminal homicide, in law,
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embraces all homicides where the perpetrator is found to have intentionally
killed someone withgit legal justification, or to have accidentally killed
someone as a conseqtience of reckless or grossly negligent conduct. The
subclasses are usually called murder, voluntary (nonnegligent) manslaughter
and involuntary (negligent) manslaughter, Vehicular manslaughter (man-
slaughter, vehicular) in some codes is separated from other subtypes of
involuntary manslaughter, because it is easily identifiable as such and may
have a special penalty range. Two other terms often appear in penal codes
to describe noncriminal homicides (sometimes called "nonculpable"): justi-
fiable homicide and excusable homicide (homicide, justifiable; homicide,
excusable). These are not offenses but are rather defenses to charges of
criminal hoMicide. The foriner 'indicates an intentional htrmicide justified by
law. The latter may be used to include justifiable homicides but is sometimes
limited to entirely accidental homicides lacking criminal negligence or
recklessness. The UCR Handbook describes two kinds of criminal homi-
cide: "1.a.," which includes murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, 'minus
those found to be justified because they consisted of "the killing of a felon
by a peace officer [or] a private citizen," and "1.b.," those fnund by police
investigation to be negligent manslaughter, death caused by gross negli-
gence. Type 1.a. is treated as a single type, since the polic44a rting level
cannot predict the prosecutorial decision to charge murder or nonnegligent
manslaughter. UCR uses "murder" in some contexti to represent the entire
1.a: category. All these offenses are- Part I offenses, but negligent
manslaughter is not a Crime Index offense. The classificatory and defini-
tional language has led to occasional confusion in the presentation of
homicide data because it appears to equate "willful" with "crVinal." In
fact, the legal term-"willful" embraces murder and *oluntary manslaughter,
both of which are criminal, and justifiable homicide; which is not criminal.
The contrasting type of homicide, unintentional, includes both involuntary
manslaughter, which is criminal, and 'those entirely accidental homicides
which lack any element of gross. or. criminal negligence, and are thus
noncriminal. The UCR Handbook defines type 1.a. as "willful (nonnegli-
gent) killing . . ." even though some justifiable willful homicides are
subtracted before reporting. Some other statistical publications also use
"willful" when "criminal" is meant. The following chart depicts the
relations between UCR terminology and the terminology recommended in
this dictionary for more general use:

equivalent terms

UCR termfor police dictionary
reporting level entry term
# criminal homicide # criminal

homicide
# 1.a. murder (often used as # murder

cover term for murder and
nonnegligent manslaughter)

# 1.a. nonnegligent manslaughter .

# 1.b. negligent manslaughter

(included in negligent e#manslaughter)
5 8

voluntary
manslaughter

involuntary
manslaughter

vehicular
manslaughter
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homicide, excusable n The intentional but justifiable causing of the death of
another or the unintentional causing of the death of another by accident or
misadventure, without gross negligence. Not a crime.

reconimandad conditions of um Do not use this term in national or. .
4I ffiterstate information exchange.

annotation This term is ambiguous because its statutory defmition may
include justifiable homicide (homicide, justifiable), a type ofwillful homicide,
but is sometimes limited to unintentional (nonvVillful) homicides without
gross or criminal negligence. See homicide, criminal.

homicide, Justifiable n'The intentional causing of the death of another in the
legal performance of an official duty or in circumstances defined by law as
constituting legal justification. Not a crime.

annotation Typical intentional homicides justified by duty are the execution
of a death sentence, or the killing of a fleeing felon by a law enforcement
officer. The other circumstances defined by law as justification most often
include the major element of need to defend oneself or others against the
tbreat of death or serious violence. See homicide, criminal.

homicide, willful n i eintentionat causing of the death of another person, with
or without legal justification.

recommended conditions of use Do not use as a synonym for criminal
homicide (homicide, criminal) in any context.

annotation A summary term that includes some criminal homicides, but also
justifiable homicide (homicide, justifiable), which is not a crime.

# indictment n A formal written accusation made by a grand jury and filed in a
court, alleging that a specified person(s) has committed a specific offense(s).

defining features
formal written accusation .'
specified person(s) alleged to have committed specific offense(s)
accusation made by a grand jury
document filed in court

-

annotation The other two types of charging document are complaint and
information. The filing of a charging document in a court initiates criminal
proceedings against the accused. An indictment, like an information, is
usually used in felony cases. In soine jurisdictions, all felony accusations
must be by grand jury (jury, grand) indictment, and the prosecutorial
information is not an alternative. Ordinarily, the prosecutor presents a bill
of indictment to the grand jury for their consideration. If the grand jurors,
of their own motion or on the information of others, take notice of an
offense and request that a charging document be filed, the document is
sometimes called a "presentment."

4 # information n A formal written accusation made by a prosecutor and filed in a
court, alleging that a specified person(s) has committed a specific offense(s).

5 9
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-defining features
formal written accusation
specified person(s) allepd to have committed specific offense(s)
accusation made by i prosecutor
document filed in court

annotation The other two types of charging document are complaint and
indictment. The filing of a charging document in a court initiates criminal
proceedings against the accused. An information, like an indictment, is
usually filed in felony cases. Not all jurisclictions make use of the informa-
tion. In some, all felony accusations must be made by grand jury indictment.

# infraction n An offense punishable by fme or other penalty, but not by
incarceration.

defining features
an offense
not punishable by incarceration
punishable by other penalties

annotation This defmition detcribeA those offenses, such as many (raffic
violations, which are not punishable by incarceration, and are sometimes
disposed of by administrative helt;riug. Some state Codes define a specific,
named class of offenses not puniShahle by incarceration; others do not.
Whether or not a given state's statutes codify infractions as a separate class,
such offenses are almost never recorded in criminal justice data systems.

Infractions are itio ations." This usage is not recommended.
For purposes of information exc ange "violation" should be reserved for
violations of prohatioi end parole.

# inmate n A person in*Siody in a confinement facility.

annotation See pit/loner for a term of broader meaning, which includes both
ininatea ,and :-persons in custody while being transported to or between
eonfinemill facilities.

InstItutionatC*Oicity n The officially stated number of inmates or residents
which acor.rectional facility is designed to house, exclusive of extra rdinary
arrangements to accommodate overcrowded conditions.

,
annotation Measures of institutional capacities qf correctional facilities often
distinguish between capacity as originally designed and later modifications.

intake n The process during which a juvenile referral is received and a decision
is made by an intake unit either to nle a petition in juvenile court, to release
the juvenile, to place him under supervision, or to refer him elsewhere.

annotation Intake is a preliminary screening process to determine whether
.the court should be requested to take action or whether the matter should be
treated otherwise. It is normally a function of a probation agency. Intake
screening decisions that refer the client out of the justice system or away
from the next procedural steps of court processing are now often called
diversion. The current trend is for a prosecutor to review petitions alleging
delinquent acts or status offenses after the intake unit has considered the
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social aspects of the case but before the petition is filed in court. In the past,
this prosecutorial review of the adequacy of the factual basis of the
allegations was more often conducted after the petiton was filed. Intake is
sometimes referred to as "probation intake" or "preliminary screening."

# intake unit n A government agency or agency subunit which receives juvenile
referrals from police,4other government agencies, private agencies, or
persons, and screens them, resulting in closing of the case, referral to care or
supervision, or filing of a petition in juvenile court.

recommended conditions of use Include in summary counts of intake units,
any government agency that performs the juvenile intake function, whether
or not the function, is assigned to a special unit.

annotation The intake function can be assigned to individual personnel as in
many probation departments, or to a special subunit within a probation
agency, or can be performed by an agency that has no other primary
function. The 'intake unit is the point of entry into the juvenile justice
system. It usually operates under the authority of a juvenile court. If its
personnel, who are usually probation officers, exercise judicial authority,
then their decisions are considered equivalent to juvenile court decisions in
this terminology.

jail n A, confinement facility usually administered by a local law enforcement
agency, intended/ for adults but sometimes also containing juveniles, which
holds persons detained pending adjudication and/ot persons committed
after adjudication for sentences of a year or less.

recommended conditions of use Classify government facilities fitting this
description as gdult detention facilities (detention facility, adult), if the
custodial authority of hie facility is 48 hours or More. 1
annotation This is not a prescriptive definition. "Adult detention facility" is
the statistical terM proposed in this terminology for short-term adult
confinement facilities because it is the only common functional name
available for the similar or identical facilities commonly called "jails,"
"county farms," "honor farms," "work camps," and "road camps." A-

. "county jail" is usually administered by a sheriff's department; a "city jail" is'
usually administered by a city police department. See correctional facility
ibr a list of recommended stahdard facility desc ri *ptors.

# jail (sentence) n The penalty of commitment to the jurisdiction of a
confinement flicility system for adults, of which the custodial authority is
limited to persons sentenced to a year or less of confinement.

annotation This term is proposed as the name for a sentence to a detention
facility, as the latter is defined in this terminology, because the usages "jail
'sent nce" and "prison sentence" are well established at the level of court
da reporting. It includes commitments to facilities commonly called "jails,"

1
"cou ty- farms," "honor farms," "work camps," and "road camps." It

, excludes commitments to those relatively uncommon facilities which con-
tain both short and long-term prisoners, which in this terminology are called
"prison sentences," that is, sentences to correctional institutions. The upper
limit of sentence is used here to define the penalty of commitment to a "jail,"
instead of the misdemeanor/felony distinction, .because of the variation in
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misdemeanor definitions among states. Data presentatio w ch this
classification is not appropriate should, where possible, use the dard
descriptors for correctional facilities to deScribe the exceptions from the
defmition.

# Judge n A judicial officer who has been elected or appointed to preside over a
court of law, whose position haabeen created by statute or by constitution,
and whose decisions in criminal and juvenile cases may only be reviewed by
a judge of a higher court and may not be reviewed de novo.

&fining feature*

judicial officer
de6isions in giminal and juvenile cases not subject to de ndvo review
decisions in criminal and juvenile cases only subject to review at higher
court level
authority granted by statute or cpnstitution

annotation Judge and subjudicial orikkr are the two types of judicial officer
in this terminology. A judge is distinguished from a subjudicial officer in
that the decision of a judgE is not subject to de novo review and may be
reviewed only by a judge of a higher court; whereas the decision of a ,
subjudicial officer is subject to de novo review by a judge, sometimes, by a
judge at the same court level. Some jurisdictions use the term "judge" for
an officer or a court of limited jurisdiction whose decisions are subject to de
novo review. If his decisions are subjedt to such review, 'the official is not iv:-
judge in this terminology, but rather a subjgdicial officer, even though he
may be called a "judge" in a given jurisdiction Conversely, a "magistrate,"
"justice of the peace," or "commissioner" is a judge in this terminology if
his authority derives from statute or constitution and his decisions are not
subject to de novo review, even if he is not called a "judge': in a given
jurisdiction.

# judgment n The statement of the decision of a court, that the defendant is
convicted or acquitted of the offense(s) charged.

defining features
statement of dem on b a judicial officer
defendant convict. s or cauitted
based on a guilty
b on a verdict

recommended of use Do not use as .a synonym for verdict in
statistical reporting. Do nt include dismissals.

annotation The term "jud ent" is often used to refer to any court decision.
However, in statistical reporting it refers only to acquittals and convic-
tions. The term adjudication (criminal) as defmed in this dictionary, covers
judgments and dismissals. In statistical presentations, a judgment should be
described as a conviction or acquittal, rather than as guilty or not guilty,
because although an acquittal must follow a verdict of not guilty, a
conviction does not necessarily follow a verdict of guilty.

# Judicial officer n Any person excercising judicial powers in a court of law.

annotation There are two `types of judicial officer: judge and subjudicial
officer. The latter type includes those probation officers who exercise
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II

judicial powers. A judge is distinguished from a subjudicial officer in that
the decision of a judge in criminal or juvenile cases is not subject to de novo
review and may only be reviewed by a judge of a higher court; whereas the
decision of a subjudicial officer is always subject to de novo review by a
judge, sometimes by a judge at the same court level. See de novo for further
eJ.planation. The authority of a judge i§ granted by statute or constitution.

e uthority of a subjudicial officer is sometimes also granted by statue or
consti ution, but is often granted by a judge or an administrative
agency. Common names for judicial officers vary and do not consistently
correspond to the distinction proposed here between judges and subjudicial
officers. What is called a "judge" is usually, but not necessarily a judge as
here defined. "Justices of the peace," "magistrates," "masters," "commis-
sioners," "referees," "hearing officers," and "parajudicial" personnel are
typically subjudicial officers, although some jurisdiCtions may use these
terms for what thii dictionary defmes as a judge. Because of this variation
in nomenclature among jurisdictions, ihe terms judicial officer, judge, and
subjudicial offr.,er, as defined in ihis dictionary, should be used for interstate
and national Cformation exchange, regardless of what a particular officer
may be called within any given jurisdiction.

jurisdiction n. The territory, subject matter, or person over which lawful
authority may be exercised.

annotation Jurisdiction insy be determined by constitutional provision or by
statute.

jurisdiction, original n The lawful authority of a court or an administrative
- açicy to hear or act upon a case from its beginning and to pass judgment

on

# jury, grand n A body of persons who have been selected and sworn to
investigate criminal activity and the conduct of public officials and to.hear. .
the evidenCe against an accused person(s) to determine whether there is
sufficient evidence-to bring that person(s) to trial.

defining features
4 e/ sworn body 'of persons

can initiate investigations
usually only prosecutor's evidence heard
has authority to indict
cannot render a verdict of guilty or not guilty

annotation A trial jury (jury, trinl) is distinguished from a grand jury in that
a trial jury hears a case-and renders a verdict of guilty or not guilty. A grand
juryis asked only to decide whether there is sufficient evidence to capse a
person to be brought. to trial for a crime.,The decision of a grand jury that
there is sufficient evidence results in an indictment or "true bill."

# jury, trial syn jury, petit syn Jury n A statutorily defined number of persons
selected according to law and sworn to determine certain matters Of fact in a
criminal action and to render a verdict of guilty or not guilty.

6 3
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defining Matures
sworn body of persons
number and selection criteria determined by statute
hears all the evidence in a case
renders verdict of guilty or not guilty

annotation A jury delivers its* verdict according to the evidence presented at
the trial and the judge's instructions as to the law. A trial jury's powers and
duties are to +determine matters of fact, not to interpret the law of the
case. The size of 'a trial jury is set by statute and varies from six to twelve
persons depending upon jurisdiction.

# juvenile n A person subject to juvenile court proceedings because a statutorily
defined event was alleged to have occurred while his age was below the

Atatutorily specified limit of original jurisdiction of a juvenile court.

annotation Jurisdiction is determined by age at the time of the event, not at
the time of. judicial proceedings, and continues until the case is terminated.
Thus a person may be described in a given data system as a juvenile because
he is still subject to juvenile court pfoceedings even though his actual age
limy be several years over the limit. Conversely, criminal process data
systems may include juveniles if the' juvenile court has waived jurisdiction.

Although the age limit varies in different states, it is most often the 18th
birthday. The variation is small enough to permit-nationally aggregated data
to be meaningful, although individual states should note their age limit in
communications with other states. UCR defines juvenile as anyone under
eighteen years of age. See youthful offender.

# juvenile court n A cover term for courts which have original jurisdiction
5over persons statutorily defined as juveniles and alleged to be delinquents,
status offenders or dependents.

annotation A juvenile court can be a separate court, a division of a court, or
aècial session of a court. Any court with juvenile jurisdiction should be
included in summgy/counts of juvenile .courts regardlee$ of the name and
organizational level of the court, and regardless of whether it also has
jurisdiction over other kinds pf casts. The decisions of a probation officer
exercising judicial powers are considered juvenile court decisions in this
terminology. Courts dealing with juveniles range in different states from
the lowest level of courts to the highest courts of general jurisdiction. %For
juvenile court processes see detention hearing, petition, adjuditatory hearing,
transfer hearing, and disposition hearing.

juvenile justçe agency n A government agency, or subunit thereof,-of which
the functi are the investigation, supervision, adjudication, care or con-
finement of niles whose conduct or condition has brought or could
bring them wit in the jurisdiction of a juvenile court.

annotation No prescriptive definition of this term is proposed. The functions
of adjudication and caK or treatment of juveniles are not uniformly
or anized among different jurisdictions. They are sometimes assigned to
spe *al government units, but may also be carried out by agencies with adult

iction, or by private organizations. What should be clasSified as% a
*uv ile justice agency therefore varies greatly according to the jurisdiction
and the purpose of the data presentation.

1
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juvenile record n An official record containing, at a minimum, summary
information pertaining to an identified juvenile concerning juvenile court
proceedings, ancl, if applicable,detention and. correctional processes.

annotation This term is the generic name for the type of record which is
typically the subject of a statutory provision permitting or requiring sealing
by court order when the juvenile reaches a certain age. The nature of the
actual document(s), of course, varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. See
criminal history record Information.

# kidnapping n Unlawful transportation of a person without his consent, or
without the consent of his guardian, if lminor.

defining features
unlawful transport of a person
without 4 consent, or
if a minor, without the consent of his a,rdian

',commended conditions of use ot use in data reporting without
indicating the reporting conventions ,for related offenses. Do not include
unlawful confinement without transportationt

annotation Kidnappings can be divided into subclasses according to .pur-
pose, as extortion, rape, etc. Alternatively, the major classes in a reporting
System can be such other offenses as extortion and rape, in which case
kidnapping can be treated as a .means. ,Some states place kidnapping
(unlawful transportation) and unlawful confinement within the same statute.

# larceny syn larceny-theft (UCR) n Unlawful taking or attempted taking of
property, other than a motor vehicle, from the possession of another.

defining featuresUCR Part 1 offense
taking away property which the possessor is entitled to retain
excluding taking that requires unlawful entry or force
property in the immediate or constructive possession of another including
in his vehicle, or his premises if open to the public
excluding taking a motor vehicle

Or s

attempting the above act

recommended conditions of use Do not use theft as a name for ?his offense
in interstate or national information exchange.

annotation In order to obtain a conviction for larceny, intent to permanently
deprive owner of property must be proven. At the police reporting level
intent cannot be determined, thus this feature is omitted from the standard
definition. The UCR definition of larceny includes such events as pocket
picking, purse snatching, shoplifting, thefts from motor vehicles, theft of
motor vehicle parts and accessories, theft of bicycles, theft from buildings
(where there is no unlawful or forcible entry) and theft from coin operated
devices or maciNes. The National Crime Panel dOes not include larceny
against businesses because of the limited documentation maintained at most
commercial establishments on losses frOm such offenses as shoplifting and
employee theft.

the National Crime Panel reports definitions and classification of larceny
are:
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Personal crimes of theft (Personal larceny): "Theft of property or cash,
either with contact (but without force or threat of force) or without contact
between victip and offender."

Personal larceny with contact: "Theft of purse, wallet or cash by stealth
directly from the person of the victim, but without force or the threat of
force. Also includes attempted purse snatching."

Personal larceny without contact: "Theft, without direct contact be-
tween victim and offender, of property or cash from any place other than
the victim's home or its immediate vicinity. Also includes attempted
theft."

Household larceny: "Theft or attempted theft of property or cash from the
home, involving neither forcible nor unlawful entry, or from its immediate
vicinity."

# law enforcement agency n A federal, state, or local criminal justice agency
of which the principal functions are the prevention, detection, investigation
of crime, and the apprehension of alleged offenders.

defining features
federal, state, or local criminal justice agency -

, primarily prevents, detects, Investigates all or some categories of crimes, ,

and i
apprehends alleged offenders

conditions of use Include state highway patrols and sheri
de ts that perform any criminal law enforcement functions, whetjer
or not those are their principal functions. Exclude prosectitorial agencies.

annotation Law enforcement agency is a subclass of criminal justice agency.
In agency definitions "principal functions" are those to which more than

half of the budget is allocated. An organizational subunit of a larger
agency is considered a law enforcement agency in this terminology if its
primary activities fit the definition, irrespective of the principal functions of
the ,larger agency. However, agencies that incidentally perform law en-
forcement functions, without assigning them tea specific organizational
subunit, are not law enforcement agencies. Examples of agencies includ-
ed within this definition are city police departments, sheriff's departments,
publicly financed campus police departments, law enforcement subunits
within federal or state reg atopy agencies, and within port, bridge or transit

iliauthorities and special di 'cts. Examples of agencies excluded from this
definition are correctional agencies, courts, and subunits thereof; agencies
primarily concerned with the protection of natural resources or people, such
as forestry or fish and game departments or sanitation inspection units; and
prosecutorial agencies such as the organized crime unit of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice and the prosecutorial units of regulatory agencies. See law
enforcement agencY, federal; law enforcement agency, state; and law enforce-
ment' agency, local for further classificatory information.

# taw enforcement agency, federal n A law enforcement agency which is
an organizational unit, or subunit, of the Federal government. r
annotation Examples of federal law enforcement agencies are the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, the Secret Service, and the ii :tau of Alcohol,

tid
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Tobacco and Fi earms. Federal agency subunits often called law enforce-
ment agencies, such as the organized crime unit of the U.S. Department of
Justice or the enforcement unit of the Internal Revenue Service, are in this
terminology classified as prosecutorial agencies because their primary pur-
pose is to try cases in court, although many of their personnel may perform
law enforcement duties. See law enforceinent agency.

* law enforcement agency, local n A law enforcement agency which is an
organizational unit, or subunit, dt local government.

annotation This definition includes sheriff's departments with 'criminal law
enforcement duties, police depirtments, and those campus police agencies
which are financed and administered by local city and community, college
districts. It does not include campus police which are privately financed or
administered. It includes special laW enforcement units within special
districts such as port and bridge authorities. It excludes sanitation districts,-
public health departments, and other agencies in which the law enforcement
functions are Apt assigned to special subunits. A local law enforcement
agency may also be counted as -a correctional agency if it operates a
correctional facility. See Correctional agency. See law enforcement agency.

* law enforcement agency, state n A lat enforceinent agency which is an
organizational ilia, or subugi,Lof state g ernment.

annotation This definition includes state police agencies, state highway
patrols, state park rangers and those campus police agencies which are
financed and administered by state government. It includes state agency
units which guard property, if the personnel are sworn officers. It does not
include agencies such as fish and game or forestry departments of which the
law enforcement duties are incidental to their main purposes, and are not
assigned to a special unit. However, a special law enforcement subunit of a
regulatory-or protective agency & classified as a law enforcement agency in
this terminology. See law enforcement agency. .

# law enforcement officer syn peace officer syn policeman n An
employee of a law'enforcement agency who is an officer sworn to carry out

,

law enforcement duties, or a sworn employee of a prosecutorial agency who lir
rimarily performs investigative duties.

defining features
employee of law enforcement agency or prosecutorial agency
sworn officer
primary duties are the prevention, detection, investigation of crinie and
the apprehension of alleged offenders, or ,

investigative duties in a prosecutorial agency

recommended conditions of use Includ investigative peisonnel of prosecu-
torial agencies if sworn personnel. Do not include employees of courts and
correctional agencies who perform law enforcement duties, or employees of
non-criminal justice agencies whose law enforcement duties are incidental to
their primary duties.

annotation The special law enforcement subunits of some ,non-criminal
justice agencies, such as federal or state regulatory agencies, have been
defined as criminal justice agencies in this terminology, and -the sworn
investigative personnel of these subuls are counted as law enforcement

ku
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officeis. The use of "peace officer" or "policeman" in interstate and
national infopnation exchange is not recommended. Although "peace offi-
cer" is usually a synsnym for law enforcement officer, employees of other
criminal justite agencies, or non-criminal justice agencies whobse law en-
forcement functions are incidental to their main purposes, are also called
peace officers in some jurisdictions. Exam Ples are prison guards, parole
officers, probation officers, court personnel, and forest rangers> and game
wardens, who are not law enforcement officers in this terminology. A
separate entry is given for each type of law enforcement officer by level of
government because each level has a variety of subtype names and border-
line cases. See law enforcement agency.

V law enforcement officer, federal .n An employee ol a federal law
enforcement agency who is an officer sworn to carry out law enforcement
duties, or a sworn employee of a federal prosecutorial agency, who
primarily performs investigative duties.

recommended cooditions of use See prosecutorial agency for reporting
conventions. _

annotation Examples of this class are agents of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation and the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and the
investigative staff of federal organizedcrime units and tax law enforcement
units. See law enforcement officer.

# law enforcement officer, local I An employee of a local law enforcement
agency who is an officer swom-to carry out law enforcement duties, or a .

sworn employee of a local prosecutorial agency who primarily performs
investigative duties.

recommended conditions of use See prosecutorial agenty for reporting
conventions. Include campus police officers who are employees of local City
and community college districts.

annotation Deputy sheriffs, city police officers, and sworn personnel of law
enforcement subunits 43f port, and trarisit authorities 116 examples of this
class.i Private campus police are excluded. See law enforcement officer.. ,

# law enforcement ofilicer, state n An employee of a statelaw enforcement
agency who is an officer sworn to carry out law enforcement duties, or a
sworn employee of a *state prosecutorial agency who primarily performs
investigative duties.

--
recommended conditions of use See prosecutorial agency for reporting
conventions. Include those campus Volice officers who are employees of
state university campus police and statecollege police agenciei.

annotation Examples of this class are state police offiZeki state highwu
patrol officers, and state park police. Private campus police are ex-
cluded. See law enforcement officer.

level of government n The federal, state, regional, or local county or city
location of administrative and major funding respOnsibility of a given
agency. -

recommended conditions of use Whether the level of government is federal,
state, regional, or local county or city should be indicated in interstate and
national information exchange.
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# manslaughter, Involuntary syn negligent manshlughter (UCR) n
Causing the death of another by recklessness or gross negligence.

&dining featuntaUCR Part I offense
causing the death of another person
without intent to cause death
with gross negligence or recklessness

annotation This offense is UCR criminal homicide I.b. In statutes this
offe9se is variously named and defined. TyPical intlusions in some state
codes are unintentionally causing death while committing a misdemeanor,
committing a lawful act recklessly or negligently, negligently (not willfully)
omitting to perform a lawful duty, negligently handling dangerous iastru-
ments and, Sometimes, committing criminal abortion. No standard defini-
tional formula for the amount and type of negligence or recklessness
necessary to constitute involuntary manslaughter exists. Data systems must
therefore accept thp mast nearly equivalent offenses in each state code,
excepting vehicular manslaughter, which can be identified as such independ-
ent of statnte. See culpability for contemporary definitions of "recklessly"
and "negligently." See homicide, criminal.

# manslaughter, vehicular n Causing the death of another by grossly
negligent operation of a motor vehicle .

dellnlhg features
causing the death of another person
without intent to cause death
during grossly negligent)operation of a motor vehicle

annotation Included in UCR criminal homicide 1.b. Uniform definition of
this offense presents the same problems as involuntary (hegligent) man-
slaughter (manslaughter, involuntary), of which" it is a subclass. UCR
includes ,this offense in negligent manslaughter. It is separated in this
terminology because it is oftin codified with a different penalty range and
can easily be distinguished from other instances of involuntary thanslaugh-
ter. See homicide, criminal.

0

# manslaughter, voluntary syn nonnegligent manslaughter (UCR) n
Intentionally causing the death of another with reasonable provocation.

dellnIng leaturealICR Part I offens
Lintentionally causing the death of another person

with reasonable provocation, meaniny provocatiOn that a reasonable
person would find extreme'

. victim not engaged in committing a felo

annotation Included id VCR criminal homici e I.a. Murder may be used as
a cover term for the legally distinct offenses murder and voluntary man-
slaughter, because the discrimination often cannot beIriade at police
reporting levels. See homicide, criminal.

# misdemeanor n An offense usually punishable by incarceration in a local
confinement facility, for a periocl of which the upper limit is prescribed by
statute in a given jurisdiction, typically limited to a year or lesa.
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defining features
offense'punishable by incarceration
usually in a county or city confinement facility
upper limit of period of incarceration prescribed by statute in a given
jurisdiction
usually an upper limit of a year orless

recommended conditions of use Do not include offenses .not punishable by
incarceration. In statistical presentations indicate statutory time limit.

annotation One of the two major classes of crimes, the other being
felonies. The particular acts described as misdemeanors vary among
different jurisdictions, although most misdemeanors are regarded as acts less/
harmful than most felonies. However, while the felony-misdemeanor
distinction does not consistently reflect differences in gravity, it is much
more consistently, related to differences in court processes. See court of
limited jurisdiction, court of general jurisdiction, and charging document.

Model Penal Code'n A generalized modern codification of that which is
considered basic to criminal law, published by the American Law Institute
in 1962.

annotation The Model Penal Code differed from almost all state codes at the
time of its publication, in that such matters as the general principles of
liability and justification, formerly defined mainly in case law, were explic-
itly codified.

qvt

motion n An oral or written request made by a party to an action, before, during
or after a trial, that a court issue a rule or order.

# motor vehicle theft n Unlawful taking, or attempted taking, of ir motor
vehicle owned by another, with the intent to deprive him of it permanently
or temporarily.

defining featuresUCR Part I offense
unlawful taking, or attempted taking, of a motor vehicle, including autos
and all self-propelled vehicles that travel on the surface but not on rails
registeked or other legal owner has not given permission for perpetrator
to use vehicle
intent to permanently or temporarily deprive owner of possession

or
attempting the above act

recommended conditions of UM Do not use "auto theft" as a name kir this
offense in interstate or national information exchange.

annotation UCR distinguishes three types of motor vehicle theft: autos;
trucks and buses; and other vehicles, such as snowmobiles and motorcycles.
Specifically excluded are motor boats, construction equipment, farming
equipment, and airplanes. The National Crime Panel reports definition is
"Stealing or unauthorized taking of a motor vehicle, including attempts at
such acts. Motor vehicles include automobiles, trucks, motorcycles and any
other motorized vehicle that is legally allowed on most roads and high-
ways."
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# murder n Intentionally causing the death of another without reasonable
provocation or legal jUstification, or causing the death of another while

/committing or attempting to commit another crime.

defining featuresUCR Pert I offense
intentionilly causing the death of another person
without reasonable, that is, extreme provocation
withont legal justification, meaning victim not engaged in committing a
felony

Or
causing the death of another person
while perpetrator committing or attempting to commit a crime

annotation Included in UCR criminal homicide 1.a. Attempted murder is
included in UCR in aggravated assault (assault, aggravated). Murder may
bc, used as a cover term for the legally distinct offenses murder and-
voluntary manslaughter (manslaughter, voluntfiry), because the discrimination
often cannot be made at police reporting levels. In some states murder
cannot be charged in regard to a death occurring during the perpetrator's
commission or attempted cornmission of a crime unless that crime is a
feloni. See homicide, criminal.

fp National Crime Panel reports syn National Crime Panel Survey Re-
ports n Criminal victimization surveyil conducted for the Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration by the U.S. Bureau of the Census, which
gauge the extent to which persons age 12 and over, households, and
businesses have been victims of ce n types of crime, and describe the
nature of the criminal incidents an their victims.

annotation The crimes studied b the Crime Panel are lose generally
considered most serious by the public and which, in addition, have been
demonstrated to be statistically measurable in a victimization study because
they involve criminal acts with specific victims who are willing to report
the circumstances of what happened to them. The selection corresponds
generally to UCR Part I offenses, although criminal homicide for example, is
not included because the obtaining of information from the victim is not
possible. As of 1975, surveys have been conducted nationally and in
twenty-six large cities using samples independent of the national sample.

Crimes are grouped by the National Crime Panel into three major
categories: crimes against persons, crimes against households, and crimes
against busineues. Crimes against persons are further divided into crimes of
violence and crimes of theft. The Crime Panel offenses and their classifica-

r-
tion are as follows:

crimes against persons

crimes of violence

rape (forcible rape)
completed rape
attempted rape

robbery
robbery and attempted robbery with injury

serious assault
minor assault

robbery without injury
attempted robbery without injury
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assault
aggravated assault

with injury
attempted assault with weapon

simple assault
with injury
attempted assault without weapon

crimes of theft (personal larceny)

personal larceny with contact
purse snatching'
attempted purse snatching
pocket picking

personal larceny without contact

crimes against households

burglary
forcible entry
unlawful entry (without force)
attempted forcible entry

household larceny
completed larceny
attempted larceny

motor vehicle theft (occasionally called "auto iheft")

crimes against businesses
burglary

completed burglary
attempted burglary

robbery
completed robbery
attempted robbery

Crimes against persons and crimes of violence differ from the UCR classes
of the same name. The definitions attributed to the NCP in this dictionary
are those used for the National Crime Panel reports containing national data
for 1973 and 1974.

nolo contendere n A defendant's formal answer in court, to the charges in a
complaint, information, or indictment, in which he states that he does not
contest the charges, and which, while not an admission of guilt, subjects him
to the same legal consequences as a plea ofguilty.

recommended conditions of use Include answers of nolo'contendere in
counts of guilty pleas (plea, guilty).

annotation Because an answer of nolo contendere and a guilty plea have the
same effect, data systems customarily do not differentiate the two.

OBTS n An abbreviation for "offender-based transaction statistics."

annotation Offender-based transaction statistics are derived from informa-
tion concerning law enforcement, court and corrections proceedings re-
corded in such a way that the system identity of the person subject to the
proceedings is preserved throughout data collection and analysis. The use
of the individual offender or alleged offender as the basic unit tracked by the
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statistical system provides the mechinism for linking events in the different
parts of the criminal justice system. The output of one agency can be linked
to the input of another agency, and the flow of alleged offenders and
offenders through the system can be observed over long periods of time.
This capability permits study of the relationships between decisions and
dispositions made at one point and decisions and dispositions made at
another point in the criminal justice process. The data elements in OBIS
and CCH systems both represent criminal history record information. Ho9-
ever, CCH system output contains personal identifiers; OBTS system output
does not.

# offender syn criminal n An adult who halt been convicted of a crimin
offense.

defining features
identified adult
charged with a -crime by a criminal justice agency
convicted

recommnded conditions of use Do not use suspect or alleged offender
(offender, alleged) as synonyms. Do not use to describe juveniles unless they
have been transferred to a criminal court, prosecuted and convicted.

annotation Juveniles adjudicated in juvenile court to have committed of-
fenses should be described as delinquents or status offenders, according to
whether the offense was a criminal act or a status offense.

# offender, alleged n A person who has been charged with a specific crim-
inal offense(s) by a law enforcement agency or court, but has not been
convicted.

defining features
identified person
chargid with a crime by a criminal justice agency
not convicted

recommended conditions of use Do not use suspect or offender as syn-
onyms. Do not use to describe juveniles unless they have been transferred to
a criminal court for prosecution as adults.

annotation Describe juveniles alleged, but not adjudicated, to have com-
mitted delinquent acts or status offenses as alleged delinquent,' or alleged
status offenders.

offense n An act committed or omitted in violation' of a law forbidding or
commanding it.

annotation In most statistical contexts, this term is synonymous with crime.-
as defined in this dictionary, which excludes infractions. In broadest usage
offenses include crimes, delinquent acts, status offenses and infractions.

# offenses, Part I n A class of offenses selected for use in UCR, consisting of
those crimes which are most likely to be reported, which occur with
sufficidnt frequency to provide an adequate basis for comparison, and which
are serious crimes by nature and/or volume.
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. annotation The Part I offenses are:

1. Criminal homicide
a. Murder and nonnegligent [voluntary] manslaughter
b. Manslaughter by negligence [involuntary manslaughter]

2. Forcible rape
a. Rape by" force
b. Attempted forcible rape

3. Robbery
a. Firearm
b. Knife or cutting-instrument
c. Other dangerous weapon
d. Strongarm

4. Aggravated Assault
a. Firearm
b. Knife or cutting instrument
c. Other dangerous weapon
d. Hands, fist, feet, etc.aggravated injury

5. Burglary
a. Forcible entry
b. Unlawful entryno force
c. Attempted forcible entry

6. Larceny-theft [larceny]

7. Motor vehicle theft
a. Autos
b. Trucks and buses
c. Other vehicles

I\ The various subclassificationi of Part I offenses are -described in the entry
for UCR, in the'subsection UCR offense classifications.

# offenses, Part II n A class of offenses selected for use in PCR, consisting of
specific offenses and types oft offenses which do not meet the criteria of
frequency and/or seriousness necessary for Part I offenses.

annotation The PA* II offenses are,
other assaults (simple,* nonaggravated)
arson'
forgery' and counterfeiting'
fraud'
embezzlement'
stolen property; buying, receiving, possessing
vandalism
weapons; carrying, possessing, etc.
prostitution and commercialized vice
sex offenses (except forcible rape, prostitution, and commercialized vice)
narcotic drug laws
gambling
offenses against the family and children
driving under the influence
liquor laws (list continued)
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drunkenness
disorderly conduct
vagrancy
all other offenses (excepting traffic law violations)
suspicion*
curfew and loitering laws (juvenile violations)
runaway* (juveniles)

Terms marked with an asterisk (*) are defined in this edition, though not
necessarily in accord with UCR usage. UCR does not collect reports of
Part.II offenses. Arresi data concerning such offenses, howeyer, are
collarkd and published.

parole n The status of an offender conditionally released from a confinement
facility prior to the expiration of his sentence, and plaCed under the
supervision of a parole agency.

(continued list)

annotation Conditions of parole frequently include requirements such as not
committing another offense, abstaining from drugs and alcohol, not associat-
ing with known offenders or other specified persons, regularly reporting to
a parole officer or other designated person, and/or remaining within a
designated geographic area. Violation' of the condition's of parole can
result in revocation of paiole by a parole authority. The length of time of
parole is determined by the length of the sentence less the length of time
served in a confinement facility. Juveniles as well as adults can be placed
on parole, although juvenile parole is often called "aftercare." See release
from prison for the classification of releases on parole.

,1

# parole agency n A correctional agency, which may or may not inchide a
parole authority, and of which the principal functions are the supervision of
adults or juveniles, placed on parole.

defining features
correctional agency
may or may not include
supervises parolees

recommended conditions of use Describe zigencies which supervise both
parolees and probationers as probation/parole agencies.

,annotation Parole agency is a subclass of correctional agency.
A parole agency's principal function is to supervise, all persons on parole

status. Such supervision typically includes making sure the parolee adheres
to the conditions of his parole, regularly reports to a parore officer or other
designated person, and engages in behavior appropriate to a parolee.

# parole authority n A person or a correctional agency which has the
authority to release on parole adults or juveniles committed to confinement
facilities, to revoke parole, and to discharge from parole.

defining features
person or correctional agency
may determine date a person is released on parole
may revoke parole
may discharge from parole

parole authority'
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annotation Although parole discretion is usually posessed by a board or
commission, in sqiipse states, the legal authority is vested in the governor.

A parole authority may or may not be -administratively separtite from the
parole agency that supervises parolees. Typical names are "parole board,"
"parole commissiop," and "adult authority." When the court fixes the
sentence, the parole authority discretion is usually limited to granting
release on parole when a certain portion of the sentence has been served in
confinement, with minor variations according to the inmate's behavior. The
rest of the sentence is served on parole. In states having an indeterminate
sentence (sentence, indeterminate) statute, the parole anthority determines
the period of confinement within the statutory limits for a given offense, and
may in some jurisdictions determine the date of discharge from parole.

# parolee n A person who has been conditionally released from a correctional
institution prior to the expiration 'of his sentence, and placed under the
supervision of a parole agency.

defining features
person conditionally released from correctional institution
prior to expiration of sentence
required to meet specified standards of behavior
under supervision of parole agency

recommended conditions of use Do not include persons released from
correctional institutions without conditions and without supervision.

annotation A person released from a correctional institution without condi-
tions and without supervision is said td\ be discharged. A parolee differs
from a 'krobationer in that a parolee has been placed on parole status either

- by a parole authority or by statute, after confinement, whereas a probationer
has been plactd cn probation status by a judicial. officer. This definition
excludes persons paroled from jails and other short term confinement
facilities where parole discretibn is not vested in a special authority -or
board.

# parole violation n An act or i failure to act by a parolee hiCh does not
conform to tht conditions of his parolel

recommended conddions of use Do not use as a synonym, or revocation.

annotation Whereas a parole violation is an act committed by a parolee, a
revocation is the action taken by a parole authority, in response to that
violation. A parole violation need not necessarily result in a parole revoca-
tion. Conditions of parole, as set forth bye paroling authority, frequent-
ly include such requirements as not commiliffig another offense, abstaining
from drugs and alcohol, not associating with known offenders or other
specified persons, regularly reporting to a parole officer or other designated
person, and/or remaining within a designated geographic area.

penalty n The punishment annexed by law or judicial decision, to the commis-
sion of a particular offense, which may be death, imprisonment, fine, or loss
of civil privileges.

annotation The penalty imposed by the court upon a given person convicted
of a crime(s) is called the sentence. Penalties defined in this edition are prison
(sentence), jail (sentence), and fine.

o
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person n A human being, or a gr up of human beings considered a legal unit,
which has the lawful capacity p defend rights, incur obligations, prosecute
claimsNor can be prosecuted or djudicated.

,...,

recommended Conditions of use 1p data presentations where context does
not make technical distinctions cle r, adults, juveniles and corporate entities
should be so labelled.

annotation Examples of a legal tnit constituting a person are a state, ,a
territory, a government, a coun y, a partnership, a public or private
corporation, or an unincorporated association.

# petition (Juvenile) n A document filed in juvenile court alleging that a
juvenile is a delinquent, a status offender, or a çependent, and asking that the
court assume jurisdiction over the juvenile, r asking that the juvenile be
transferred to a criminal court for prosecution as an adult.

annotation Petitions may be filed by a prosecutor, by an officer of an intake
unit, or by a social welfare agent or other government officer in cases of
dependency. In some states private citizens may also file petitions. A
juvenile need not have been taken into custody in order for a petition to be
filed. See detention hearing. Filing of a petition results in an adjudicatory
hearing to determine the truth of the allegations, or a transfer hearing to
determine if jurisdiction should be waived, or both. In accounting for the
flow of juveniles through the judicial system, transfers to adult court and
specific adjudications (juvenile) may be outcomes of the filing of a petition.
A juvenile court disposition (disposition, juvenile court) may be an outcome
ot an adjudication (juvenile). .

# petition not sustained n The finding by a juvenile court in an adjudicatory
hearing that there i not sufficient evidence to sustain an allegation that a

_
juvenile is a delinquent, status offender, or dependent.

I
annotation This type of adjudication (juvenile) corresponds to an adjudica-
tion (criminal) of acquittal or dismissal.

# plea n A defendant's formal answer in c urt to the charges brought against him
in a complaipt, information, or indict tent.

annotation For statistical purposes, there are two types of pleas: not guilty
plea and guilty plea (plea, not guilty; plea, guilty). The latter includes pleas of

, nolo contendere. Since initial plea and final plea may be different, both
should be recorded (plea, initial; plea, final).

plea bargaining n The exchange of prosecutorial and/or judicial concessions,
commonly a\ lesser charge, the dismissal of other pending charges, a
recommendation by the prosecutor for a reduced sentence, or a combination
thereocip retorn for a plea of guilty.

# plea, final n The last plea, to a given charge, entered in a court record by or
for a defendant.

I 7
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# plea, guilty n A defendant's formal answer in court, to the charges in a
complaint, information, oF indictment, in which he states that the charges
areAtrue and that he has'committed the offense as charged, or that he does
not contest the charges.

recommended conditions of use Include pleas of nolo contendere.

annotation Pleas of nolo contendere have the same legal status as' guilty
pleas, and data systems customarily do not differentiate between the NA).

# plea; initial n The first plea, to a given charge, entered in a court record by or
for a defendant. ,
recommended conditions of use Use to represent completed arraignments.

annotation Because there is jurisdictional variation as to what actions are
included in an arraignment, or arraignment hearing, the term "arraignment"
is not recommended as a statistical term. The acceptance and recording of
an initial plea unambiguously indicates that the arraignment process has
been completed.

# plea, not guilty n A defendant's formal answer in court, to the charges in a#
complaint, information, or indictment, in which he states that he is not
guilty.

# police department n A local law enforcement agency directed by a chief of
police or a commissioner.

recommended conditions of use Indicate whether a special district; or
organized at the city, county br regional level of government.

annotation Any city, county, regional, or special district law enforcement
agency which is not a sheriff's department is a police department in this
terminology. UCR distinguishes between city police departments and
town police departments. See 1,aw enforcement agency, local.

# police officer n A local law enforcement officer employed by a police
department.

annotation See police department. See law enforcement officer, local.
4

population movement n Entries and exits of adjudicated persons, or persons
subject to judicial proceedings, into or from correctional facilities or
programs.

annotation The events which I:Ascribed, classified, and tabulated under
the general heading of popula ovement statistics are variously nained
and defined. The choice of nomenclature and referents in different jurisdic-
tions is not consistent. "Admissions" and "readmissions" can describe entries
into a single facility or into a given correctional system. "Readmissions" can
be defined as re-entries in connection v.ttith one set of criminal proceedings
or as all re-entries by the same person. Statistics concerning movement in
and movement out may or may not account for entries and exits of prisoners
en route to other facilities and persons committed to units within facilities
for diagnosis or classification. In the current absence of a consensus on
national .level data requirements, there is no basis for recommending a

18
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general population movement terminology in this edition of the dictionary.
See, hoyoger, releue from prison and release from detention for suggested

standard terminology for these narrower ranges of population movement,
- where some general consensus on language has been established.

# predisposition_report n The document resulting from an investigation
undertaken by a probation agency or other designated authority; which has
been requested by a juvenile court, into the past behavior, family back-
ground and personality of a juvenile who has been aajudicated a delinquent,

status,noffender, or a dependent, in order to assist the court m determining
the most appropriate disposition.

annotation, The investigation and report is usually made by a probation
agency or special intake unit attached to a juvenile court. A predisposition
report corresponds to an adult presentence report. See diagnosis or
classification center.

# presentence report n The document resulting from an investigation
undertaken by a probation agency or other designated authority, at the
request of a criminal court, into the, past behavior, family circumstances, and
personality of an adult who has been convicted of a crime, in order to assist
the court in determining the most appropriate sentence.

annotation A resentence investigation is usually carried out after conviction
Ah, and before se tenee is pronounced. A pre'sentence report corresponds to a
vw juvenile predisposition report. See diagnosis or classification center.

prior record n Criminal history record information concerning any- law
enforcement, court or correctional proceedings that have occurred before
the current, investigation of, or preceedings against, a person; or statistical
descriptions of the criminal histories of a set of persons.

recommended conditions of use In statistical presentations indicate the
process events included in the analysis.

annotation "Prior record" in operating agency and court usage usually
refers to an individual's previous criminal history record in conventional
computerized or other "rap sheet" form. However, statistical tabulations,
of prison population characteristics for example, often provide prior record
information/ ill the form of summary numbers of individuals with "three
prior arrests" or "one to three jail priors" or "one prison prior" and the
like. See criminal history record information.

prison n A confinement facility having custodial authority over adults sentenced
to confinement for more than a year.

reco4pnended conditions of use Correctional facilities fit ng this descrip-
tion should be classified as adult correctional instituti (correctional
institution, adu ). .

. . ........

. annotation This is not a prescriptive definition. "Adult correctional institu-
tion" is the statistical term proposed in this terminology for long-term adult
confinement facilities because it is a functional name, appropriate for the
similar or identical facilities commOnly called "prisons," "penitentiaries,"
"state reform schools," "state correctional facilities," "federal prisons," and
"major- correctional institutions." See correctional facility for a list of
recommended standard descriptors.
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it prisoner ft A person in custody in a confinement facility, or in the personal
custody of a criminal justice official while being transported to or between

. confmement facilities.

annotation "Prisoner" is the customary name for himates in federal and state
statistical reporting concerning confinement facilities. Data presentations
should indicate whether the counted prisoners are inmates, arrested persons
en route to booking or court, or persons lwing transported between
confmement facilities. r

* prison (sentence) n The penalty of commitment to'..the jurisdiction of a
confmement facility system for 4Iu lts, of which the custodial authority
extends to persons sentenced to more than a year of confinement.

annotation This term is proposed as the name for a sentence to a correctional
institution, as the latter is defined in this terminology, because the usages
"prison sentence" and "jail sentence" are well established at the level of
court data reporting. It includes commitments to those relatively uncommon
facilities which may contain some adults sentenced to less Own a year, as

. there is at present no separate category 41 national prisonee data presenta-
tions for facilities which hold both shorr and long-term prisoners. The
upper limit of sentence is used here to define the penalty of commit ent to a
"prison," instead of the felony/misdemeanor distincif use of the
variation in felony definitions among states. Data presentations for which
this classification is not appropriate should, where possible, use the standard
0escriptors for 'correctional facilities, to describe the exceptions from the
definition.

.../
.

probable Cause n A set of facts and circumstances which would induce a
reasonably intelligent and prudent person to believe that an accused person

- had committed a specific crime.
.

recommended conditions of use Do not use suspicion as a synonym. k----

annotation The existence of probable cause is required in most jurisdictions
for arrest and the beginning of prosecution. Probable cause requires "rea-
sonable grounds to believe" a specific crime has beenbQ1mitted by a
specific iierson, whereas proof of guilt requires "belief beyonda reasonable
doubt.",. .

probation ft The conditional freedom granted by a judicial officer_ to an alleged
offender, or adjudicated adult or juvenile, as long as the person meets
certain conditi ns of behavior.

recommended .itions of use In interstate find national information
exchange concerni probation decisions and probntioners, indicate wheth-
er probation status w 'granted before adjudication or after conviction.

. .

annotation Probation for djudicated person is a court ordered condition-
al freedoni, whereas parole is ai conditional freedom granted either by a
parole authority or by statute Ifter confinement. Probation is Us
continuation of freedom p eviously granted by the court during urt.
proCeedings. It may be gra ted after conviction, but also may be granted
before adjudication, as wh n the defendanbt concedes guilt, prosecution is
suspended, and the subject placed on probation. Juveniles may be placed
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on probation 1?y a probation officer in lieu of the filing of a petition.
Probation may occur following a short local confinement, as when jail

(sentence) is a condition'of probation. c Probation may be granted when
either execution or imposition-of the sentence is suspended. In the former
case, a violation of probation and. consequent revocation may cause the
sentence to be executed. In the latter, a sentence inay be set and executed.

# probation agency syn predation department n A correctkinal agency of
which the principal functions are juvenile intake, the supervision of adults
and juveniles placed on probation status, and the investigation of adults or
juveniles for the purpose of preparing presentence or predisposition reports
to assist the court in determining the proper sentence or juvenile court
disposition.

-defining features
correctional agency (

.

performs juvenile intake runctions
supervises persons placed oq ptobatiqn by a judicial officer, before or
after adjudication
investigates . past Irehavior and circutfittances of persons. subject to
judicial proceedings

10. I

recommended iwnditioqs of use Describe agencies *hich supervise both
probationers and parolees as prObation/ptvole agencies,

4

annotation Probation agencies are classified as correctional agencies because
their chief functions include the supervision of adjudicated juveniles or
convicted adults. However, probation agencies organized at loc4/levels of
government usually Operate under the 'authority of a court, a4 juvenile
probation officers are often considered judicial officers. Adult a4juvenile
probation agencies are often separate g icazernmental units. In many states a
single state agency performs both probation and parole supervision func-
tions for adults, but juvenile probation functions arc typically local and
supervised by a juvenile court. A probation agency's concern with adults is
usually limited to those convicted of an offense. Its discretionary powers
regarding juveniles are much greater, in that it usually administers the intake

r- unit that can make a decision to close a case at intake,-to take other actions
that preclude or defer the intervention of 'the juvenile court, or to file a
petition asking 'the court to assume jurisdiction over the 'juvenile. The
juvenile concern is also broad in that the intake function and subsequent
Supervision and care authority may apply to9ipeVent juveniles, especially
those.in custody pending court disposition.

# probationer n A person required by a court or prqltion. agency to, meet
certitin conditions of behavior, who may or may not be placed under die
supervision of a probation agency.

annotation Although anyone Whose judicial proceedings or commitment to
confinement has been suspendedt conditionally upon good behavior is
technically a probationer, data reporting systems.should distinguish between
those under probation agency supervision and those not supervised.

Adjudication need not be complete for an adult or juvenile to be placed
on probation. Violation "of the Conditions of probatfon (probation viola-
tion) may result in revocation, followed by either a court orner to the .
probationer to serve a previously suspenaeo sentence, or the setting ana
execution of a sentence by .the court.

44
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# probation officer n An employee of a probation agency whose primary
duties include one or more of the probation agency functions.

recommended conditions of use Inclu all probation officers in summary
counts of correctional agency personn . Include juvenile probation officers
who exercise judicial powers in sum ary counts of subjtidicial officers.

annotation All probation officers e probation agency personnel, and
therefore correctional agency person el. The intake function of a juvenile
probation agency may include the exerciie of judicial authority in disposing
of juyenile referralsikobation officers who exercise judicial authority are
therefore also subjudicial officers.

4

# probation (sentence) n A court requirement that a person fulfill certain
conditions of behavior and accept the supervision of a probation agency,
usually in lieu of a sentence to confinement but sometimes including a jail
sentence.

annotation See pentence.

# probation violet ri n
----riot conform to the conditi6ns

recommended conditions of use

or a failure to act by a probatio r which does
his probation.

o nbt use as synonym-for revocation.

annotation Whereas a probatis,, violation is an set co ' ed
probationer, a revocation is the tion tarerbrireQurt in. response to that
violation. Probation revocation ay result in the exeCution of a previously
u ef; nded sentence. A probation vtolation need not necessarily result in a

pr batioictevocation. Conditions of adult probation, as set forth by the
court which granted the probation, frequently include such admonishments
as not committing another offense, abstaining from drugs and alcohol, n9t
associating with known offenders or other %specified persons, regularty
reporting to a probation officer or other designated person, and/ot remain-
ing within a designated geographic area.

# pro se syn in propria persona adv Acting as one's own defense attorney in
criminal proceedings; representing oneself.

annotation A defendant aeting pro se is seldom an attorney admitteeto the
bar.

# prosecutor n An attorney employqd by a go-Yernlent agency or subunit
whose official duty is to initiate and maintain criminal proceedings on behalf

' of the government against personsrcused of committing criminal-offenses.

rtommended ILdritions of use In-interstate and national data exchange,
describe prosec attorneys by a term indicating the level of government
plus the term "prosecutor," for example "county prosecutor."

annotation Customary names of government attorneys, such as ALS.
Attorney," "district ttorney," and "state's attorney," are not recommended
in this statistical terninology because nomenclature and definition vary

44 among states. The E ploying level of government and the prosecutorial
funetion are the basic c ssification f tifel-in statistics concerning prosecu-
tors. Specific employin enci can be designated where necessary.

Excluded from this category a e law enforcement officers.and probation
officers who present ca..Ses in court, but' onlY incidentally to their other
duties.a 8 2 . \
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# prosecutorial agency n A federal, state, or local criminal justice agenc% of
which the principal function is the prosecution of alleged offenders.

defining features
federal, state, or local criminal justice agencty
principal function is prosecutiowof alleged offenders

recommended conditions of use When counting agencies count prosecu.
torial subunits of regulatory agencies as prosecutorial agencies. When
counting personnel count those who primarily prepare or try cases as
prosecUtors, and those who are sworn officers and who primarily investigate
as law enforcement officers. Indicate level of government.

annotation Prosecutorial agency is a subclass of criminal justice agency. *, A
prosecutorial agency can contain both prosecutors and law enforcement
officers. Typical prosecutorial agencies are counts/ district attorney
offices, organized crime units in federal and state departments of justice, and
proseciaorial iTiBbnits of regulatory agencies. This classification is based on
the special, single major purpose of Such agencies. The Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration's directory, Criminal Justice Agencies (1974) has a
category entitled "prosecution and legal services agencies." This category
could not be limited to criminal justice agencies alone because criminal and
civil functions are often combined in one administrative unit..114et,
manpower, and caseload data relating to specific functions are not always
separable. Therefore, in order to present comprehensive and nationarly
omparable agency data, this primingl Justice Agencies category includes

agencies having only criminal functions, agencies having only, civil func-
tions, and agencies performing both functions. Data presentAions should
indicate such deviations from the definition recommended in this dictionary,

, which limits "prosecutorial agencz;oto those with the principal function of
prosecuting alleged offenders.

# public defender n An attorney, employed by a government agency or
subdivision, whose official duty is to represent defendants unable to hire
private counsel.

definin-?features
a defense att9rney
assigned by the court to defend private persons unable to hire private
counsel 1

regularly employed by the government

recommended conditions of use Do not use as 'a synonym for assigned
counsel.

annotation An assigned counsel is one who may s d by he governrint 5

for defending a client irea particular cre but is not regu arly ettiployed by
the government. The third type of defenise attorney is retained counsel.

# public defender's office n A federal, state, or local crimihal tistice
agency or subunit of which the principal function is to represent defeadants

able to hire private counsel.

efining features
criminal justice agent)/
principal function is to represent defendants unable to hire private counsal

annotation Public defender's office is a subclass of criminal justice agency.

8 3
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purge (record) v The complete removal' of arrest, criminal, or juvenile record
'. information froTra given records system.

recommended conditions of use Do not use as a synonym for seal.

annotation Purging differs from sealing in that sealing only transfers
informationfrom routinely available access to greatly restricted access.

Purging does not necessarily mean4e destruction of all records of a
given fact. Original records that often remain after purging of a central
record from a central' file include precinct arrest books, other original entry
rec s, chronological court files, and reported court opinions. Some

e/71.....sindurisdicilsons use expunge aka synony , but this usage is not recommended
because expunge is sometimes used tb mean seal or purge or both.

rape n Unlawful sexual intercourse with a female, by force or without legal or
factual consent.

rscommended conditions of use. Use the subclasses forcible rape (rape,
forcible), statutory rape (rape, statutory), and rape without force or consent,
when possible.

annotation Historibally, rape meant forcible rape as defined in this diction-
ary, but it is currently used in statntes as a general term for forcible tape,
together with other sexual acts codified as criminal because of the victim's
legal inability to give consent (usually called statutory rape), or factual
inability to give consent (defined here as rape without force or consent).

The National Crime Panel reports sometimes use "rape" for forcible rape.

# rape, forcible n Sexual intercourse or attempted sexual intercourse with a
female against her will, by force or threat of force.

defining featuresUCR Part I offense
sexual intercourse meaning, vaginal penetration, with a female of any age
against the will of the victim
use or threat of force

or 1111

attempting the above act

recommnded conditions of us See rape.

annotatIbn The National Crime Panel reports define rape as "carnal knowl-
edge through "the use of force or the threat of force, including attempts.
Statutory rape (without force) is excluded." Wives are not explicitly
excluded a's viCtims. The NCP usage is also broader in "that males as well as
females can be victims, and sexual assaults other than forcible sexual
intekourse 'nay be included if the victim believes he or- she has been

iforcibly raped. ,
rape, statutory n Sexual intercourse with a female who has consented in fact

but is deemed, because of age, to be legally incapable of consent.

defining features-
', Sexual intercourse with a female
,

without force or threat of force
female'has consented in fact
female below theageOf consent specified in the cOde of a given state

reCommedded conditions'of us See rape.
,,- 8 1
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# rape without force or consent n Sexual inte'rcourse with a female legally
of the age of consent, but who is unconscious, or Whose ability to judge or
control her conduct herently impaired by mental defect, or impaired by
intoxicating substan

defining features
sexual intercourse with a female
without force or threat of force
female legally of the age of consent .ros
female unconscious, or
ability to consent not present, in that ability to judge or controlconduct is
inhe.Lently impaired by mental defect, or impaired by intoxicating
substances.

4t.

recommended conditions of use See rape.

recidivism n The repetition of criminal tchavior; habitual criminality,

annotation In statistical practice,. a recidivism rate ;bay bre any of a numberr of possible counts of instances of arrest, conviction, correctional commit-
ment, and correctional status changes, related to counts of repetitións of
these events within a given period of time. Efforts to arrive at a single
standard statistical description of recidivism have been hampered by thp fact'
that the correct referent ofaherterm is the actual repeated criminal or
delinquent behavior of a gi7en person or group, yet the only available
statistical indicators of that behavior are records of such system events as
rearrests, reconvictions, and probation or parole jnolaticons or revocations. It
is recognized that these data reflect agency decisions about events and may

4.ay not closely correspond with actual criminal behavior. Different
usions about.degrees of correspondence bçtween system decisions and

,actual behavior consequently produce different definitions of recidivism,
that is, different judgments .4)f which system vent repetition rates best
measure actual recidivism rates. This is an empirical question,.and not one Of
definition to be resolved solely by analysis of language usage and system
logic. Resolution has also been delayed by the limited caPacities of most
criminal Austice statistical systems, which do not routinely, make available
the standardized offender-based transaction data OBTS) which may be
needed for the best measurement of recidivism. Pending the adoption of a

/ standard Statistical description of recidivism, ancithe ability to Aplement it,
it is recommended that recidivism analyses inclnde the widest possible range.
of system , events that can correspond with actual ,recidivism, an21 that

, sufficient detail_ on offenses charged be included to enable discrimination
'between degrees of gravity of offenses. The units of count shdeld be clearly

identified and the length of community exposure time ol the subject
population stated. The National Advisory Comission on Criminal Justice
Standards and Goals recommends a standard definition of recidivism in its
volume Corrections (1973): "Recidivism is measured by (1) criminal acts that
resulted 'n conviCtion by a court, when Committed by individuals who are
under c rection'al supervisiOn 'or who have been released from dprrectional
supervis n within the previous three years, and by (2) technical violatidIns
of probation or parole in which a sentencing _or paroling authocity took
action that resulted in an adverse change in the offender's legal status."
Neither of these formulations is endorsed as adequate for all purposes. Both
limit the measure and concept of recidivism to, popqlations which are or
have been under correctional supervision. Yet the ultimate significance of
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data concerning the repetition clf criminal behavior often depends upon_the
comparison of the behavior of unconfined or unsupervised offenders/ with
the behavior of those with correctional experience.

# referral to intake n In juvenile proceedings, a request by the police, parents,
or other agency or person, that a juvenile intake unit take appropriate action

5, concerning a juvenile alleged to have committed a delinquent act, status
offense, or to be dependent.

-defining features
request by police or other agency, parent or other private person
to juvenile intake unit
concerning juvenile alleged to have committed a delinquent act, status
offense or to be dependent
that intnke unit itself dispose of case, or
file petition alleging that the juvenile is a delinquent, status offender or
dependent

annotation The outcomes of a referral to intake include filing of a juvenile
pitition, referral to a care or supervision program, closing of the case, or
diversion.

# release from detention n The authorized exit from detention of a person
subject to criminal or juvenile justice proceedings.

annotation This term covers all releases of persons 'detained in correctional
facilities pending the completion of judicial proceedings, whether or not the
release is from a facility that is ordinarily charactezed as a detention
facility, such as a jait or juvenile hall, and irrespective of the reason for the
release. It includes all releases from detention for the purpose of transfer to
other facilities. Data presentations should state the type of facility from
which the.person(s) is released.

release from prison n A cover term for all lawful exits from fedefal or state
confinement facilities primarily intended for adults serving sentenaes of
more than a year, including all conditional and unconditional releases,
deaths, and transfers to other jurisdictions, excluding escaks.

annotation Although there is,no established precise classificatory terminol-
ogy for all legal exits from prisons, there is general\ agreement on data
elements in some national system's. The following terminology is.suggested
for the classification of all releases from prison.

release on parole syn
conditional release

discretionary

mangatory

release while still under jurisdiction of
correctional agency, before expiration
of sentence

release date determined by, parole
authority

release date determined by statute
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discharge from prison syn
unconditional release

discretionary

mandatory

temporary release

a

release ending all agency jurisidiction

pardon, commutation of sentence

expiration of sentence

authorized, unaccompanied temporary-
departure for educational, employ-
ment, or other authorized-purposes'

transfer of jurisdiction transfer to jurisdiction of another cor-
rectional agency or a court

death death from homicide, suicide, or nat-
e ural causes

execution execution of sentence of death

In some systems "rele,ase on parole" represents only discretionary condition-
al release. It is r9éommended that mandatory conditional releases be
included, as both types describe conditional releases with subseiluent parole
status.

release on bail n The release by a judical officer of an accused person who
has been taken into custody, upon his promise to pai a certain sum of money
or property if he fails to appear in court as required, which promise may or
may not be secured by the deposit of an actual sum of money or propthy.

defining features
release by a judicial officer
of ailitarrested person who would otherwise be detained .

accused promises to appear in court as required for criminal proceedink0
accused promises to pay a sum of money if he fails to appear
promise to pay may tir may not be secured by a deposit

recommended conditions of use Specify whether "secured" or "unsecured"
bail.

annotation The other two major types of pretrialrelease (release, pretrial)
are release .on own recognizance and release to third party. Bail is usually
secured not by the deposit of the total amount to be forfeited, but by a
percentage thereof. When the accused is released on his promise to pay a
certain tum, but where no money or property at all is required to be
deposited in advance, this is spoken of as release on "unsecured bail" or
"unsecured bond." Release on unsecured bail differs from release on own
recognizance in that release on ..own recognizance does not require the
security of even a promised sum of money or property. In' jurisdictions
where release on own recognizance is not provided for, release on unse-
cured bail may fulfill a similar function.

release on own recognizance n The release, by a judicial officer, of an
accused person who has been taken into custody, upon his promise to appear
in court as required for criminal proceedings.

defining features
release by a judicial officer
of an arrested person who would otherwise be detained
accused promises to appear in court as required for criminal proceedings
no bail, either secured oer unsecured, required

87
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recommended conditions of use Do not use as a synonym for reIase on
ball, whether iecured or unsecured.

annotation The other two major types of pretrial release (release, preal)
are release on ball and release to third party. Release on own recogni-
zance differs from release on unsecured bail in that release on own
recognizance does not require the security of even a promised sum of-
monsy or property. In jurisdictions where release on own recognizance is
notTrovided for, release on unsecured bail may fulfill a siinilar3function.

Release on own recognizance is often abbreviated R.O.R., o O.R.
-

# release, pretrial n A procedure whereby an accused person w has been
takeniptito custody is-allOwed to. be free before and during his trial.

annotation The 'three major types of pretrial release are release on bail,
release on own recognizance, and release to third party: The usage of the
terms "bail" and "recognizance" is quite varied. In the terminology pro-
posed here for interstate and na nal information exchange, release on btkil
refers only to instances where a s'b of money or property will' be'forfeited
if the accused does not appear in scot. Ii this terminology, release on own

. recognizance includes only releases 4t reftejo any deposit or promise to
f orfeit money or property.

# release to third party n The release by aludicial officer of an accused
person who has been taken into custody, to a third party kvho promises to
return the accused to court for criminal proce.e1 ings.
defining features

release by ajudicial officer
of an arrested person who would othervIiise be detained
into the custody of a third party:'
third party promises to return the accused to court as required for
criminal proceedings

annotation The ot er two major typei of pretrial release' (release, pretrjal) are
release on bail and release on own recognizance. ,

residential treatment center n A government facility which serves juveniles
whose behisjor does not ricessitate the strict confinement of a training
schoo , often'powing them treater contacrwith the community.
annotaIlpn This is theotitm and the definition used in the 197iSublic facility
questionnaire for the LEAA series, "Children in Custody." This term is
variou§ly used in different jurisdictions. Facilities known by this name
Which do in fact regularly provide daily access to-conimunity activities and
resources should be Classified as juvenile community facilities. For the
classificaticm of facilities in which the inmates are confined, see correctional
institution'Ingi detention facility. See correctional facility for a list of
recommend& standarfacility descriptors.

-'# retained . counsel n' An attorney; not employed or compensated by a
government agency or subunit, nor assigned by the court, who is privately
hired' to represent a person(s) in a Eriminal proceeding.

.v
deffiting features

a defense attorney
not assigned by the court
not employed or compeniated by the government
privately hia to represent a person(s).in a criminal proceeding(s)
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annotation The other two types of defense attorney are assigned counsel and
public defender.

revocation n An administrative act performed by a parole authority removing a
person from parole, or a judicial order by a court removing a person from

, parole or probation, in response to a violation on the part of the barolee or
probationer. k

recommended conditions of use Do not use as a synonym for parole
violation or probation violation. Exclude temporary suspensions of parole or
probation status, pending a revocation decision.

annotation Revocation is the official action by a parole auihority or a court

1
in response to a parole or probation violation, which is an act committed by
the parolee or probationer. The subject can be committed or recommitted to
a confinement facility without conviation for a new offense, but only on
evidence presented during a revocation hearing that he has -violated his
conditions of parol4pc probation. Parole and probation status can usivally be
revoked only by the authority that granted it. Not all violations result in
revohtion hearings or revocations. A court may revoke probation, order
the probationer to appear in court, and re-grant probation. Usually, how-
ever, probation revocation results in commitment to a confinement facility
to serve a,previously suspended sentence. Parole revocation may result in a
short confinement in a local facility or return to a federal or state confine-
ment facility. .

,

prevocation hearing n An administrative and/or judicial hearing on the
, question of whether or not a person's probation or parole status should be
revoked.

1
annotation ,A revocation hearing occurs as a respOnse to a probation
violation or parole violation. Not all probation or parole violations necessar-
ily result in revocation hearings, and not- all revocation hearings necessarily
result in revocation.

rights of defendant n Thse powers and privileges which are constitutionally
guaranteed to every defendant.

annotation At the time of arraignment a defendant is typically informed of at
leaSt the f011owing: the right to remain silent; the right to an attorney at all
stages of the proceedings and the right to a court-appointed attorney if the
defendant does not have the financialineans to retain his own; the right,to
release on reasonable bail; the right to a speedy public trial before a jury or a
judge; the right to the process .of the court to subpoena and produce
witnesses in the defendant's own behalf and to see, hear and question the
witness hppearing before the defendant; the right not to incriminate himself.
Some, though not necessarily all of these, are usually read to a defendant at
the time of arrest.

# robbery n The unlawful taking or attempted taking of property that is in the
immediate possession of another, by force.or the threat of force.

defihing featuresUCR Part I offense
use or threatened use of deadly weapon, or
use of other yieans of immediately causing injury or fear
unlawful taking of property in the immediate possession of another

or
attempting above act 8 9
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annotafion ILCR subdivides robbery into (a.) firearm, (b.) knife or cutting
initrument, (c.) other dangerous weapon, and (d.) strongarm. The National
Crime Panel reports define robbery as: "Theft pr attempted theft, directly
from a person or business, of property or cash by force or threat of force,
with or without a weapon." The NCP system classifies robbery against
persons separately from robbery against businesses. Two types of the former
are defined: Robbery with injury is defined as "Theft or attempted theft
from a person, accompanied by an attack, either with or without a weapon,
resulting in injury. An injury is classified as resulting from a serious assault if
a weapon was used in the commission of the crime or, if not, when the
extent of the injury was either ser(iolis (e.g., broken bones, loss of teeth,
internal injuries, loss of consciousness) or undetermined but requiring 2 or
more days of hospitalization. An injury is classified as resulting from>a minor
assault when the extent of the injury was minor (e.g., bruises, black eye,
cuts, scratches, swelling) br undetermined but requiring less than 2 days of
hospitalization." Robbery without injury is defined as "Theft or attempted
theft from a person, accompanied by force or the threat of force, either with
or withoul a weapon, but not resulting in injury."

rObbery, armed n The unlawful taking or attempted taking of property tltis
in the immediate pos4ession of another, by the use or threatened use of a
deadly or dangerous weapon.

defining features
use or threatened use of deadly weapon
unlawful taking of property in the immediate possession of another

or
attempting Above act

annotation Armed robbery includes the UCR robbery *classes (a.)
through (c.). See robbery.

# robbery, stronclarm n The unlawful taking or attempted taking of property
. that is in the immedlate possession of another by the 'use or threatened use of

force, without the use of a weapon.

defining features
use or threatened use of force
no weapon
unlawful taking of property in the immediate possession of another

or
attempting above act.

annotation Strongarm robbery consists of the UCR robbery subclass (d.).
See robbery.

# runaway n A juvenile who has been adjudicated by a judicial officer of a__.

r.,.juvenile coup, as having committed the status offense of lei\ving the custody
and home of his parents, guardians or custodians without permission and
failing to return within a reasonable length of time. .

A (

recommended conditions of use Do not use to describe juveniles who have
left a correction& facility without authorization.

annotation Runaways, if adjudicated, are a subclass of status offender.
f Statutes definingthe status offense usually specify either a length of time

4. ihat the juvenile must be away, or declare habitual running, away a statu4
''s-\ )3ffense. The codification of this offense varies greatly among different

.----------s, \ states. c)
c.

A 7
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seal (record) v The removal, for the benefit of the subject; of arrest, criminal or
juvenile record informatign from routinely available status to a status
requiring special procedures for access.

4

recommended conditions of use DO not use as a synonym for purge.

annotition Seal differs from purge in that purging is the total removal of
.inforination within a given system. Sealing is typicallY done to prevent
general access to information concerning juvenile offense% minor offenses
committed by young adults, or crhninal history information concerning
persons who have been outside the jurisdiction of the criminal justice system
for,a given period of time. See youthful offender: Records may be sealed
by court order Or because of a .statute eequiring, for example, all juvenile
records to be sealed when the subject reaches a certain age. Sealing may

or may not extend to information contained in precinct arrest books, other
original entry records, -chronological' court files, and reported court opin-
ions. Some jurisdictions use expunge as a 'synonym, but this usage is not
recommended because expunge is sometimes used to mean purge or seal or

both. I ,
,

security n The degree drestriction bf inmate movement within a correctional
facility, usually divided into maximum, medium and minimum levels.

annotation Security level is not solely a physical characteristic of correction-
, al facilities but a type of custodial status of inmates, relating both to

tia restrictive architectural features of building's or areas and to 'human regula-
tion of inmate movement ithin the facility. No standard definition of
security levels is offered in t terminorogy because the defining physical
and behavioral restrictive featu vary greatly among jurisdictions. The
proposed terminology consequently distinguishes between confinement fa-
cilities and cOmmunity (or non-c.emement) facilitiei, according to the
inmate's daily access, or lack of .!.. y access, to community activities and
resources, and not according to i rnal restrictiveness. Information
exchange concerning security classificatior, should include jurisdictional
definitions.

security and privacy standards n A set of principles and procedures
developed to insure the security and confidentiality of criminal or juvenile
record information in order to protect the privacy of the persons identified
in such r rds.

annotation Th U.S. Department bf Commerce, National Bureau of Stand-
ards, Technical ote 809, provides these definitioni, of the key te
"Privacy is a concept which applies to individuals. In essence, it 'dem the
degree.to which an individual wishes to interact with his social environm nt
and manifests itself in the willingness with which an individual ,will share
information about, himielf with others.. . . Confidentiality is a concept that
applies to data. It describes the status accorded to data and the degree of
protection that must be provided for it. It is the protection ofAtata
confidentiality that is one of the objects of Security . .c . Security rthe
realizatibn of protection for the data, the mechanisms and resources used in
processing data, ançl the security inechanism(s) themselves [th.eir empha-
sis]." dlloth srte security ahd confidentiality of data areocessary for

..

,
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the protection of th4 privacy of persons who have been subject to police and
judicial procee4iii, whether or not the proceedings have been completed
and irrespectiveoçthe adjudication. Components of security and privacy
standards includeJ limitations on direct acce-to data, limitations on non-
criminal justice d ssemination, procedures to insure--completeness and accu-
racy of individu4l records, the right of an individual to correct his or her
own record, an4l requirements for sealing and purging of recor'ds. See seal °
(record) a4purge (record). The need f security and privacy standards.

411Plas bevel ped from problems arising from t increasing use of centralized
crimin ustice information systems of great s e.

-7)
# sentence n The penalty imposed by a court upcni a convicted person, or the

court decision to suspend imposition or execution f the penalty..

annotation In this terminology, the types of sentences are death; prisOn
\(sentence); jail (sentence); sentencesuspended execution; and sentence
suspended impostion. However; these categories are not mutually exclu 'ye,
since ally given jurisdiction may or jay not consider an instance of
suspended sentence equivalent to proba n., When imposition or execution
of a sentence is suspend d, the court ret jurisdiction over the convicted

t perspn, and may set an order the execution of the penalty at a lat r date.
Suspended sentenc are included as types of sentences in' orde o

categorize all the decisions made at the first process point where sentence
, can be pronounced. Calculations of time elapsed betwecn filing and'

sentencing shoul4 indicate whether thellatter poipt is the first sentencing
decision or the execution of the penalty. The dur tion of a sentence to a
confinement facilkty includes bo1ime served iz confinement and the
subsequent peritpn parole, if any.

sentence, -Indetermi ate, n A statutory provision for et type of sentence to i
imprisonment whef ter the court has determined that the convicted
person shall bempksne4ç the exact length of imprisonment and p'arole
.supervision is afterwa ds fixed within statutory limits hy a parole authority.

annotation In most jurisdictions, the couselects a particular maximum and
sometimes a minimum limit for the particular,person being sentenced, within
a given statutory range. In others, the parole authority may set any length of
period of confinement and parole within the statutory limits for the offense.
The relative discretion granted by statute to the court and the parole
authority varies greatly among different states. The exact auration of the
penalty is supposed to be fixed in consideration of the previous rec9d ot the
convicted person, his behavior while in prison or while out on4arole, the
apparent prospect of reformation, and otheNfich matters.

A vlo

lantence, mandatory n A statu*y,requiremerit that a certain penalty shall
be imposed and executed upon certain Convicted offenders.

annotation A mandatory sentence usually requires that a convicted offendei
be confined for a mini urn nuMber of years in prison. A mandatory
sentence is not a type of s ntence, but rather a statutdry requirement for a
certain sentence.

sentence, suspended n The court deodion postponnig t .pronouncing of
sentence upon a convicted person, or postponing the eiec4ition of a sentence
that has been pronouiked by thecourt.

9 2
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',commanded conditions (\fa Use sentencesuspended imposition and
sentencesuspended execution.

E!

V

111

nnota When the court suspends a sentence, it retains jutiadiction over
the person, and may later set oc execute a penalty. When a sentence is
suspended the person is usually' placed on. probation. A violation of th
conditions of probation may lead to revocation of probation and retu
court for re-sentencing.

# sentencesuspended execution nThe court decision setting a penafty
but postponing its execution.

# sentencesuspended imposition n
setting of a penalty:

The court decision pbstponing the

011

shelter tt A confinement or community facilit or the care of jiles, usually
those held pinding adjgdication.

a:mot/ion "%letter" is 'variously defmed1n different jurisdictions. No
prescriptive clEfmi n ip offered for this te pending the' adoption of\an
of&ial dpfmition in relation . to the Jultnile Justice Act oIN1
Facilitieti known b this name are classified in the terminology in
this editiOn of the dictionary as juvenile detention facries (detentln facility,
juvenile), or juvenile' community facilities, depending upon whether the
residents are confined or have regular, daily access to conununity activities
or resources. The 1975 public and prixiate facility questionnaires 'for the
LEAA series, "Children in Custody," define. "shelter" as a facility that
"provides temporary care similar lo that of detention :center but in a
physically unrestricting environment." .,See co ectional facility for a list of
recommended standard facility descriptors.

# sheriff n The elected or appointed chief officer f a coun e
agency, usually responsible (or law enforceriient in u corpo
and for the operation of the county jail.

iscommended COndltIoniof use In interstaje and national statistical infor-
mation expange, do not include Sheriffs wHose responsibilities include onlY
civil esses.

4

orcement
ted areas,

-annotati See law enforcement officer, local.
1

# sheriff, depAf n A law enforcement off' cer employed by a county sheriffs
department.

recommendid conditions of use In interstate and national °statistical infor-
mation exchange, do not include sheriffs department personnel whose
permanent duties are primarily custodial or concerned with civil processes.

annotation See laWprforcement officer, local.

*LEAKAOffice of- Juvenile Jusjice nd Delinquency Prevention., has begun to develop
working definitions of "shelter care," " uvenile detention facility," ax&1 "juvenile correctional
facility" for use in monitoring compliallce with the statutory provisions.of the Juvenile Justice
and Delinquen4 Prevention Act of 1974. The tirminology in this edition of th ctionary is
not intended to be used for that 'purpose, which may require different' names and 'tions.

k) 3
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,
# sheriff's departm nt rt A law enforcement agency organized at the comity

i level, directed by a sheriff, which exercises its law enforcement funCtions at
the county level, usually within unincorporated areas, and operates the
county jail in most jurisdictions.

defining features 0

county level, or equi alet, government agency .
primarily prevents, etec , investigates crime

and/or
,appren alleged offenders Cusuall rates a correctional facility----.1

t recommandaci conditions of Us* If a sheriffs department performs law
enforcement duties, count as a local law enforcement agency (law informe
ment agency, local). Also include in summarS, counts of correctional agenciTii
if it operates a jail. ,.1- /'
annotation Although a given sherifrs department may devote less than half/
of its budget to law enforcement activities, all sheriff's departments that
perform any cri so ' al law enforcement activities should be punted as law.
enforcemet agen es in order to account for the location of pjlice authority
at the county or .uivalent level. A parish, for examplst, j equiviilent in

. level to a coun . Satie s riff's departments have antrabtual arrange-
ments with citi- or distric such that they peçfarm law e forcement duties
within inco : ted areas, municipalities, o ecia1 distric s. Such city and
district contractual° service units should n t be counted s separate la
enforcement agencies. See law enforcement agency, 1

spefdefill right of the derendant to have a prompt trial.
-.

annotation ft1though the Federal Constitution. and the constitutions of
almost all the states provide that the accused shall enjoy the right to 'a

S speedy trial) the precise requirements are not clear. Most states and the
federal government (Sroly Trial Act of 1974) have enacted statutes setting
forth the time within which the defendant must be triEd-followi4 the date
of his arrest, his detention, his first appearince or the filing of charges in.
court. If the accused is not brought to trial within the specified period, the
case is disinissed. Jurisdictions differ, however, on whether this dismissal

)
conititutes a bar to subsequent prosecution for the same offense(s). Most
statutes also provide a method for computing--excludable delay,? delay not
counted for the purposes of determining speedy trial. Example& of exclud-

.4 able delay are other proceedings concerning the defendant, such as hearing
on mental competency to stand trial, nding trials on other charges,

of the defendant, the abscquding of t e defentlant and procedurei necessary
probation or parole revocation hearin , continuances granted at the request

to obtain the presence of a confined prisorker. ,

# statk highway patrol n. PA state law enforcemenl gency of which the .
- prircipal functions consist of preventidn, detectio vestigation of

nyit or vehicle 'Senses, and the apprehension of traffic offenders.

recommendad conditions of usi Count separately from state palice unlesw --------
part of the same administrative and operating unit. , ,

annotation In some stat state police functions inc de highway patrol; in
others the state po the s te highwaywatr areTseparak organiza-.
tional unitS wit entifiably separate .function See law enforcement.. . .,ageseY, state- ,

.1
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# stateblghway patrol officer n An employee of a state highway.pattol who
is an officer sworn to^carry ocut law enforcement duties, primarily traffic
code enforcement.

ehnotation See law enforcemept officer, state.

# state police n A state law enforcement agency whose principal unctions maLti
include maintaining statewide police communications, aidin local police
criminal investigation, police training, guardingOtate ptope y, and highway
patrol.

annotation In some states the duties of' traffic code enforcement ate
performed by the state police, in others there* a separate state highwtott

I. State police, also perform local law enforcethent functions, id some
nstances, in unincorpoiated areas or in support of loCal police. ? See law

orcement agency, state.

# state police officer n An efnployee of a state poll ency who is an officer
sworn to carry out law enforcement duties, sometimetkincluding traffic
enforcement duties.

reconimended conditions of uie Do ,,not use to describe employees of
separate state highway patrol agencies.

annotation Include petionnel who guarri'dte prOperty, if sworn officers.
See, law enforciment officer, state.

# status/offender n A. juvenile who has been adjudicated by a ju ial officer
of a juienile court,,as haping committed a status offenge, which js an act or

t conduct which is anrgffense only when committed or tengag by a
juvenile.

defining Matures
juvenile
subject of completed juvenile court adjudication
found to have committed an act or engagltd in condut whictr is an
offense only for a 4livenile

reconunended tonditioris of use Do not combine counts 'of status offenders°
and delinquents in interstate or national information exchange:

;annotation The other pásitde aktdications (juvenile) are delinquent and
dependent. See status ense forVdiscussion of the relationship bttween
delinquent act and status offense and the_ need for separate categories. In
some jurisdictions a status offender Who commits repeated statuseoffenses
ca&be adjudicated a delinquent. ThesOhould not be cotinted as delin-
quMs. Typical subclasses of status offenders are runaways and truants.

Ju'iieniies alleged, but not adjudicated, to hav committed status offenses
should be described as' alleged status offenders. ,s

-# status offense n An act -or cqnduct;whichf is declared by statute to be an ....
offenses but only when committed or engaj in by a- juvenile, and which
can be adjudicated only by a juvenile Court. .

rikommended conditions of use Do not combine counts of delinquent acts
and status offenses in intetse or national information exchange..

4
9
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At:
annotat ion Despite the variation in statutory.,classification, basic Court'
record information usually permits the differentifion of status offenses from
delinquent acts for the purposes of statistical reporting. Since the range of
behavior covered by both categories may extend from murder to,truancy,
statistical ,rem,ling should maintain separate oategories. In the oldesk
juvenile codes, no distinction was made between delinquent acts and statug
offenses, or, respectively, criminalAehavior and non-criminal behavior. The
recenhetrisiativ't trend has be9n to separate delinquents from status offend-
ers. Typical status offens are violation of curfew, running away from
home, truancy, possession of an alcoholic beverage, incorrigibility, haying
delinquent tendencies, leading an imMoral life, and being in need of
supervision:7 The status ogender and sometimes the delinquent is called a
CHINS, PINS, 14INS, or'JINS (child, person,,iminor or juvenile in need of

f supervision) in me jurisdictions. The National Center for Juvenile
Justice study, Ju nile Court Organization and Status'Offenses: A Statutory
Profile, describ8 the yarious state codifications of ,juvenile offenses.

"Status offense" is most, frequently applied to juveniles, but the term is
-\< , occsiotttilly used when referring to adults Who are charged with the status

offense of behlg v rant ddict.

# subjudicial officer A judicial Officer who is invested with certain judicial
powers and functions, bu hpse diecisions.in criminal and juvenile cases are
subject to de novo re ew,by a judge.

defining features
judicial officer
decisions in crithinal and juvenile caseksubject to de novo revie?..
debisions in criminal and juvenile cases soMetimes subjgct to °review at the
sanie court level
authority grantediby statute, constitution, or by judge or governmejital
agency

annotation Subjudicial officer and judgecre the two typesof judicial officer
in this terminology. "Subjudicial officer" includes all presiding ,officers of
courts of limiteld jurisdiction, whoir decisions are subject to de novo revieW
and probation officers who exercise judicial powers. For purposes of
interitate or national information exchange, a judge is one wtwattedecisiOns
are not subject to de novo review. Some jurisdictions use the terni "judge"

1
for the pring.efficer of a court of limited juriSdiction,whose decisions are

u
subject to de nol*ew. if his decisions are subject to such review, the
official is not a j n this terminology, but 'rather a,subjudicial officer,

"even though he may be called a "judge" in a given jurisdiction. Subjudi-
cial officer includes those auxiliary judicial personnel appointed by and,
attachfd to a particulii, courK whose decisions are subject to de novo
reyiew by the judge fOr whin-- the subjudicial officer is acting as a
surrogate. Sit subjudicial officers are most commonly employed in courts
of general julidiction with heavy workloads. They are less frequently used
in courts of limited appellate jurisdiction. In general these personnel
specialize Ai- a. rtictbr type of proceeding but a si.41e...cott may have
more then one tYpe o subjudicial officer, each with a different specialty.

ki "Justiècof the peac ," "magistrates," "commissioners," "masters," `,frref-
erees," "hearingLoffice ," and "parajudiciafpersonnel" are typical names of
subjudicial officers, although in sorni jurisdictions some of these names may
occasionally be used for judges. `-% 7-

r
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# subpoena n A written order issued by a judicial officer requiring a specified
person to appear in i designated court at a specified time in Order to serve as

a witness in a cast under The jurisdiction of that court, or to bring material to
that vourt.

defining feature*
order issued by judicial officer
requiring appearance of witness in Court; or

t requiring' a person to bring.certain material to court
specific coUrt and time designated

recommended conditions, of use For purposes of information exchange,
include oray subpoenas issued by judicial offIcersi exclude those istued by ot
defense attorneys or prosecutors.

annotation See citation (appear); summons; and warrant, bench for other
orders iequiring court appearance. A subpoena to serve as a witness is
called a subpoena testificatum. A subpoena to bring material is called a
subpoena duces tecum.

# summons n A written order issued by a judicial officer requiring a person
accUsed of a criminal offense to appear in a designated 'court at a 'specified.
time to answer the charge(s).

defining features . . .

alleged<onimission of a criminal offense
order issued by judicial officer
not necessarily subsequent to an arrest
requiring first appearance in designated court at specified time

7 in order to answer criminal charge(s)

° recommended conditions of use For national statistical purposes, do not
count court summonses issued,to jurors. Notices to appear issued by law
enforcement officers, sometimes called "summonses," are not included in this
category.

annotation A document issued by a law enforcement officer requiring a
court appearance is, in this terminology, classified as a citation (appear).

See subpoena and warrant, bench for other orders requiring court appear-
ance.

suspect n A perion, adult oduvenile, considered by a criminal justice agency to
be one who may have committed a specific criminal offense, but who has
not been arrested or charged.

recommended conditions of use Do not use as synonyms defendant or
alleged offender (offender, alleged), which are units of count describing
persons who are or have been the subject of criminal prdceedings.

suspicion n Belief that a person has committed a criminal offense, based on facts
and circumstances that are not sufficient to constitute probable cause.

recommended conditions of use Do not use probable cause as a synonym.

annotation In the UCR arrest Classification, suspicion, which is listed as a
Part II offense, is a reason for arrest that can be &este& as if it were a
charge. UCR Handbook states, "While 'suspicion' is not an offense, it is the
ground for many arrests in those jurisdictions where the law permits. After

9 7 .
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examination _by the police, the prisoner is, either formally charged or
release& Those formally charged are entered in one of the Part I 'or H
offense classes. This class, is limited hi4uspicion' arrests where persons
arrested are released by the police."

theft n Larceny, or in some legal classifications, the.group of4ffenses including-
larceny, and robbery, burglary, extortion, fraudulent offenies, hijacking, and
Other offenses sharing the element,of larceny..

recommended conditions of use Use larceny in interstate or naiional Mfor-
mation exchange when the specific offense is meant;

annotation In the National Crime Pagel reports,"personal ciimes,of thØfç is
a subcategory of crimes against persons and is a synonyni for periOal
larceny.

# time setiVed a The total time spent in confinement by a corivicted adult before
and after sentencing, or only the time spent in confmement after a sentencc
of-commitment to a confmement faCility. '

recommended conditions of use Indicate whether fota1 dine served or post--
,' commitment tinie served.

)

annotation Time served does not include time spent on parole or Probatio ,
or in a community facility or correctional day progrim.

training school n A correctional -institution for juveniles adjudicated to be
-delinquents or status offenders and committed to ctinfinement by a judicial '
officer. ,

4
recommended conditiods of use q,o'ernioiJacilities. fitting descrip-
tion should' bv-classified as Jove co onal institutions (cnirectional

' Institution, 'juvenile).

. annotation The .1975 public and private Tacility questiOndires,:, for tbe
LEO. serjes, "Children in Cuslociy,' defMe "trainihg schaol" .as a:facility
that "serves delinquent juvgniles cOmmitted directly io it l59 a juyeMfe.'court .

or placed in if by an *agency having such authOrity,!" Which- COrresponds'
with general usage. See correctional fo; a list Of recornmended
standard-facility descriptors. .

# transfer hearing ,n A preadjudicatory liearing juvenile, coUti fOt the
purpose of determining whether juvenile comi, jurisdictid'Ohotild be
retained or waived over a juvenile alleged to-lumie committed adpielinqtt"
act(s), and whether he should be transferred to-criminal court for prosecu-
tion as an adult. A .

recommended conditioni of use Do not inclade in co
hearings.

annotation A transfer hearing determines whether a jueenile is ameriabli to
rehabilitation or treatment within the jUvenile justice System, the kivenike
court certifies that neither the facilities nor the programs are ap opiate fOr
that juvenile, then he is transferred to criminal court for further p SeCution
as an adult. See transfer to adult court. After such a transfer, the p ntor
decides whether prosecution will take place. . In some jurf ons a
transfer hearing is called a "certification hearing," "waiver h 91 '

"fitness hearing."

of Sdiudicatory
:
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ll,trarister to adult cOurt ii The decision by a juvenile court,
transfer hearing, thatjuriscliction over an illeged deli que
and that he should be prosecuted as im adult in a c

,

recoinmended conditions of age In criminal cowl
indicate ,which cases 'Originated in juvenile Point b
transferred to criminal court for prosecution.

annotation Jnvenile courts usually AVative jurisdip
quents only when a serious felony has been alleg
near the statutory age limit betWeen juvenile
hearing, probable cause to believe that thejnv
Must be shown, After a transfer to adult
Wjiether prosecution will take plaCe and

This action is sometimes.called 1,4wiiiVer"."

in

ad'

a trial) n The examination of issues of fact
beginning when ,the jtilii has been sel
witness ,is sworn, or the first eviden
concluding when a verdict-is reach

defining featunts
exainination of issues of fact

0' begins when 1jitry empan
- introduced

concindes with verdict or isinissal
4

ultini frOm a
will be waived

court.

dication statistics,
were subsequently

on over alleged delin-
and when the juvenile is

d adult. At a transfer
nile committed the offense

urt, the trosecutor decides-
at offense will be charged.

d!law in a case Or controversy,
ed in a jury trial, or when the first /

is introduced in a court trial, and /
or the case is dismissed.

law
ed, firit

recommended condition4
initiated trials or Comple

- novo' prodeedings hi co

annotekin Softie s
other states count
to a certain point

. .

. first witness.

witness sworn, or first evidence

of. ild! Indicate whether the unit of count is
triali. In computing court workloids include de

nts of trials.

es count as trials only those which end in a 'mild;
ase as disposed of by trial when there has been progress

such 'as the empaneling of the'jury or the swearing_of the
. .

',..atrlal,pourt syn, 1/U4:Judge n A trial iri which there is no jury, and in which a

. .

,

, jinficial officer deterMines the issues of -fact and law in a case./ . .

11: trial, lury.n A trial in whiCh a jury determines the issties of flict in a case.
..

r 4 annetition In general, only the defense his a right to demand a jury trial.
, ...1-loweVer, in the federal courts the prOsecution may also demand a jury

tri,41qp er. ' ' .
: . 6 ,
., J %, st /
# trdant ii Ajuvenile who has been.adjgdicated bY a judiCial officer Of a juvenile/" court, as having cqinrnitte'd the gat& offense Of violating a compulsory

' : .; . school attendance leak. f .

.

' ' mr

.

annotation Truants, if adjudicated; ILA a subcjass of:'. status offender.
,. Cdnipulsory. 14ndlince .itatutes may specify the number of days 'of
absedee which constitute a violation or proVide a more general definition of

. truancy, such as habittial absence.. The eadification of this offense varies
.' . greatly among difIntent States.

UCR n An-abbreviation for the Federal Bureau of InVeligatiOn's uniform crime
' rePorting program.

4 9
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publisshicislummary .crime statistics represent all Part I
'offense reported to police minus those found by police investigation to be
&lie' or baseless. The annual reports are entitled "Crime in the United .

Stites." Many of the definitions in this :'dictionary are based on the
défnitions uied in these reports as stated in !the Uniferrn Crime, Reporting
Hatdbook 1974. This system representi the only long-established precedenA
for national crime data system definitions. The use of these definitions is
intend be niandatory for participants in vcR. This dictionary's
e mitions of Part I offenses have been made identical with, or translatable

intO,"the UCR vocabulary, where possible, because UCR definitions are the .
most 'widely known national reconciliations of diverse statutory defmitions
of major crimes, and because they distinguish the recordable from the

The UCR systim is designed to record offenses reported to the police imd
the results of police investigations, pot the later findings ofa court, coroner,
jury or the decision of a prosecutor. HoWever, the fact that the terminology
to a great extent reconciles diversi statutes ,enables its use in data systems
.which relate reported crime data to prosecutorial and court data.

UCR Offense Classifications UCR divides offenses into two major catego-
ries: Part I offenses and Part II offenses. part I offenses arethose crimes
which are the most likely;.to be reported; which occur with sufficient
frequency to provide an adeqUate basis for comparison, and which are
serious crimes by nature aild/or vOlume.

The Part offenses.are:

1. Criminal homicide H
,

a. Murder and nonnegligeat [voluntary] manslaughter
b. Manslaughter byjiegtigence [inVoluntary manslaughter]

Frcible rape
a. Rape by force
bg Attempted forcible rape

3. Robbery
a. Firearni
b. Knife Of cutting instrumene
c. Other dangerous vhapon
d. Strongarm :

4: Aggravated assault
a. Firearm
b. ,Knife or cutting instrunient
c. Other dangerods weapon
d. Hands, fist, feet, etc.aggravated injury

5. Burglary
a. Forcible entry
b. _Unlawful entryno firAe
c. Attempted forcible entry

6. Larceny-theft [larceny].

7. Motor vehicle theft
a. Autos
b T'rucks and buses

:mhicles,
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In multiple offense siluntions, only the offense which occurs first on the list
is reported. .A subset of the Part I offenses that excludes' neglisent
manslaughter forms the basis of the Crime Index: These, offense* are called
CrimeIndex offense, 'or index Crimes. Part I offenses ire divided into two
subclasse% crimes ,aSainst persons, and mimes against ProPerty, which
includes robbery. Crime Index offenses include all Part I offenses except
negligent manslaughter, which does not haVe the feature of specific criminal
intent. Crime Index offenses are divided into crimes nf violence; including,
robbery, and crimes against property. Thus, these twdpairs of subclasses are
not equivalent. The following table displays the differences:

,
Part I offense subclasses

crimes apinstAPersons,.
murder
nonnegligent [voluntary]

manslanghter
negligent imvoluntary) manslaughter
forcible rape
aggravated assault

crimes against property
robbery '

. burglary'
larceny-theft [larceny]
motor vehicle theft

Crime Ind& offense sithclasses

Crimes of violenCe
murder
nonnegligent IvoluntarYl

manslatighter '
forcible rape
robbery
aggravated assault

crimes 'Ping PrOPrtY
burglary
larceny-theft [larceny]
motor vehicle theft

See National Crime Panel ieports for a different offense classification
system and a parity different nomenclature. Part II offenses are those that
do not meet the Part I criteria of seriousness and/or frequency.

The Part II offenses are:

other assaults (simple* nonaggravated)
arson*
forgery* and counterfeiting*
fraud*
embezzlement*
stolen property; buying, receiving, possessing
vandalism
weapons; carrying, possessing, etc. ,

prostitution and cothmercialized vice
sex Offenses (except forcible rape, prostitution, and commercialized

vice) 0

narcotic drug laws
gambling
offenses against the family and children'
driving tinder the influence*
liquor laws
drunkenness
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disorderly conduct
'vagrancy
all other offenses (excepting traffie' law violations) ,
suspicion*
curfew and loitering laws (juvenile violations)
runaway* (juveniles) .

erms marked with an astetisk (*) are defined in this edition, though not
necessarily in accord with UCR usage.

UCR ScoOng System When a Part I offense comes to the attention of the
police, it is counted in the class of "offenses reported or known to police,"
usually abbreviated "offenses reported." Those repdrted offenses which are
determined to be false or baseless are counted as "unfounded 'complaints."
The number of unfounded complaints is Subtracted from the number of
offenses reported, 'to yield the number of "actual offenses" or "actual
offenses known" or "offenses known to liolice" or "offenses known." It is i

these ':actual offenses khown" which form the basis of the national reports '

issued annually by the FBI. If the police succeed' in establishing the
identity of the offender, charging him, and turning him over for prosecutibh,
the offense is then said to be "cleared by arrest." If the. police suoceed in
establishing the identity of tho offender and his whereabouts, but arrest and,
prosecution are not possible because of some reason outside of police
control, -then the offense is said to be "cleared by exceptional means?!
Clearances by arrest and clearances, by exceptional means are not separated
in the reports. They are included in a single count: "offenses cleared by
arrest or exceptional means." 'This category represents all clearances,,,

_whether \ the 'alleged offender ,is an adult or a ju:enile. When the alleged
offender `is under 18 years'okage, a clearanCe is also counted separately in
the categary "clearances invoIving persons under 18 years of age." In the
FBI annual reports, "Crime in the United States," the category "cleared bY,
arrest or exceptional means" is often referred to simply as "cleared by
arrest." Tabulations of clearances involving juveniles, defmed in UCJI. as
anyone under 18, are often entitled "cleared by arrest of juvenile.' In
addition to counts 9f offenses and clearances, the UCR alsb collects, ,for
each Part I offense, tate on individuals arrested and on' those turned over
for prosecution. For art II offenses, data are not collected on offenses and \
clearances, but only on arrests and prosecutions; that is, Part II data are
based on offenders rather than offenses.

venue n The geographical area from which the jury is drawn and in which trial
is held in a criminal action.

annotation Venue.is usually the county in which the crime is alleged to _have
been committed.

# verdict n In criminal proceedings, the decision made by a jury in a jury trial,
orky a judicial officer in a court trial, that a defendant is either guilty or not .

guilty of the offense(s) for which he has-been tried.

flifining faatuter -,
a 'decision by a jury in a jury trial, or
by' a judicial officer in a court trial
that defendant is- guilty, or
that defendint is not guilty

-132
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recommended conditions of tam Do not' use as a synonym for judgmeqt.
'Specify "jury verdict" or "judge verdict." . 4
annotation Ikentering &judgment a judicial offiper has the power to reject
a jury verdict of guilty, but mitst accept a jury *verdict or not guilty .(verdict,
.guilt)'; verdict, not guilty)4Thus a verdict of not guilty results in a judgment
of acquittal, but a verdict of guilty cifteii not necessarity result in a judgment ."
of conviction. .

.

verdict, guilty n criminal proceedings, the decisiOn mide by a jury in a
jury trial, or by a judicial officer in a court trial, that the defendant is guilty
of thesoffense(s) forwhich he has been./ried.

'defining fatUres
a decision by a jury in a fury trial, or . .

by a judicial officer in a court trial
imathat defendant is gUilty

conditions of us* Do .not use as a synonym for convictfoit in
istic.al retiorting.

annotation In entering a judgment, A judiciid officer has the power to reject a
jury veFdict of guilty. Thus a guilty verdict does not necessarily result in a
judgment of caviction. .

VerdiCtarot guilty n In criminal proceedings, the decision made by,a jury in
a jury trial or by a judicial officer in a court trial, that the defendant is not
guilty of the offense(s) for which he has been tritd.

defining features
decision by & jury in a jury trial, or 90
by a judicial officer in a court trial
that defendant is not guilty

recommended conditions of use. Do not 'use as a synonym for acquittal in
statistical reporting.

atMotation In entering a judgment, a judicial officer must accept a jury
verdict of not 'guilty. Thus a not guilty verdict always results in a judgment
of acquittal. See verdict, guilty.

victim n A person whio has suffered death, physical or mental fuffering, or loss
of, property, as the result of in actual or attempted 'criminal offense
cimmitted by another person.

sr warrant, arrest n Ai document rssued by a judicial officer which directs a law
41 enforcement ofker to arrest a person who has been accused of an offense.

defining features' -

document issued by a judicial Officer
directing tl1e arrest by law enforcement officer Of a person accused of an
offense

annotathin In order for a judicial officer to issue a warrant, he must (lave had
presented to him either a sworn complaint or evidenee of probable muse.

An arrest warrant may or may not specikally identify the person to. be
arrested. A warrant which does mit'identify a specific person is sometimes
oalled !lohn Doe" warrant.

. 1 0 8
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# watrant, bench n A document issued by' a judicial officer directing that a
. persOn who has failed to* obey an .order or notibe to appear/be brought

before the court.

defining toilful:es

Toidocument issued by a judicial officer
recting that a defendant or witness be brdught before the court

defendant or witness failed to obey previous order or notice to appear

recoinmended conditions.-of use For purpOses of interstate or national
information eXchange do not include bench warrants issued.wherethere has
been no failure to obey, such as an order transferring the accused from jail
to court for trial.

annotation The purpose of a bench warrant is to bring a person before the
court wlio has, in disobedience to the court, failed to appear. Summonaes,
subpoenas and citations (appear) may resulf.in the issuance of a _bench
warrant if disobeyed.

4

* warrant, search n A document issued by a judicial officer which directs a
law enforcement officer to conduct a search foi specified property or
persons at a specific-location, to seize the property or persons, if found, and
to account for the results of the search to the issuing judicial officer.

defining features .

document issued by a ju dicial officer
1 directing the search fin' and seizure of specified property or persons

property or, persons to be accounted for toAsuing officer

annotation The probable cause for issuing the warrant must be specified in ,

the search warrant.
.

witness n A penon who directly perceives an event or thing, or who has expert
knowledge relevait to acase.

annotation In the inVestigation of crimes, persons with indirect knowledge
of the circumstances of a case. may-be listed as witnesses.-

.# youthful offender n A. person, adjudicated in criminal court, who may be
above the statutorY age limit for juveniles but is below a specified upper age
limit, for whom special correCtiOnal commitments and special record sealing
procedures are made,available by statute,

defining features
person adAidicated in crimi al court
judicial proceedings began in criminal or juvenile court
defined a youthful offender in accord with a statute stating age limits, and
providing special correcitionaf commitments and/or record sealing proce-
dures

r

recommendbd conditions Of use In interstate and national information
exchange, statistics concerning youthful offenders should indicate the statu-
tory age limils andauthorized correctional commitments.

annotation The t special correctional commitSipent may be to a juvenile
facility, to a special section of an adult facility, or to a separate facility for
tile confinement of persons between the age limits specified in the' particulai
*ktatute. Such provisions exist in federal law and in the laws 6f several
states. Many jurisdictions permit arrest and court information concerning
yOung adults to be sealed according to fhe record sealing procedures, that
.apply to juveniles. \ 104 , .
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-EXPLANATORY NOTES: CLASSIFIED LISTS OF TERMS'
.0"

'The .classified lists prejent tie statistical terms in the dictionary,, describing
processes, entities, and crimes in arrangements determined bmrious classifies-
tory" factors. Although some of the quantitative set/aubset relationships are
precise and mandatory, the general order of the lists is more hlosefy structured.

These lifs are not intended to' be a complete Outline of, 'a national data
Importing system not a strict iiicL immutable system of classification. The terminol-

, ogy proposed in this edition of the dictionary descrflies only part of 'a system.
--Further, certain problms in logical relationships between processes and out-
comes have not yet bftk resOlVed. Dismissals, for example, can occur at almost
any point in criminal proceedings; convictions and acquittals cam-occur only
when proceedings are complete. Preferred waYs of relating or aggregating data,
in any event, depend upon the purposes Of a particular data presentadon.

. A chief purpose of the classified lists is -to avoid the necessity of repeatedly
delcribing the same class-subclass _relationships in the "individual entries. By
consulting these classified lists of statistical terms, the reader cap see at a glance
he plaoe of any one term within the strucdire, of the -justice system and 'the

, terminology. j
The lists of processes and entities are arranged generally in order of proceis

sequence and in groups of entities. There are, df °course, many ways m
which processes and entities - d be classified or ordered. The choices here are
intended to represent r. ermi most generally.relevant to an overview of the
system. The lists of ense classes are arranged accoqIing to establishhd prece-.

- dents.
' Set-subset -relation ps for the tenni on these lists are indicated_by indentation

of the subset terms Under the major set term. Tkeie sets demonstrate true
summation relationships: the iubordinates can be added up to give the total

. instances-of the superordinate.
Por example, the number of judgments always equals the number of convic-

4. tions plus the number of acquittals. In the Case of entities, some indented subsets
of agencies or persons are unlikely to be added together in actual tabulations, but
the members of the subset fall within the definition of the major set for
classifiCitory purposes.

.In cases where terminology has not been developed, for all possible subsets,-a
line of five dishes stands for the missing possibilities. The total number of status

_Offeialers, for example, is more than the number of truants plus runaways.

The process lists present the procmkind process outcome terms roughly in the
e
order in whichi .case or accused pen progresses through the justice system
from arrest tO' *exit. But the listed terms establish only some of the languagt
needed for-designing a generalized flowchart. That is, only part of the necessary
terminology for such a flowchart is provided in this edition. Also, the process'
steps cannot .always be listed in an actual order; some process steps are simulta-
neous or haye optional sequences. The process lists present ,terms deicribing

:nialOr process points in fairly correct relation to each other, so as to illustrate and
emAasize the importance of sequence.



Notes on Classified Lists'

Certain probiemi oVerminOlogy and data presintatiOn thit arise front the .

linear sequence aspect of criminal arid correctional proceedings,are also delineat-
ed by the process list. This linear aspect accounts for some terminological and
claissificatory decisions.

For exempla, "pretrial release" is -clearly a wajor bategory under which
/different iypes of releases before, adjudication can be subsumed, bit the subordifia-
/ non of "suspended sentence" under "sentence! is less obvious. In-one sense a ,

suspendallsentence is 'obviously not a type: of penalty, unlike tlis other items
within the/sentence category. But it is necessary to include suspensions of ..
penaltiei with penalties because they have in common the feature of being
outcomes of the same process:

"Court digiosition" is an exsmple of a process outcome category of w hieli, the
subordinste terms in actual data' displays may be units of count that can ap-pear in
different hierarchies. This situation is indicated on the process list by listinethi
repeated units of count under court dispOsition, but between dotted lines.

The entity lists are divided into government igencien government personnel,
and other persons. Within these broad groupihp the terms are lifted roughly in .
the order in which agencies and individuals become involved in the justice -
process.

Tbe classified lists of offenses pres4t those alternative ,claspifications tkatoart
actualliin use by the FBI's Uniform Crime Reports and LEANS National Crime
Panel victimization surveys. These established set 'end siibset relationships illus-

. trate the variety of factors upon which classification systems can be based. '/ The major FBI classification is a two-way breakdown into Part I and Part II
offenses. These two major sets are differentiated by gravity, a factor intrinsic tO
crinies, and/or by frequency, a factor extrinsic to crimes. Part I offenses can be
further divided into "crimes against persons" and "crimes against property."
'These two subsets are differentiated by the nature of the target

Index crimes, Whibh include an Part I offenses exCept negligent manslaqghter,
are more often used as the-major set Index crimes are classified two Ways, info
"crimes of violence" and "'crimes against. property." These two subsets are
differentiated by the nature of the act, which in the latter sitbset is implied by the
nature of the target.

The National Crime Panel system classifies mainly by thele same ftindamentak
factors, but also differentiates targets in more detail, dividing .them three ways,
into persons, households, and butinesses.

The UCR and NCP offense classifications all represent complete sunimation
relationships: all the subordinates can be gdded 'up to give the total instancesof
the superordinates.

The list of UCR Part II offenies consistsof a combination of single offenses
and pregroupea. categories. Ijkere is no single basis for any uniform' itatiOnal
classification systern for these less serious and/or less freqifent crimes. Some coUld
be classified according to' the same factors used for 'classifying Part I offenses or
Index crimes, but others cannot.
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"CLASSIFIED LISTS

PROCiSSES: STATISTIC ENTRY TERMS

-r citation (appearr

warnuxt, arrest
warrant, searchs,

100

Wmillons
subpoena `.
warrant; bench

anvil . '
booking
diversion : . "
release, pteitial

release on oim recognizance
release to'third, party
release-on bail

release fronideteation

cOmplaint requested (liolice)

compinint denied
comPlaint granted

filing .

charging documeht
coniplaint
information
indicupent

appearance, first

,

mon (sentence)
j (sentence)

probation (sentence)
fine

hearin& probable cause

plea -
plea, not guilty
plea, guilty

plea, initial
plea, final

trial
trial, court
trial, jury

verdict .

verdict, not guilty,
verdict, guilty

adjudication (criminal)
dismissal
judgment

acquittal
conviction

presentelice report

sentence
sentencesuspended execution
sentencesuspended imposition

mmitment

Court

ti._

dismitsid
aczjutttal ."
phson (sentence)
jail,(Sentence)
fine
probatitfn (sentence)

,

spies'

case (court)
caseload icourt)
caseload, pending

telease from prison

parole violation
probation violation

revocation hearing
revocation

time served

juvenile only:

referral to intake
petition (juvenile)

detentiOn hearing

kdjudicatory hearing
adjudication (juvenile)

delinquent*
status offender*

truant*
runaway*

dependent*
petition not sustained

transfer hearing
-transfer to adult court

predisposition report

disposition hearing

disposition, juvenile court

'entities

A
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ENTITIES:

GOVERNMENT UNITS

criminal justice agencY

Classified Lists

law enforcement agency
law enforcement agency, federal
law enforcement agency, state

state poliktx
state highway patrol

law enforcement agency, local
shetiffs department
police-department

prosecutorial agency

public defender's office

court (crimusal only).
court pf limited jurukiction
cOurt of general jurisdiction
court of appellate jurisdiction

correctional agency
parole agency
parolepauthority
probakon agency

g.
jury,. Rtand

jury, trial

intake unit

juvenile court

correctional facility
correctional institution, adult
correctional institution, juvenile

diagnosis or classification center

detention facility, adult
detention facility, juvenile

community facility, adult or juvenile

correctional day program

1 8

CAL ENTRY TERMS

RNMENT PERSONNEL

law enfo
law enforcemen
law enforcement o

state police officer
state highway patrol off*

officer,
fficer, federal

r, state

iaW enforcement officer, local
sheriff ,

_sheriff, deput y
cWpolice
police officer

attorney
prosecutor jdk
defense attdiney:-

public 'defender
--""lasiigned counsel

retained counsel

pro Se

judicial officer
jull4e
stajudictal officer

probation officer

OTHER PERSONS

adult
juvenile '
youthful offender

offender, alleged
defendant ti3

'offender

victim

probatidner
prisoner
inmate
parolee
es-offender

delinquent
status offender

truant
runaway

dependent.

;/-

_
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102 Classified'Usts

STOISTICAL ENTRY TERMS

ADULT OFFENSES!
CLAESIFICATION BY PENALTY RANGE

àrtme

felony '

misdemeanor
.-

infractkm

JUVENILE. OFFENSES: .

delinquent act

. status offense
.1

a

04PENSES: ALTERNATIVE VLASSIFICATIoNS
-

UNIFORM CRIME REPORTS: GENERAL CLkSSIFICATIONS
(From Un(fontt Crime Reporting Handbook 1974)

-

1. Criminal homicide'
a. Murder' and nonnegligent '[voluntary]

manslaughter'
b. Manslaughter by negligence [involuntary

Manslaughter")

2. Forcible rape*
a. Rape by force
b. Attempted forcible rape

3. Robbery'
a. Firearm
b. Knife or cutting instrument
c. Other dangerous weapon
d. Strongarm

4. Aggravated assault*
a. 'Flreann

' b. Knife or cutting instrument
d. Other dangerous weapons
d. Hands, fist, feet, etc.aggravated injury

5. Burglary'
a. Forcible entry
b. Unlawful entryno force
c. Attempted forcible entrj

6. Larceny-theft [larceny]

7. MotOr vehicle theft'
a. Autos
b. Trucks and buses
c. Other vehicles

Part II Offenses

other assaults (simple,* nonaggravated)
arson
forgery' and counterfeiting'
frauds'
embezzlement' -
stolen property; buying, receivfng, poisessing
vandalism
weapons; carrying, possessing, etc.
prostitution and commercialized vice .

sex offenses (except forcible rape, grostitution, .
and commercialized vice)

narcotic drug laws
gambling
offenses against the family and children
driving under the influence"
liquor, laws
drunkenness'
disorderly conduce
vigrancy
all other offenses (excepting traffic law

violations)
suspicion'
curfew and loitering laws (juvenile violations)
runaway* (juveniles)

7

0

-

'entry 'terms
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UNWORM CRIME REPORTS: SUBCLASSES

Part I offense subclasses

crimes against persons
murder
nonnegligent [voluntary] manslaiighter
negligent (irivoluntary) manslaughter
forcible rape
aggravated assault

crimes against property
robbery
burglary
larceny-theft [larceny] '
Motor vehicle theft

Crime Index offense subclasses

crimes of violence
murder

" nonnegligent [voluntary] manslaughter
forcible rape
robbery
aggravated assault

crimes against property
burglary
larceny-theft [larceny]
motor vehicle tfieft

NATIONAL CRIMZ PANEL REPORTS
(From National Crime Panel reports l973 and 1974 national data)

crimes naiad Nirsoes

crimes of violence*

rape (forcible rape)*
completed rape
attempted rape

robbery*
robbery and attempted robbery with

iniurY
serious assault
minor assault

robbery without injury
attempted robbery without injury

assault*
aggravated assault*

with injury
attempted assault with weapon

simple assault
with injury
atttmpted assault without weapon

crimes of theft (penonal larceny)

personal larceny with contact
purse snatching
attempted purse snatching
pocijet picking ,

larceny without contact

110
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crimes against howebolds

burglary4
forcible entry
unlawful entry (without force)
attempted forcible entry

household larceny
completed
attempted larceny

motor vehicle theft (occasionally called "auto
their)* -

esimes aphid busineases.

burglary* 4

completed burglary
attempted burglary

robbery*
completed robbery
attempeqobbery

*entry terms
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COMPARISON OF UCR AND NCP OFFENSE SUBCLASSES

Mina Whig Persons

so a subset of UCR Part)I offenses

murder
5 nonnegligent (voluntary] manslaughter

negligent (involuntary] manslaughter
forcible rape
aggravated assault

crimes of violence

so a subset of UCHIndex crimes
as

murder
nonnegligent (voluntary] manslaughter
forcible rape
robbery
aggravated assault

NCP

forcible rape
robbery (against persons)
aggravated assault
simple assault
personal larceny

5

as a subset of NCP crimes against prom

forcible rape
robbery (against persona)
aggravated assault
simple assault

See individual entries for comment on other differences between Uat and NCP terminology and
classification systems.

OTHER OFFENSES

Offenses defmed in this edition but not specifically named and clasSified in the UCR Part 1 and Part H
offense lists, nor in the NCP report lists, are:

assault on a law enforcement officer
bombing incident
check fraud
credit card fraud
escape
extortion
kidnapping
manslaughter, vehiclular
Fape, statutory
rape without force or consent
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entry term and is also mentioned in other entries, only the entry term is 1040 since the annotation in
thatentry will refer the reader to the otherjelated entries. Oerasionally uarexed item contains two
separate "see" reference& In these cases the two referred entries are eq y important
,,,ClassificiatOry relationships between entes are discussed in the entder themselves, and in the

classified-lists, not in the index. '
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abscond
see, abscond (corrections)
see abscond (court)

abscosid (cortectiotts)
abscond (collet)
.abuserchild

see child.abuse
, accepted complaint

see complaiat granted
_accusation

see charge
# acquittal

actualtoffensek
see VCR

adjudicated
# adjudicatin. (criminal)
# arljudiestion (juvenile)
# adjudieatory bearing

admissido
see populatioll movement

It adult
adult authority

see parole authority
adult correctional institution

see correctional institution, adult
adult court

see court
adult detention facility

see detention facility, adult
aftercare

see parole
agency, correctional

see correctional agency
agency, criminal justice

see criminal justice agency
agency, juvenile Justice

see juvenile justice agency
agency, law enforcement

. see law enforcement agency

qo

agency
on
n agency
utorial
twist agency

suiult
tjlt, aggravated
assault and batted
iilt,eggravated ,

-assault with injury
National Crime Panel reports

battery
`assault, aggravated

alias
driving untier the influence
&riving under the

Influencealcohol
holic program

criminal justice agency

gal offender
see offender, alleged
known as,

see aliar
phetamines
see drug law violation

4

peals Court
see court of appellate jurisdiction

Rik
pearance, itial
see appeirance, first

ppear citation
see citation (appear),

taut
bppellate jurisdiction court

see court of appellate jurisdiction
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armed robbery
see robbery, armed

arraignment
arraignment, preliminary

see appearance, first
# arrest

arrest record information
see criminal history record

information
arrest, resisting

see assault on a law enforcement
officer

arrest warrant
see warren!, arrest

# man
if smanit
# essanit, aggravated .

assmilt and battery, aggravated
see assault, aggravated

assault atrocious
see assault, aggravated

assault, felonious
. see assifult, aggravated .

assault, minor .
. see National Crime Panel reports

# essaolt on law enforcement officer
assault, serious

see National Crime Panel reports
# =knit, simple

assault upon a child
see child abuse

# arm* with a deadly weapon
assault with intent to kill

see assault, aggravated -
assault withput weapon, attempted

see National Crime panel reports
assault with the intent to commit murder or

manslaughter
see aniault, aggravated

assault 'th weapon, attempted
see ional Crime Panel repprts

# sniped
atrocious assault

see assault, aggravated
attempted assault without weapon

see National Crime Panel reports
attempted asiault with weapon

*see National Crime Panel reports
attempted burglarY

see National Crime Panel reports
attempted forcible entry

see burglaty .
attempted murder

fee assault, aggravated
attempted purse snatching

see National Crime Panel reports
attempted rape

see National Crime Pinel reports'
attempted robbery

see National Crime Panel reports
attempted robbery with injury

see National Crime Panel reports
attempted robbery without injury

see National Crime Panel reports
41 Wormy .

attorney, defense
see defense attorney

,.

6tt9rney, district
see prosecutor

attorneyprivate.
see retained counsel

attorney, protecuting
see _Prosecutor

attorney, suite's
see prosecutor

attorney, 11.S. ..

*see prosecutor
authority, adult

see parole authority .
authority, bridge,

see law enforcement agency
authority, parole

see *ale authority
authority, port

see Jaw enforcement.agency
authority, transit

see law enforcement agency
auto theft

see motor veticle theft
avoiding arrest

see fugitive
beelike
bad check

see check friud

see release on bail
barbiturate

se drug law violation
,bargairpng, plea

eel; plea bargaining
battery

see assault
battery, aggraVated.

see *Ault, aggravated
bench warrant -

see warrant, bench
Benzedrine

see drug law violation
bicycle theft

see Ilirceny -

bill of indictment
see . indictnient

bind over
see hearing..probable cause

board, parole
see parole atithority

# bombing incident

=.6!.

'# Wades .
boy's ranch

see correctional institution, juvenile
bridge authority '

see law enforcement agency

$ bargee,'
burnlary against households

see burglary ? .
burglary, attempted

see National Crime nisei reports
burglary, completed

see National Crime Panel repprts
burning

116 .

see anon. .

burning, reckless
me anon
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4

business crimes
see crimes against businesses

camp, prison
see correctional institution; adult

camp, ranch,'farm
camp, road

see detention facility, adult
campus police

see law enforcement agency, state
see law enforCement agency, local

camp, work
see detention facility, adult

capacity, institutional
see institutional capacity

cue
# case (court)

caseload (corrections)
# caseload (court)

caseload, pending -
cause, probable

see probable cause
CCH
center, detention

see detention center
center, diagnosis and classification

see diagnosis or classification center
center, residential treatment

see residential treatment center
certification hearing

see transfer hearing
certify_Ao adult court

see transfer to iidult court
charge

# 'charging document
# check fraud
# chief of police

child
see juvenile

Child abuse
child neglect
CHINS

. see status offense
circuit court -

-see court of general jurisdiction
# citation (appear)

citation (forfeit)
see citation (appear)

city court
see' court of limito4 jurisdiction

city jail
see jail

cleared
see UCR

cleared by arrest
see UCR

cleared by exceptional means
see UCR

,tocaine
see drug law violation

-codeine
see drug law violation

coerced behavior
see extOrtion

)

coin operated machines theft
see larceny

commercial crimes
see -crimes against businesses

commercialized vice
see offenses, Part II

. commercial larceny. see crimes against businesses
cointhisaioner

see judicial officer
commission, parole

see liarote authority
# commitnlent
# community facility, adult or juvenile

conimunity treatmcnt center
see community facility, adult or juvenile ;

# complaint
complaint accepted

see complaint granted
complaint declined

see complaint denied
# comphiInt denied
# complaint,granted

complaint rejected'
see complaint denied

# complaint reqnested (police)
completed burglary

see National Crime Panel reports
completed rape

see National Crime Panel reports
,completed robbery

see National Crime Panel reports
computerized criminal history

see CCH
conditional relent

see release from prikon
confidentiality

see security and privacy standards
confinement facility
convict .

# conviction
conviction record information

see criminal history record information
# correctional agency
# correctional day program
* correctional facility

correctional Institution
# correctional Institution, adult .
# correctional institution, kivenile

correctidm
corrections administrative-office

see criminal justice agency
corrections caseload
. see caseload (corrections)
counsel

assigned
e attorney

see assigned counsel
counsel, retained.

see retained counsel
countel, self

See . pro Se
%Mt

.4:
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# cossterfeitisg
county court

see court of limited jurisclictiod
county farm

secd.detentiOn facility, adult
count9 jail

see jail
#-court

court administrator
see criminal justice agency

court, adult
see, court

court case
see cue (court)

court caseload
see caseload (court)

k:ourt, circuit
see court of general jurisdiction'

coUrt city -
see cou-rt of limited jurisdicricin

court, county
see court of limited jurisdiction

court, criminal
seet4Purt

court diipbeition
see disposition, court

court disweition, jpvenile
see disposition) juvenile court

court, district
see court 'of general jurisdiction

court, domestic relations
see court of limited jurisdiction

court, family
.see court of limited jurisdiction

cofirt filing
We filing p

court, justice
see court of limited jurisdiction

court, juvenile
see juvenile court

court, magistrate
see court of limited jurisdiction

court, minicipal
see coiut of limited jurisdiction

court of appeals
see coiut of appellate jurisdiction

# court of appellate juriedictioe
# court of gesend jerledktios

court of intermediate appeals
see court of appellate jurisdiction

court of Ihst resort
see court of appellate jurisdiction

# eoutt of limited juriedklios
coUrt, police

see court of limited jurisdiction
court, proPate

see coiut of limited jurisdiction
court, small claims

see court of limited jurisdiction
court, sUperior

see court of general ju4dlction
court, supreme

see court of appellate j risdiction
court, traffic

see court of limited j risdiction

111

4court trtal
see" trial, court'

# credit card trend
# crime
# Crime Wes effusing

crime laboratory
see criminal justice itgency

_ Crime Panel
see Natiovi Crime Pinel reports

# crimes against lisdnesses
# crimes against households
# crimes against person
# crises waled property

crimes, business .

see crime' against businesses
crimes, commercial

see crimes against businesses
crimes, household

see crimes against houslefiblds
crimes of thteifctC

seb Na Crime Panel reports
of nolesce.

ea. Property 't
see crimes against properiy

crimes; reported -
see UCR

crimes, violent
see crimes of.violence

criminal
see offender

criminal court
see court

# crisis'sl bistory record Information
criminal history, computerized

see CCH
criminal hbmicide

see homicide criminal
# criminel justice agency

crimiial offense
see crime

cambial proceedisp
criminal 'record information

see criminal histcry record information
culpability
curfew violation

see offenses, Part H
, see flatus offense

custody
day program, correctional

see correctional day program
deadly weapon, assault with a

see. assault with a deadly weapon
death of defendant

see dismissal
.% deceit 4,

see fraud
declined complaint

see complaint denied
# defeadmat

defendaqi's rights
see rights of defendant

defender, public
see public defender

defenddr's office, public
. see public defender's office

118
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# defense attorney
delinquency

# delinquent
# delinquent 'act

delinquepi tcridendies
-see t:Aitiitii7Offense

bemeroL :
see drug law violation

denied complaiit
see ComPhlintAenied

de oar I -
departmtnt, politee

police department
dipartnieht, probation -

see prbbition agency
department, sherifrs "

see sheriff's dejiartment
dependency

# dependent
deputy sheriff

see sheriff, deputy
detention
detention center
detention *inn ;

# detention facility, adult
# *tendon facility, juvenile
il-itetentioi heir%

_ - ...
:,,detention, release from

see release from detention
: detention, temporary

... e . arrest
diagnosliar classification center
discharge a

discharge from prison
see releasi from prison

discretionary dischaige
see releale from prison,

discretionary release
see release from prison

# dismIssil
diSmisial On court's own motion ,
- see dismissal
Iismissal on.defendant's motion

see dismissal
Mussel on,prosecutoes motion

see 'missal
..-diamissal without prejudice
. see dismisall

dismissal With prejudice
.see dismissal

disorderly conduct
see offenses, Part II

disposition
dispealion, court
disposition bearing
disposition, juvenile court
district attorney

see prosecutor
district court

see court of general jurisdiction
# diversion /

document, charging
see 'charging document

domestic relations court
.

seetli,lurt of limited jurisdiction
. .

iidex

# dri'vIng under the influence=alcohol
# driving under the influencedrugs

drug Widict program
see criminal justice agency--

drug law violation
dru

drug law viohttion
driving under the influencer:drugs

drunk driving
see driving under the influencealpohdl

drunkenneis
see offenses, Part II

# emberzlegnert
employee theft

see , lurency
entry, forcible

see burglary
entry, unlawful

see burglark
# eseapp

examination, preliminary
see hearing, probable cause

examining trial
see hearing, probable cause '

excusable homicide
see homicide, excusable

ex-offender
expunge

# extoition
facility, community

see community facility, adult or juvenile
facility, confinement

see conrmement facility
facility, correctional

see correctional facility
facility, detention

see detention facility
facility, nonconfinement

see community facility, adult or juvenile
family court

see court of limited jurisdiction
farm

see camp/ranch/farm
farm, county

see detention facility, adult
farm, honor

see detention facility, adult
farm prison

see correctional institution, adult
Federal Bureau of Investigation

see UCR
federal law enforcement agency

see law enforcement agency, federal
federal law enforcement officer

see law enforcement officer, federal
felonious assault

see assault, aggravated
# felony

felony preliminary
see hearing, probable cause

field interrogation
see arrest

field interview
see arrest

# Ming
final plea

see plea, final

10.



finding
# fine

first appearance .
see appearance, first

fitness hearing
ft see. transfer hearing

fleting arrest
see escape

forcible entry
t. see burglary

forcible rape
see rape, forcible

* forgery
fraud -
fraud, check

see check fraud
fraud, credit Card

see predit card frau
fugitive
gambling

see offenses, Part II
general jurisdicti9n court

see court ofgeneraljurisdictiow
grand jury

see jury, grand
grand jury indictmeni

see indictment
grand larceny

see larceny
granted complaint

see complaint granted
group.home
guilty plea '7:

see plea, guilty
guilty verdict, ,

see verdict, guilty
halfway house
hallucinogens

see drug law violation
blaring
hearing, adjudicatory

see adjudicatory hearing
hearing, certification

see transfer hearing
hearing, detention

see detention hearing
hearing, disposition

see disposition hearing
hearing, fitness

see transfer hearing
hearing, magistrates preliminary

see appearance, first
hearing officer

see judicial, officer
hearing, preliMinary

see 'hearing, probable cause
see appearance, first

# hearing, probsblptause
hearing, rev ion

see rev tion hearing
hearinp4.mifer

see transfer hearing
hearing, waiver

see transfer hearing
heroin

Nee drug law violation

Ipdex

,

highway patrol officer, state

highway patrot,-state,
see state hig liway patrol

see state 15atibl officepe

home, grotp,
see grcitip h6me

home, juvenile
see community facility, adfrIt or jtiVenile

homicide
homicide, criminal
homicide, extusable

' 'homicide, justifiable
homicide, willful
honor farm .

See detention facility, adult
house, halfivay

' see halfwaY house
household crimes

see crimes against hooseholds
....household larceny

iee National Crime Panel reports
hung jury

see dismissal
incident, bigtibing

see 'bombing incident
incorrigibility

see status offense
indeterminate senteice

see sentence, indeterminate
Index crimes ..

see Crime Index offenses
# indictment
# information
# infraction

initial appearatice.
see .appearance, first

initial plia '-
see plea, initial

# inmate
in.propria persona

see pro se
Institutional capacity
institution, correctional

see correctional institution
insufficient evidence

see dismissal
insufficient funds

see check fraud,,
intake
intake referral

see referral to intake
# intake unit

intent
see culpability

intermediate appeals co-urt
see court of appellate jurisdiction

interrogation, field
see arrest

interview, field
see arrest

_intoxication
see driving under the influencealcohol
see driving under the influencedrugs

involuntary manslaughter
see manslaughter, involuntary

to
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Jud
# Jail (sentence)

IINS
see 'status offense

John Doe warrant
see ' warrant, arrest

if Judge
judge trial

see trial, court
judge verdict

see veidict
g Judgment ,

judioikl council h
.see criminal justice agency

# Judicial officer
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction, original
.iurY

see jury, trial .

g Jury, grand
jdry, hung

see dismissal
jury, petit

see jury, trial
g Jun', Wad

4ury trial
. see trial, jury

jury verdict
see .verdict

justice court
4 see court of limited jurisdiction

justice of the peace
see judicial officer

justifiable homicide
see tjomicide. justifiable

# Juvenile
juvenile corr tional institution

see cori4ctional institution, juvenile
# Juvenile court

juvenile court disposition
see disposition, juvenile court

juvenile delinquency
see delinquency

juvenile delinquent
see delhiquent

jutenile detention center
see detention center
see detention facility, juvenile.

juvenile detention facility
see detention facility, juvenile

juvenile detention hearing
see detention hearing

juvenile disposition
see disposition, juvenile court

juvenile disposition hearing
see disposition hearing

juvenile hall
see detention facility, juvenile

juvenile home 01
see community facility, adult or juvenile

juvenile intake
see intake

Juvenile Justice agency .
juvenile offense

see status offense

4,

. /
juvenile petition --

see petition (juvenile)
juvenile probation

see probation
Juvenile record
juvegle Shelter

sgg shelter
luvenile status offender

see slatusroffbnder
juvenile training school

see- trifi 1ning school .
g kidualoldug 4

known offenses
See UCR

lack of timely Orosecution
sar dismissal

# larceny
larceny, commercial

see crimes against businesses
larceny, household .

see National Crime Panel reports
larcenY-thft '

see larceny
last reshrt court

'see couFt of a pellate jurisdiction
# law enforcement pency
# law ottomans agency, federal
# law enforcement agency, local
41 law enforcement agency, state

law enforcement officer
law enforcement Officer, assault on
I-- see assault on a law enforcement officer

# law enforcement officer, federal
g law enforcement officer, local
# law enforcement officer, state

law enforcement order
see citation (appear)

lawyei
see attorney

level of government
limited jurisdiction court

see court of limited jurisdiction
liquor laws

see offenses. Part 11
local law enforcedient agency

see law enforcement agency, local
local enforcement officer

see law enforcement officer, local
loitering

see offenses, Part II
magistrate

see judicl officer
magistrate court .

see cOurt of limited jurisdiction
magistrates preliminary hearing

see appearance, first
malicious mischief
. see arson
mandatory conditional rel(ase

see release from prison
mandatory discharge

see release front prison
r, mandatory release

see release from prison
mandatory sentence

ice sentence, mandatory

1
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Index

# manslaughter, iniolentary
manslaughter,'negliged

see manslaughter, involuntary
manstaughter,Anonnegligent

see manslaughter, voldbtary
# manslaughter, vehieulaa

11 manslaughter; voluntary
marijuana --

see, drug law violation.
master

.see judici;Afficer
; maximum security

see security
medium security

Set security
methadone

see drug law violation'
; minimum security

see security .

- minor assault
pee National Crime Panel repbrts

MINS
see status offense,

misbehavior
see delinquencyl

mischief, malicious
see arson .

# misdemeanor
r mistrial

see dismissal
Model Penal Code
moniker

see alias
morphine

see drUg laW violation
motion
motor vehicle parts and accessnes thift

see larceny
# motor vehicle theft .

movement, population
see population movement

MPC
BCC Model Penal Code

municipal court
see court of limited jurisdiction

# murder
murder, attempted

see assault, aggravated
narcbtic

see drug law violation
narcotic drug laws

see offenses, Part II
National Bomb Data Center

see bombing incident
National Crime Pastel reports
National Crime Panel Survey-Reports

see National Crime Panel reports
NCP reports

see National Crime Panel reports
neglect, child

see child neglect
neglected child

see dependent
negigence

see culpability

L.

negligent manslaughter 1 i
see manslaughter, involuntary

nickname
see alias

ncile prosequi
see dismissal

aolutoatendere

115*

neconfmement failiy
' Pee community facility, adult or juvenile 2.4k

nonCuipable homicide -

segthomicide, justikable
see homicide, excusable

nonnegligeiir manslaughter
see manslaughter, voluntary

nonsufficient funds checks
see check fraud

not guilty plea
see Plea, not guilty'

not guilty verdict
see verdict, pot guilty

NSF checks .
see check fraud

OBTS
# offender
x offender, alleged

offender-based transaction statistics
see OBTS

offender, juvenile
see delinquent

offender, status
see status offender

offender, youthful
tee youthful offender

offease
offense, criminal

see crime
offense% actual

see LICR
offenseit Against the family

see offense% Part II
7 offenses, Crinie Index

see Crime Index offenses
offenses known

i see UCR
# offenses, Part U
# offenses, Part I

offenses reported
see UCR

offense, status
see status offense

Office, public defender's
. see public defender's office

cek, judicial
judicial officer

r, law enforcement
see -law enforcement officer

officer, peace
see law enforcement officer

officer, police s
see police officer

officer, probation
see -Probation officer

officer, state highway patrol
see state highway patrol'officer

offieer, state police
see state police 9fficer

,T
8



.0610e, aubhirboini
subjudicW ofiker

sei4rag4b*Violaiion
" .

Oficial-9A oWia recognizance
gitiginalAdigics*

. Yore juclicial officer;.
.)111iirola 4.

.1 Weis WPM'
# prate anthority

parole boaid
see . Parole' authoriti

'parole Commis**
see paroKifithOritY

parole.ocistion- .;Sf!
S .

r

101

police complaint
*see complaint requested (police)

policccourt.
see court of limited jiriadictiort,

Palm degarbunt . -
polices*

see law enforcement officer
# Ogee raker

police ghost -
see stare P014;0150=

police requested **plaint '
* see compleint requested (police)
trPeolioa. stare 1:,;.'4

.41.
sow.**:

port authority
see la* infoicensfni agencY

pro;actIndicated
seel;'14balicaSed

# predielooltielliegort '
preliminary arraignment

see nimehrancesfirIt
preliminary examination

see hearing, probable cause
Preliminary; felony ,

. see owing probable cause
prenary hearing

tee hearing, probable cause
-see appoiranee; first

preliminary Spring, magistrates
-see 'appearance, first

preliminary screening
- see intake

I preneatea

ParObi
Part I ewes

see offerim*.Pirt I
Part Iroffinses

see offenses, Part li
pairoirs* highway..

see state highway patrol
p_pace officer
'eaee law enforcement officer

, Penal Code, Model
see Model, Penal Code

peneity
pending .caseload

see caseload, pending
penitentiary

see correctional institution, adult

penotufi crimes '

see crimes againsrpenOns
personal larceny

see National CrimePanel,reports
# petition (juvenile)
# petition not sustained

petit jury
see jury, trial

petty larceny
see larceny

PINS
see status offense

if Oka
idea bargaining

# plea, final
Pim, gailtY

# plea, initial
g PIM not Minty

pocket picking
see National Crime Panel reports

pOlice academy
see criminal justice agency

police administrative body
see criminal justice agency ,

police, cainpus
see law enforcement agency, state
see law enforcement agency, local

police chief **

see chief of police

presentmen
first

see U. lament
pretrial release

see. release, pretrial
prior reword
prism
prison camp

see correctional institutional, adulf
# prisoner

prison firth
see correctional institution, ;chili

prison, release from
- bee release from prison

# prison (sentence) .
privacy

lee security and privacy standards
private attorney

see retained counsel
probable mune
probable cause hearing .

see hearing, probable cause
probate court

see . court of limited jurisdiction
probed**
probaticin adininistration

See criminal justice' agency
# probation agency

probation department .

see probation agency
# probationer

pibbation intake
see intake .

7
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Index 117

# probation officer
peobadon'revocation

see revocation
# prole** (easterece)
# mistier' vloinden

proceedinp, criminal
see criminal proceedings

program. correctional day
see correctional day program

property crimes
see crimes against property

$peoss
I prosecutor
# prosecutorial enemy

prostitution
see offenses, Part II

pane defender
$ public defender's office

pup (record)
purposefin

see culpability
purse snatching

see National Crime Panel reports
que e length

see backlog
ranch

see camp/ranch/farm
rap
rape, attempted

see National Crime Panel reports
rape, completed

see National Crime Panel reports
# rape, forcible
# rope, statutory
# rape, without force or consent

rap sheet
see prior record

readmission
see population movement

recidivism
reckless burning

see arson
recklessness

see culpability
record, arrest

ice criminal history record information
record, conviction

see criminal history record information
record, criminal

see criminal bistory record information
record, juvenile

see juvenile record
record, prior

see prior record
referee

see judicial efficer
# referral to Intake

reformatory
see Armtional institution, juvenile

reform school
see correctional institution, juvenile

rejected complaint
see complaint denied

reissue from detention
release from prison

144

# release en bnil
# release es own recognisance

release on parole
see release from prison

# release, pretrial
# release to third party

report, predisposition
see predisposition report

retiort, prominence
see presentence report

reported offenses
see UCR

requested complaint
see complaint requested (police)

residential facility, community
see community residential facility

residential treatment center
resisting arrest

see assault on a law enforcement officer
# retained counsel
# relocation
# revocation bearing

rights of defeedant
right to speedy trial

see speedy trial
road camp

see detention facility, adult
# robbery
# robbery, armed

robbery, attempted
see National Crime Panel .reports

robbery, completed ,
see National Crime Panel report:

# robbed, stoners
robbery with injury, attempted

see National Crime Panel reports
robbery without injury

see National Crime Panel reports
robbery without injury, attempted

see National Crime Panel reports
,ROR

see release on own recognizance
runaimi
school, reform .

see correctional institution, juvenile
school, training

see training school
screening

see intake
# seal (record)

search w
:.rarrarra%ilarch

secured bail
see release on bail

# security
# security and privacy standards

self counsel
see pro se

'I sentence
sentence, indeteradnate
sentence, msndatery
sentence, suspended
sentence=saspended execution

I sentenceimpended Imposition
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serious wank .
see National Crime Panel reports

sex offenses
see offenses, Part II

sexual assault
we rape, forcible

shelter ,

sheriff
# sheriff, deputy
# sheriff% departmeat

shoplifting
see larceny

simple assault
see assault, simple

simple assault with injury
see National Crime Panel reports

small claims court
see court of limited jurisdiction

special dict
see law enforcement agency

speedy trial
# state highway petrol
# state highway patrol officer

state law enforcement agency
. see law enforcement agency, state

state law enforcement officer
see law enforcement officer, state

state planning agency
see criminal justice agency

# state pollee
# state pollee officer

state's attorney .

SEC prosecutor
# data offender
# Onus offense

statutory rape
SCE rape, statutory

stolen property
see offenses, Part II

strongarm robbery
see robbery, strongarm

# sabjedicial officer
$1 rabaorwa
# sammons

superior court
see court of general jurisdiction

supreme court
see court of appellate jurisdiction

suspended execution sentence
see sentencesuspended execution

suspended imposition sentence
see sentencesuspended imposition

suspended sentence '
see sentence, suspended

snspidoa
synthetic nsrcotics

see drug law violation
temporary detention -

see arrest
temporary release .

see release from prison
temporary suspension

SEC revocation

index

theft . /
theft from coin-operated devices or machines

see larceny
theft, motor vehicle

see. 'motor vehicle theft
theft of motor vehicle parts and accessories

tee larceny
third party redone'

lee release tci third perty
. # *en sop*

traffic court
. see court of limited jurisdiction

traffic violation
see infraction

trades 'school
# tanks. bearing .

transfer of jurisdiction
see release from prison

# truster to adult court
transit authority

see law enforcement agency
treatment center, commWaY

see community facility, adult or juvenile
treatment center, residential

see .reeidential treatment.center
# trial
# trial, court

'dial, examining
see hearing, probable. cause

trig, judge
see trial, court

jriry
trial jury

see jury, trial
trialospeedy

see ipeedy trial
# truest

true bill
see jurY, grand

UCR,s
UCR Offense Classifications

see UCR
UCR Scoring System

see UCR '
unadjudicated I

see adjudicated,
unconditional release

see release from prison
unfounded complaints

, see UCR
Uniform Crime Reports

see UCR
Uniform Offense Classification

see CCH
see drug law violation

unlawftd entry a
see burglary

unsecured bail
. see relesse on bail
unsecured bond

'see release CM bail
-unsecured release on bail

see release, pretrial
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Index 119

UOC
see CCH
see drug law violation

U.S. Attorney
see prosecutor

vagrancy
see offense% Part II

vandalism
see offenses, Part II

vehicular manslaughter
see mam4aughter, vehicular

mane
# verdict
# verdict, guilty
# verdict, sot guilty

vice
see offenses, Part II

# victim
victimization survey

'see National Crime Panel reports
violation

see infraction'
'violation, drug law

see drug kV violation
violation, parole

see parole violation
vidlation, probation

see probation violation
violation, traffic

see infraction

126

violent crimes
see crimes of violence

voluntary
see culpi.bility

voluntary manslaughter
see manslaughter, voluntary

waiver
see transfer to adult court

waiver hearing
see transfer hearing

waive to adult court
see transfer to adult court

# warrant, arrest
# warrant, beach

warrant, John Doe
see warrant, arrest

# warrant, march
wesPons; earrYing. Possessing

see offenses, Pert II
willftd abuse

see child abuse
willftd homicide

see homicide, willful
willful neglect

see child neglect
witness
work camp

see detention facility, adult
# youthful offender
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